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Optimizing Opportunistic Communication in Wireless Networks
Mi Kyung Han, Ph.D.
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Supervisor: Lili Qiu
Opportunistic communication leverages communication opportunities aris-
ing by chance to provide significant performance benefit and even enable commu-
nication where it would be impossible otherwise. The goal of this dissertation is
to optimize opportunistic communication to achieve good performance in wireless
networks. A key challenge in optimizing opportunistic communication arises from
dynamic and incidental nature of communication. Complicated wireless interfer-
ence patterns, high mobility, and frequent fluctuations in wireless medium make
the optimization even harder.
This dissertation proposes a series of optimization frameworks that system-
atically optimizes opportunistic communication to achieve good performance in
wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks. We make the following three ma-
jor contributions:
First, we develop novel algorithms, techniques, and protocols that opti-
mize opportunistic communication of wireless mesh network to achieve good, pre-
dictable user performance. Our framework systematically optimizes end-to-end
performance (e.g., total throughput). It yields significant improvement over exist-
ing routing schemes. We also show that it is robust against inaccuracy introduced
by dynamic network conditions.
ix
Second, we propose a novel overlay framework to exploit inter-flow network
coding in opportunistic routing. In this framework, an overlay network performs
inter-flow coding to effectively reduce traffic imposed on the underlay network, and
an underlay network uses optimized opportunistic routing to provide efficient and
reliable overlay links. We show that inter-flow coding together with opportunistic
routing and rate-limiting brings significant performance benefit.
Finally, we develop a novel optimization framework in vehicular networks
to effectively leverage opportunistic contacts between vehicles and access points
(APs). We develop a new mobility prediction algorithm and an optimization algo-
rithm to determine an efficient replication scheme that exploit the synergy among
Internet connectivity, local wireless connectivity, mesh network connectivity, and
vehicular relay connectivity. Based on our framework, we develop a practical sys-
tem that enables high-bandwidth content distribution and demonstrate the effective-
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1.1 Motivation for Opportunistic Communication
Recently, wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks have emerged as
attractive communication paradigm. They provide significant communication op-
portunities to users in diverse areas such as campus, residential, rural, and metropoli-
tan areas. Unlike traditional wireline networks, these networks exhibit interference,
high loss, high mobility, and link fluctuations. To combat such challenges and en-
hance user performance in these networks, a new way of communication is needed.
Opportunistic Communication: Traditionally, a sender commits to a specific
node as the next-hop, and the traffic makes progress only when it reaches the se-
lected next-hop. However, high loss rates in wireless networks make traditional
routing inefficient. Moreover, in vehicular networks when there is no persistent
end-to-end path between a source and its destination, traditional routing simply be-
comes infeasible.
Opportunistic communication effectively leverages communication oppor-
tunities arising by chance to provide significant performance benefits or even enable
communication where it would otherwise be impossible. Below is a brief summary
of how opportunistic communication can benefit the user performance in wireless
mesh networks and vehicular networks.
1
1.1.1 Opportunistic Communication in Wireless Mesh Networks:
WirelessMesh Networks: Awireless mesh network consists of nodes that can for-
ward traffic for each other either directly or through a multi-hop path. It provides
wireless broadband access to users in diverse areas such as personal, local, campus,
rural, and metropolitan areas. Many cities across the world have deployed, or are
planning to deploy wireless mesh networks [126,138,143,146,147]. Moreover, due
to its cost effectiveness, they are being deployed in low-income communities, ru-
ral communities, and developing countries [51,138,144] where telecommunication
services have been limited.
Opportunistic Routing in Wireless Mesh Networks: To combat wireless losses
in the mesh networks, opportunistic routing has been proposed to exploit the broad-
cast nature of the wireless medium. Traditional routing uses a predetermined single
best sequence of nodes between a source and its destination, committing the next-
hop for a packet before transmission. In comparison, opportunistic routing allows
any intermediate node that opportunistically receives the packet to cooperatively
forward it toward its destination. Opportunistic routing improves throughput by
taking advantage of transmissions that unexpectedly reached too far or too short
and effectively combining multiple weak links into a stronger link.
1.1.2 Opportunistic Communication in Vehicular Networks:
Vehicular Networks: Vehicular networks have emerged from the strong need of
increased road safety and communication on the move. There are projects across
the world in various government, industry, and academia devoted to vehicular net-
works( [19, 25, 58, 91, 94]). An increasing number of vehicles are now equipped
with wireless communication devices, in-car sensors, and GPS systems. Vehicles
2
can communicate with each other or APs near the road side. Such networks can en-
able a variety of applications, such as road safety, emergency, traffic flow control,
information retrieval, and media content sharing.
Leveraging Opportunistic Contacts in Vehicular Networks: In vehicular net-
works, communication happens opportunistically due to networks’ unique features.
First, there is no persistent end-to-end path between a source and its destination.
Second, as vehicles move at a high speed, the contact between vehicles or between
a vehicle and an AP is unplanned and short-lived (e.g., typically lasts for only a few
seconds). Third, the movement of vehicles is constrained by the road and current
traffic conditions, thus vehicles may make a sudden turn or stop and cause difficulty
in predicting the trajectory of vehicles. In this case, traditional routing or mobile
routing schemes that assume end-to-end connection and simple movement of nodes
is not applicable. Therefore we have to leverage opportunistic contacts between
vehicles and APs.
1.2 Systematic Optimization of Opportunistic Communication
in Wireless Networks
Despite significant work in opportunistic communication and its optimiza-
tion, how to systematically optimize the end-to-end user performance to achieve
good wireless performance remains an open question. A key challenge in optimiz-
ing opportunistic communication arises due to the dynamic and incidental nature
of such communication opportunities. Complicated wireless interference patterns,
high mobility, and frequent fluctuations in wireless medium characteristics further
exacerbate the problem.
In this dissertation, we present a series of novel optimization frameworks
3
that systematically optimize opportunistic communication to achieve good perfor-
mance in wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks.
1.2.1 Optimization of Opportunistic Communication in Wireless Mesh Net-
works
There are two key factors that determine the performance of opportunistic
routing in wireless mesh networks: (i) routes and (ii) rate limits. Routes represent
the aggregate decisions on how much traffic a node should forward upon receiving
a packet. Routes determine how effectively we combine available links to forward
traffic and how efficiently we utilize network resources and exploit spatial reuse.
Rate limits dictate how fast each traffic source injects traffic into the network. Rate
limits should ensure that traffic source does not send more than what paths can
support. Thus our optimization framework targets to jointly optimize routes and
rate limits with the objective of optimizing the end-to-end user throughput in mesh
networks.
We first develop a practical opportunistic routing protocol that achieves pre-
dictable performance. Then we explore inter-flow network coding to further en-
hance the performance.
1.2.1.1 Model-driven Optimization of Opportunistic Routing in IEEE 802.11
Mesh Networks
We present an accurate model-driven optimization framework of oppor-
tunistic routing in IEEE 802.11mesh networks for both unicast and multicast traffic.
The framework includes the following components:
First, we develop a novel optimization algorithm to jointly optimize rate
limiting and opportunistic routing. We derive a set of opportunistic constraints to
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probabilistically characterize the available communication opportunities. Second,
we develop a simple, yet accurate model for the widely used IEEE 802.11 protocol
to capture interdependency between sending rates, loss rates, and throughput on
different links using O(E) constraints, where E is the number of links. Our model
can handle real-world complexities such as hidden terminals, non-uniform traffic,
multi-hop flows, and non-binary interference. Third, we develop a non-convex op-
timization algorithm to find a local optimum solution. Our algorithm is flexible and
can accommodate different objectives. Fourth, we develop a practical protocol by
enforcing the opportunistic routes and rate limits computed by our optimization al-
gorithm. Through extensive simulation and testbed experiments, we show that our
model is accurate, and our protocol achieves significantly higher performance than
state-of-the-art shortest path routing and opportunistic routing protocols. Further-
more, we evaluate the performance in dynamic and uncontrolled environments, and
find it is robust against inaccuracy introduced by a dynamic network and consis-









Figure 1.1: Motivating example for leveraging inter-flow network coding in oppor-
tunistic routing.
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1.2.1.2 Overlay-basedOptimization of Opportunistic Routing in IEEE 802.11
Mesh Networks
Inter-flow Network Coding: Inter-flow network coding is another approach in
wireless mesh networks to improve network performance. In inter-flow network
coding, an intermediate node combines multiple packets of different flows des-
tined toward different next hops into one packet and broadcasts, thereby reducing
the number of transmissions. We explore whether combining opportunistic routing
with inter-flow coding can achieve further performance benefit.
Motivating Example: First, we demonstrate that inter-flow network coding can
bring significant performance benefits to opportunistic routing by introducing the
following example. Consider a diamond topology with two flows in Figure 1.1,
where one flow goes from A to D and the other from D to A. With traditional rout-
ing (no inter-flow or intra-flow coding), it takes two transmissions to deliver one
packet over each hop due to a 50% loss rate, therefore, altogether 8 transmissions
are required to deliver one packet for each of the two flows. With opportunistic
routing, a flow source now utilizes both B and C as the forwarders. As long as
either B or C receives a packet (instead of only B or only C), the traffic can make
progress. Assuming independent packet loss rate on different links, which is re-
ported in previous works [95], the probability of a packet reaching either B or C
is 75%. Therefore, on average it takes only 1.33 transmissions to move a packet
over the first hop (i.e., deliver the packet to either of the intermediate nodes), and
two transmissions to move the packet from the intermediate node to the destination.
Therefore altogether 6.66 transmissions are required to deliver one packet for each
of the two flows. Inter-flow coding [67] has benefits only if the two flows pick the
same intermediate node as the forwarder. Assuming this, it still takes 2 transmis-
sions to deliver one packet over each hop, the intermediate node can now XOR the
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packets destined to A and D, and only make two transmissions to deliver packets
to both receivers. Therefore, in the best case, it takes 6 transmissions to send one
packet for the two flows. When the two flows use different forwarders, then there
is no inter-coding opportunity, thus it takes 8 transmissions in total.
Interestingly, we observe that we can exploit inter-flow network coding to
improve opportunistic routing. For the first hop, we use opportunistic routing,
which takes only 1.33 transmissions. For the second hop, the intermediate node
can XOR packets from the two flows whenever possible. In the best case where the
intermediate nodes can XOR the packets received from each flow, the intermedi-
ate nodes only need 2 transmissions to deliver the XOR-ed packets for both flows.
Thus it takes 4.66 transmissions in total to deliver one packet for each of the two
flows. This yields a gain of 72% over single path routing, 43% over opportunis-
tic routing alone, and 29% over inter-flow coding alone. In the worst case where
the intermediate nodes cannot XOR any packets (which rarely occurs), it reverts to
opportunistic routing and requires 6.66 transmissions, out-performing single path
routing and (worst-case) inter-flow network coding by 20%.
Overlay-based Optimization of Opportunistic Routing Given the potential ben-
efits of inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing, we design our opti-
mization framework to incorporate inter-flow network coding. A key challenge to
achieve this goal lies in a strong tension between intra-flow coding used in oppor-
tunistic routing and inter-flow coding. While opportunistic routing tends to spread
information across multiple nodes for higher reliability, such spread of information
may reduce the decoding probability of inter-coded packet.
To address this challenge, we decouple inter-flow and intra-flow coding by
proposing a novel framework where an overlay network performs overlay routing
and inter-flow coding without worrying about packet losses, and an underlay net-
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work uses optimized opportunistic routing and rate limiting to provide efficient and
reliable overlay links. Based on this framework, we develop the first optimization
algorithm to jointly optimize opportunistic routes, rate limits, inter-flow and intra-
flow coding. We then develop a practical opportunistic routing protocol (O3) based
on the optimization results. Using Qualnet simulation, we show that O3 signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-the-art routing protocols by simultaneously leveraging
optimized opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and rate limits. Furthermore,
we study the individual and aggregate benefits of opportunistic routing, inter-flow
coding, and rate limits. Our results show that (i) rate limiting significantly improves
the performance of all routing protocols, (ii) opportunistic routing is more benefi-
cial under high loss rates, whereas inter-flow coding is more beneficial under low
loss rates.
1.2.2 Optimization of Opportunistic Communication in Vehicular Networks
We observe that opportunistic communication plays a vital role in vehic-
ular networks. We develop a novel optimization framework that leverages such
opportunistic contacts between vehicles and APs to support high-bandwidth con-
tent distribution. To fully take advantage of the contacts between vehicles and APs,
we proactively push content to the APs that the vehicles will likely visit in the near
future. In this way, vehicles can enjoy the full wireless capacity instead of being
bottlenecked by the Internet connectivity, which is either slow or even unavailable.
Our framework consists of the following key components: First, we de-
velop a series of replication optimization techniques that enable the synergy among
(i) Internet connectivity (which is persistent but has limited coverage and low band-
width), (ii) local wireless connectivity (which has high bandwidth but short contact
duration), and (iii) vehicular relay connectivity (which has high bandwidth but high
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delay), and (iv) mesh connectivity among APs (which has high bandwidth but low
coverage). Second, in order for the replication optimization algorithm to operate
effectively, we develop a novel algorithm that predicts the set of APs a vehicle will
visit in the near future with high accuracy. Third, we build a practical system that
enables high-bandwidth vehicular content distribution (VCD). Using trace-driven
simulation and Emulab-based emulation, we show that our novel replication scheme
brings significant performance benefits compared to no replication and wireline or
vehicular replication alone. The gap further increases as the ratio between wireless
and wireline capacity increases. We further develop a full-fledge prototype VCD
system in testbed that supports real video streaming running on smart phones and
laptop clients with IEEE 802.11b and IEEE 802.11b networks. Our testbed results
also confirm the effectiveness of our design.
1.3 Thesis Organization
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we dis-
cuss previous work in wireless mesh networks, vehicular networks, and other work
in relevant domain. In Chapter 3, we present an accurate model-driven optimiza-
tion of opportunistic routing in IEEE 802.11 mesh networks. In Chapter 4, we
present Optimization of Overlay-based Opportunistic routing (O3) in IEEE 802.11
wireless mesh networks. In Section 5, we present optimization framework for repli-
cation schemes that enable high-bandwidth Vehicular Content Distribution (VCD)




Opportunistic communication, due to its large potential performance bene-
fit, has been extensively studied. In this chapter, we revisit prior research in oppor-
tunistic communication in wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks.
2.1 Related Work in Opportunistic Communication in Wireless
Mesh Networks
We broadly classify related work in wireless mesh networks in the following
categories: (i) traditional routing protocols, (ii) opportunistic routing protocols, (iii)
analysis of opportunistic routing performance, (iv) wireless network modeling, and
(v) network coding techniques used in wireless mesh networks.
2.1.1 Traditional Routing Protocols
Routing has been an active area in wireless networking research. A natural
approach to routing traffic in multi-hop wireless networks is to adopt techniques
similar to those in wired-line networks, which select a best path for each source-
destination pair and send traffic along the predetermined path. Many of the existing
routing protocols [40,64,101,111–113] fall into this category, which we refer to as
traditional routing.
DSDV [112] is based on classical Bellman-Ford routing and guarantees
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loop-freedom. Every mobile node in the network maintains a routing table which
records all possible destinations in the network along with the corresponding hop-
count and the sequence number to avoid routing loops. Routing table updates are
periodically transmitted throughout the network to maintain table consistency.
Different from the above approach, where a complete list of routes is main-
tained at each node, source-initiated on-demand routing [64, 111, 113] has been
proposed. The source node initiates route discovery on demand, and only the
nodes on the route participate in the route maintenance procedure until the route
no longer exists or, no longer needed. In particular, AODV [113] builds on DSDV
but minimizes the number of broadcast transmissions required for route discovery
and maintenance by creating routes on demand and only maintaining the relevant
routes. DSR [64] is another on-demand routing protocol based on source routing.
Each node maintains route caches that contain the source route information, and the
cache entries are continually updated. TORA [111] is a distributed routing protocol
based on the concept of link-reversal. It focuses on establishing routes quickly and
minimizes communication overhead by localizing algorithmic reactions to topolog-
ical changes when possible. TORA often uses longer routes to avoid the overhead
of discovering newer routes.
Along with the aforementioned routing protocols, various link-quality met-
rics have been proposed. AOVD and DSR use a metric based on hop-counts. How-
ever, research [10, 31, 38, 39] has found that using such metric does not provide
good performance due to differing link quality across hops. They propose vari-
ous alternate metrics taking into account link loss rate, packet transmission time,
or signal-to-noise ratio. In particular, ETX [31] calculates the expected number
of transmissions required to deliver a packet from a source to its destination using
per-link measurements of packet loss ratio in both directions.
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Since the above traditional routing protocols target high-mobility scenarios,
they focus on finding and maintaining routes when there are frequent changes to the
network. However, since nodes in wireless mesh networks have little or no mobility
and sufficient computational power and energy, the primary focus of routing proto-
cols in wireless mesh networks now becomes improving network performance.
2.1.2 Opportunistic Routing Protocols
As opposed to traditional routing, opportunistic routing has been proposed
to improve performance. While traditional routing commits the next-hop for a
packet before transmitting, opportunistic routing allows any intermediate node that
opportunistically receives the packet to forward it toward the destination. Op-
portunistic routing effectively takes advantage of broadcast nature of the wireless
medium and achieves higher performance gain than traditional routing.
ExOR [18] is the seminal opportunistic routing protocol. In ExOR, a sender
broadcasts a batch of packets (e.g., 10-100 packets per batch), and any forwarder
receiving a packet is allowed to forward toward the destination. Since multiple
forwarders may receive the same packet, forwarders need to coordinate to prevent
duplicate transmissions. In ExOR, forwarders perform forwarding in the order de-
fined by their proximity to the destination according to the ETX metric [31] and
follow strict timing constraints to avoid redundant transmissions. Specifically, for-
warders use a batch map, which records the list of packets they have received. A
forwarder only forwards data that has not been acknowledged by the forwarders
closer to the destination.
ROMER [153], another opportunistic routing protocol, tries to forward the
packets simultaneously along multiple paths. It incorporates a credit-based scheme
to limit the number of transmissions that a packet is allowed before reaching the
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destination. Even with the credit-based scheme, there is still significant overhead
since a packet is allowed to be forwarded by multiple nodes at each hop. Not only
setting credits is non-trivial but also such static credits have difficulties in coping
with different topologies.
Zhong et al. [160] show that the routing metric used to select and prioritize
forwarding nodes is important. They develop a new routing metric, called EAX, to
account for inter-candidate communication in opportunistic routing, and show that
EAX outperforms ETX.
Ferriere et al. [41] also point out the limitation of using ETX for selecting
forwarding nodes. In particular, they show that single-path metrics, such as ETX,
ignore the nodes with low delivery rate to each of its neighbors even though col-
lectively the links to multiple neighbors can form a strong wireless link. Based
on this insight, they develop least-cost opportunistic routing, which quantifies the
forwarding cost as the cost of reaching any neighbor in the direction towards the
destination.
Recently, MORE [27] proposed a clever idea of applying intra-flow network
coding to opportunistic routing that removes the need for fine-grained coordination
among forwarders. Since random coding can effectively generate linearly inde-
pendent coded packets with a high probability, the forwarding nodes in MORE do
not need to coordinate which packets are forwarded by which nodes. Instead, in
MORE each forwarding node just computes how much traffic it should forward and
independently generates random linear combinations of all the packets it receives
from the current batch. By removing the need for strict coordination, MORE can
significantly outperform ExOR while supporting both unicast and multicast traffic.
There are a number of extensions that have been proposed to improve the
performance of MORE. For example, CodeOR [82] improves MORE by transmit-
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ting multiple batches per round-trip time to reduce overhead. SlideOR [83] pro-
poses a scheme to encode data across multiple batches to reduce overhead, and
CCACK [72] develops an acknowledgement scheme for downstream nodes to effi-
ciently inform an upstream node which packets have been received.
All of the above opportunistic routing protocols optimize based on indirect
metrics (i.e., link quality, etc), rather than user-centric metrics (i.e.throughput, de-
lay, etc). The major pitfall of such approaches is the poor correlation between the
metric and user performance due to wireless interference and other complicated
factors arising from the dynamic and incidental nature of wireless communication.
Thus, minimizing the total cost based on indirect metrics does not always result in
improved user end-to-end performance. Our framework systematically optimizes
user-centric metrics. In addition, existing optimization approaches lack predictive
power. They optimize based on current network condition and selects a path. How-
ever, when the path is actually used, the network conditions are changed due to
interference, and the selected path consequently may not result in improved perfor-
mance. Our framework is capable of predicting the outcome of the optimization
and ensures the expected outcome is indeed achievable in a real network. Finally,
these protocols focus on determining the forwarding paths, and place no restrictions
on how fast each source can send. Letting the sources send as fast as they desire
may result in significant performance degradation since the additional traffic that
cannot be supported by the network only creates more interference. Our framework
jointly optimizes routes and rate limits for wireless opportunistic communication.
2.1.3 Theoretical Analysis of Opportunistic Routing
There have been several studies on analyzing the performance of oppor-
tunistic routing. For example, Zeng et al. [155] develop a methodology for estimat-
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ing maximum throughput given forwarding paths and traffic demands, and extends
the work to multi-radio multi-channel wireless network [156]. Both studies assume
the opportunistic routes are given, where each node only forwards the packets to be
delivered toward the destination. Such selected routes are not optimal for two rea-
sons: (i) as shown by Dubois-Ferrier et al. [41], prioritizing forwarders according to
ETX is not optimal since the single path metric, like ETX, does not capture the any-
cast performance in the opportunistic routes, and (ii) due to wireless interference,
we may sometimes prefer nodes farther away from the destination to forward traffic
that has been received by nodes closer to the destination (in other words, none of
least-cost path metrics can optimize end-to-end throughput).
A few studies (e.g., [88, 118, 132, 137, 159]) propose optimization frame-
works for opportunistic routing. These frameworks use convex (or linear) wireless
network models and apply convex (or linear) programming to solve the resulting op-
timization problem. In contrast, we show that in order to achieve accurate network
performance it is necessary to use an accurate network model that characterizes
the non-convex relationship between the performance of different wireless links.
This calls for an accurate wireless model and an efficient algorithm for searching
for a close-to-optimal solution, which we address in our framework (Chapter 3).
In addition, our work goes beyond theoretical analysis, which is the primary fo-
cus of the above work, by developing a practical routing protocol that realizes the
performance gains in a real IEEE 802.11 network.
2.1.4 Wireless Network Modeling
Significant research has been done on wireless network modeling. One class
of work focuses on asymptotic performance bounds. The seminal work by Gupta
and Kumar analyzed the capacity of a wireless network under certain traffic pat-
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terns and topologies [53]. Other researchers have since extended this work to other
traffic patterns [78], mobility [52], and network coding [49]. These models pro-
vide useful insights as a network scales, but they cannot be applied to a specific
network. Another large class of models predicts performance for a given scenario
(e.g., [17,46,48,66,116,120]). They differ in the generality of the model: some as-
sume that everyone is within communication of each other [17,46,48,73], while oth-
ers assume restricted traffic demands (e.g., a single flow [46, 48], two flows [120],
sending to a single neighbor [47], or adding one new flow [123]). The two mod-
els [66,116], which can handle an arbitrary number of flows in a multihop network,
are restricted to one-hop demands and have exponential complexity.
Furthermore, models in this class predict performance under a given sce-
nario and cannot support optimization without enumerating all possible network
configurations, which is prohibitive due to an intractable search space. To facilitate
optimization, we need a model that can specify the entire region of feasible network
configurations using a compact set of constraints, which can then be incorporated
into the optimization procedure to optimize the desired objective within the feasible
region. There are two models that fall into this category: (i) a conflict-graph based
model proposed in [61] and (ii) an unicast interference model developed in [79].
The former assumes perfect scheduling, which does not hold in real wireless net-
works, so it tends to significantly over-predict the real performance, as we show
in Section 3.8. The latter works well for the purpose of rate-limiting unicast flows
but has difficulties meeting the needs of optimizing opportunistic routing, which
requires accurate estimation of every link’s performance under diverse traffic loads.
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2.1.5 Network Coding
Wireless network coding has been proposed to enhance the efficiency of a
packet transmission by exploiting the broadcast nature of the wireless medium.
The value of coding in routers is first acknowledged by Ahlswede et al. [3],
in which they include theoretical bounds on the capacity of networks. The com-
bination of later work [59, 70, 77] shows that linear codes achieve the maximum
capacity bounds in multicast traffic, and coding and decoding can be done in poly-
nomial time. Additionally, Ho et al. [56] show the above still holds when the routers
pick random coefficients.
Moreover, there are studies that give theoretical analysis on network cod-
ing in wireless and wired networks [60, 89]. In terms of protocol implementation,
Park [110] and Widmer at al. [142] provide simulation-based evaluation of the de-
signed protocol, and Chachulski et al. [27] provide a real protocol implementation
and evaluation using mesh network testbed.
For inter-flow coding, COPE [67] presents a practical routing protocol using
inter-flow network coding for unicast in multi-hop wireless networks. It lets an
intermediate node combine multiple packets towards different destinations into one
packet, thereby reducing the number of transmissions and improving throughput.
There are many follow-up works that enhance COPE. First, there are studies that
develop techniques to select routes that create more coding opportunities [34, 74,
128]. Second, a few work jointly optimize network coding and scheduling [28,124].
Third, a few work studies the impact of the data rates on the network coding. In
particular, Kim et al. [69] pick the modulation rate that takes into account both
coding gain and data rate, and Yun et al. [154] propose a technique to XOR packets
that have different modulations.
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Researchers have mainly focused on applying inter-flow network coding to
traditional routing, where the routes are known before packet transmissions. Har-
nessing the benefit of inter-flow coding in opportunistic routing is more challenging
due to uncertainty in the final routes being selected. There have been a few prelimi-
nary attempts that try to exploit inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing,
as evidenced by a few short papers [71,151,157]. They focus only on one aspect of
the routing design: among multiple nodes that receive the data, which one to pick to
actually forward the data. They use EXOR-style opportunistic routing and impose
strict forwarding order, which requires significant coordination and spatial reuse.
Only [115] considers the use of intra-flow coding as in MORE to avoid duplicates
without coordination. However, it recognizes the significant challenges of applying
inter-flow coding to general opportunistic routing, so it only supports opportunis-
tic receptions over a single path, which significantly reduces efficiency under lossy
links. Moreover, it does not develop a routing protocol and only uses numerical es-
timation of the number of transmissions based on the assumptions of 1-packet flow
and perfect acknowledgement, which makes comparison hard.
In short, the existing works have four major limitations. First, they use pre-
existing opportunistic routing protocols to route their data and do not select their
opportunistic routes in an inter-flow coding-aware manner. Second, these heuristics
try to reduce the number of transmissions but do not directly optimize end-to-end
performance. The number of transmissions has been shown to have limited pre-
dictive power on end-to-end performance [67, 80]. In particular, COPE [67] shows
that even in a simple 3-hop topology the coding gain (i.e., the reduction in the num-
ber of transmissions) is very different from the MAC gain (i.e., the improvement
in throughput). Third, in order to limit the overhead of opportunistic routing, they
restrict the forwarding nodes that are close to one another, limiting the inter-flow
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coding opportunities. Fourth, their evaluations either use toy topologies ( [71,157])
or only compare with COPE ( [151]) thus more comprehensive study comparing
the benefits of various routing protocols using general topologies is needed.
Summary: Due to unpredictable and unreliable wireless medium, how to opti-
mize opportunistic routing to maximize user performance is still an open problem.
To address this, it is necessary to develop a systematic optimization for end-to-end
user performance that captures the effects of all these components on network per-
formance. To this end, we develop the first optimization framework that jointly
optimizes routes, rate-limits and coding opportunities, and we design a practical
opportunistic routing protocol based on our framework. Furthermore, we conduct
extensive evaluation to compare a diverse set of routing schemes in order to demon-
strate the effectiveness of our design.
2.2 Related Work in Opportunistic Communication in Vehicu-
lar Networks
We classify related work in opportunistic communication in vehicular net-
works into following categories: (i) vehicular network architecture and protocols,
(ii) disruption tolerant networks, and (iii) mobility prediction techniques and prefetch-
ing.
2.2.1 Vehicular Networks
The seminal vehicular network architecture was proposed in the Infosta-
tions project to provide low-cost, high-bit rate connections to vehicles and pedestri-
ans, enabling content delivery over a discontinuous area of high-bandwidth wireless
coverage [45].
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With the recent prolification of WiFi technology, researchers have con-
ducted more realistic experimental studies in vehicular WiFi access. Drive-thru
Internet project [106–108] presented experimental results with a single car driv-
ing past a single AP and proposed a session protocol which provides persistent
end-to-end communication even in the presence of intermittent connectivity. More
recently, the CarTel [26] project investigated general architectures for vehicular
sensor networks and proposed that APs deployed in cities can be used as an up-
link network for moving cars. The UMass DieselNet is a disruption-tolerant net-
work deployed in Amherst on 40 buses each equipped with a Diesel Brick contain-
ing network interfaces and GPS device. Using DieselNet, extensive measurements
studies have been conducted regarding mobility, bus-to-bus and AP-to-bus connec-
tivity [15, 158], and new bus-to-bus routing protocols [11, 20] have been designed.
Moreover, as the current vehicular WiFi architecture suffers from short con-
nection time, high loss rates, and intermittent connectivity, many techniques have
been proposed to optimize network performance despite these adverse conditions.
Cabernet [43], built on the Cartel project, addresses that current stock implementa-
tions of wireless networking protocols are not well suited for vehicular applications.
To address this, Cabernet uses three techniques to obtain high throughput. First, to
maximize the usable connection time between an AP and a vehicle they developed
QuickWiFi, which achieves faster association and optimal scanning. Second, to im-
prove end-to-end throughput over lossy wireless links, they developed the Cabernet
Transport Protocol (CTP) which distinguishes wireless loss from congestion loss.
Finally, to improve link quality they propose static bit-rate selection. Moreover,
Camp et al. [24] conduct an in-depth study of various rate adaptation schemes in
vehicular networks and proposes to select data rates based on a combination of
RSSI and channel coherence time. Navda et al. [102] use directional antennas to
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maximize the transfer opportunity between the vehicle and the AP.
In addition, in order to support realistic applications such as VoIP and Web
browsing, techniques to improveWiFi handoffs and alleviate disruptions in vehicu-
lar networks have been proposed [13,131]. For example, ViFi [13] takes advantage
of multiple APs to minimize disruptions inWiFi handoffs and exploits opportunistic
receptions by nearby APs. In their opportunistic reception scheme, one anchor AP
is backed up by several auxiliary APs nearby, and when auxiliary APs opportunis-
tically overhear a packet that is not acknowledgement, they probabilistically relay
the packet to the intended next hop. On the standards track, IEEE 802.11r [131] is
implementing extensions to IEEE 802.11 [105] to directly support fast handover in
the MAC protocol, specifically targeted for vehicular environments where a mobile
device moves from one AP to another in a matter of seconds. 802.11r minimizes the
number of transition messages to 4 by piggybacking the security and QoS related
messages with 802.11 authentication and reassociation messages.
These works are complementary to our work in that they focus on optimiz-
ing one-hop communication between a vehicle and nearby APs, while we focus on
end-to-end performance. Therefore we can potentially leverage these approaches
to improve the performance of the last hop. With these enhancements, the gap
between Internet and wireless capacity will further increase and makes replication
even more important.
Recent proposals also include changing applications to cope with vehicular
networks. In [12, 14], aggressive prefetching is used to make the results from web
search queries available to mobile clients in buses. In particular, Thedu [12] trans-
forms interactive Web search into a one-shot request/response process to reduce
access delay. While these approaches require connecting with a remote server, our
VCD framework replicates content to APs to eliminate the Internet bottleneck.
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Finally, there has been some work on vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
For example, SPAWN [33] uses gossip for file transfer and CarTorrent [75] extends
SPAWN and is implemented in a testbed. [29] treats vehicular networks as a special
type of DTN and focuses on leveraging vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication
to deliver content.
Inspired by the analysis in [15], we leverage APs as rendezvous points for
replicating content among vehicles. We focus on optimizing content replication
given limited wireline and wireless resources, which has not been previously ex-
plored.
2.2.2 Disruption Tolerant Networks
Vehicular networks can also be considered as a special type of disruption
tolerant networks. Different from traditional DTNs, which focus on communicating
with a specific node, we focus on content delivery.
Most DTN routing protocols perform epidemic routing, i.e., to replicate
packets at each transfer opportunity hoping to find a path to a destination. In epi-
demic routing, various methods to limit replication or to clear useless packets have
been proposed to avoid wasteful resource usage. Some work proposes using historic
meeting information [20,21,35,84] use historic meeting information. A few studies
replicate packets with small probability [140]. Also some work bounds the number
of replication per packet [63,134,141]. Other studies [11,65] estimate best contacts
according to some utility function and only replicate on best contacts. Moreover,
there are approaches using network-coding [62, 142] to increase efficiency and to
add redundancy to cope with failures. Also, there are techniques to infer already
delivered packets and remove them [20, 130].
Muchwork in DTN routing assumes unrealistic resource availability. Some [63,
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76,134,141] assume unlimited storage and unlimited bandwidth, and others [21,35,
130] assume limited storage but unlimited bandwidth. While they provide valuable
insights in theoretical tractability, they are impractical to use in realistic scenar-
ios. Different from these theoretical approach, a few studies [11, 20] propose DTN
protocols with finite storage and bandwidth assumption and uses vehicular DTN
traces.
The aforementioned DTN routing protocols use a variety of mechanisms,
including discovering the meeting probabilities among nodes, packet replication,
and network coding. The primary focus of these mechanisms is to increase the
likelihood of finding a path with limited information, so these approaches only have
an incidental effect on routing metrics such as maximum or average delivery delay.
For example, RAPID [11] explicitly tries to optimize system-wide metrics such
as average delay while incorporating resource constraints. Our approach leverage
both utility-based optimization and epidemic replication to achieve efficiency and
robustness.
2.2.3 Mobility Prediction
To provide seamless and ubiquitous connectivity to mobile users, cellular
networks researchers have studied mobility prediction or mobility tracking [6, 7,
16, 81, 85, 152]. In [1], the authors assume that a mobile terminal take shortest
paths when they move from one cell to another with four possible direction and
calculates its location probability at the time of a call arrival. In [85], a hierarchi-
cal location-prediction algorithm is proposed, where a two-level mobility model is
used to represent the movement behavior at global and local levels, and the next
cell is predicted based on speed and direction of a user’s trajectory. In [16] the next
probable cell is determined based on path information. In [7], rather than a single
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cell, a group of future cells that a mobile terminal will most likely move to is de-
termined by estimating the user’s trajectory and arrival and departure times. [6]
proposes a more comprehensive framework, User Mobility Profile (UMP), which
consists of historic records and predictive patterns of mobile terminals. It uses an
adaptive prediction algorithm to predict a group of cells that a mobile terminal will
move to by considering historical records, path information, moving direction and
seed, and cell residence time.
There is also a large body of mobility prediction literature in the context
of WiFi networks. Ghosh et al. [50] build mobility profiles for users and statisti-
cally predicts the next social hub the user will visit. Nicholson et al. [103] build
the user’s customized mobility models on the devices themselves and use a second-
order Markov model to predict the connection opportunity and its quality of the
device with an access point. McNamara et al. [92] use the past history to identify
opportunities for media sharing in ad-hoc DTNs. Song et al. [133] compare var-
ious predictors in literature using real data and suggest that second-order Markov
model with a simple fallback mechanism (when there is no prediction) performs
well. These existing algorithms optimize for non-vehicular environments (with
lower node speeds, higher location update frequency, and constant update intervals)
and thus may not be as effective in vehicular networks, since vehicles travel much
faster. Moreover, the GPS update frequency tends to be relatively low (e.g., once
per minute), and the inter-arrival time between two consecutive updates may not
be constant. Thus vehicular networks faces new challenges in mobility prediction.
[37] specifically targets vehicular networks. It shows that as people frequently drive
on familiar routes on a regular basis, mobility and connectivity related information
along their routes can be predicted with good accuracy using historical information,
such as GPS tracks with timestamps, RF fingerprints, and link and network-layer
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addresses of visible APs. However, collecting historical data to extract a pattern
requires additional measurement overhead and consent from users to collect such
data, raising privacy concerns.
Summary: Most existing work has following limitations: First, they focus exclu-
sively on protocol-level optimization of one-hop communication. Second, they rely
on heuristics to guide data replication. Third, they completely ignore resource con-
straints such as Internet bandwidth, wireless bandwidth, etc. As opposed to existing
approaches, our VCD framework provides a general and flexible optimization ap-
proach that enables high bandwidth content distribution. We specifically formulate
a linear program to maximize the user satisfaction under the predicted mobility pat-
tern and traffic demand subject to the resource constraints. Furthermore, based on
the framework, we develop a practical vehicular content distribution protocol. By
simulation, Emulab and testbed implementation, we demonstrate the effectiveness
of our VCD framework.
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Chapter 3
Model-Driven Optimization of Opportunistic Routing
in Wireless Mesh Networks
3.1 Introduction
Opportunistic routing has been proposed to exploit communication oppor-
tunities that arise by chance due to the broadcast nature of the wireless medium.
When a sender broadcasts its data, any node that hears the transmission may for-
ward the data toward the destination. Although individual nodes may experience
high loss rates, as long as there exists one forwarder that is closer to the destination
and receives the transmission, the data can move forward. In this way, opportunis-
tic routing can effectively combine multiple weak links into a strong link and take
advantage of transmissions reaching unexpectedly near or unexpectedly far.
There are two key factors that determine the performance of opportunistic
communication in wireless mesh networks: (i) routes (i.e., for a given flow how
much traffic node j should forward upon receiving a packet from another node
i), and (ii) rate limits (i.e., how fast each traffic source can inject traffic into the
network). Routes determine how effectively we take advantage of communication
opportunities and how efficiently we utilize network resources and exploit spatial
reuse. Rate limits ensure that traffic sources do not send more than what paths can
support. Without appropriate rate limits, the network throughput can degrade dras-
tically under traditional shortest-path routing [79]. Rate limiting is even more criti-
cal for opportunistic routing due to its use of broadcast transmissions: (i) broadcast
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transmissions do not perform exponential backoff (i.e., its contention window does
not increase upon packet losses) and thus are more likely to cause network con-
gestion; and (ii) broadcast transmissions preclude the use of 802.11’s synchronous
ACK mechanism, and receivers’ feedback has to be sent above the MAC layer,
which can easily get lost during network congestion and cause unnecessary retrans-
missions and serious throughput degradation.
In this chapter, we describe an accurate model-driven optimization frame-
work that jointly optimize routes and rate limits for opportunistic communication.
We focus on static, 802.11-based, multihop networks, though we believe that the
general methodology is applicable to other scenarios. We develop the first oppor-
tunistic routing protocol that can accurately optimize IEEE 802.11 end-to-end per-
formance (i.e., the performance derived from optimization can be realized in a real
IEEE 802.11 multihop network). This distinctive feature is important given the
wide deployment of IEEE 802.11 networks.
Challenges: Accurate optimization of opportunistic communication in an IEEE
802.11 network is challenging for the following four reasons. First, the dynamic
and incidental nature of communication opportunities makes it difficult to estimate
their impact on the resulting network performance. Second, optimization of oppor-
tunistic routing places stringent requirements on a network model: the model should
(i) specify the region of feasible network configurations using a compact represen-
tation so that we can optimize the objective within the feasible region as defined by
these constraints, (ii) accurately estimate performance on every link in the network
(as opposed to only a small number of links on specified routes, as in [79], for the
purpose of optimizing rate limiting alone), and (iii) be accurate across a wide range
of traffic conditions, including high traffic load, which is common in opportunis-
tic routing. Third, the non-convex interference relationships among different links
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and the huge search space of possible opportunistic routes and rate limits impose
significant challenges on the optimization procedure itself. Fourth, to be valuable
in practice, the resulting optimization solution should be easy to implement, using
only a small number of control knobs.
Approach and contributions: We address the above challenges using the follow-
ing four steps:
1. General optimization framework. We develop a general framework to jointly
optimize routes and rate limits for opportunistic communication (Section 3.2).
The framework uses opportunistic constraints to probabilistically characterize
the available communication opportunities. It can use different wireless inter-
ference models.
2. Interference model for IEEE 802.11 broadcast traffic. The complex interfer-
ence, traffic, and MAC-induced dependencies in the network are often the un-
derlying cause of unexpected behavior. We develop a new model to capture
these dependencies for broadcast transmissions (Section 3.3). We use measure-
ments from a given network to estimate link loss rate, carrier sense probability,
and conditional collision loss probabilities to seed our model. Our model de-
rives the relationships between sending rates, loss rates, and throughput to cap-
ture the effects of carrier sense and collisions. Our model involves only O(E)
constraints, where E is the total number of edges. Thus it can be easily in-
corporated into our optimization framework. Despite its simplicity, the model
captures real-world complexities such as hidden terminals, non-uniform traffic,
multihop flows, non-binary and asymmetric interference.
3. Iterative procedure for non-convex optimization. Since our model is non-convex,
we develop an iterative optimization procedure to find a local optimal solution
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(Section 3.4). Our algorithm is flexible and can accommodate different per-
formance objectives. For comparison, we explore an alternative approach that
uses a widely used conflict-graph-based interference model [61] that is less ac-
curate [79, 116], but convex, and thus allows global optimization. Our results
show that our approach of combining a more accurate model with non-convex
optimization yields better and more accurate performance.
4. Practical installation of routes and rate limits. We develop a practical oppor-
tunistic routing protocol that implements the opportunistic routes and rate limits
optimized by our algorithm in real networks (Section 3.5). The mechanisms for
installing routes and rate limits can support both unicast and multicast.
We implement our protocol in both the Qualnet simulator [117] and a 21-
node wireless mesh testbed using Click [30] and the MadWiFi driver [90]. Exten-
sive simulations and testbed experiments (Section 3.7– 3.9) show that our approach
achieves high accuracy (i.e., the difference between the achieved performance and
our model estimation is within 20%) and significantly out-performs state-of-the-art
shortest path and opportunistic routing protocols (e.g., its total throughput is up to
14x ETX’s throughput and 11x MORE’s throughput). We further study the im-
pact of dynamic and uncontrolled environments on accuracy and performance, and
find that our approach is robust to inaccuracy in the input and it also consistently
out-performs the existing schemes (Section 3.10).
3.2 Optimization Framework
Overview: We develop a general framework for jointly optimizing opportunis-
tic routes and rate limits. Our formulation assumes the use of network coding,
which prevents nodes from forwarding redundant information without requiring
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Flows the set of unicast or multicast flows
src(f) source of flow f
dest(f, d) d-th destination of flow f
Demand(f) traffic demand of flow f , i.e., the
amount of traffic f desires to send
G(f) throughput of flow f
T (f, i) node i’s sending rate for flow f
Y (f, d, i, j) information receiving rate along link
i → j for d-th destination in flow f
(d = 1 for unicast)
P (i, j) loss rate of link i → j (including both
collision and inherent wireless medium
loss)
N(i) a subset of i’s neighbors
S(i,N(i)) success rate from node i to i’s neighbor
set N(i)
Table 3.1: Notations for optimizing opportunistic routing.
fine-grained coordination among different nodes. Without loss of generality, we
focus on multicast flows, since unicast flows are a special case of multicast with
one receiver in each multicast group. The main design issue becomes how fast each
traffic source should send traffic and how much traffic an intermediate node should
forward to achieve high performance. This can be formulated as an optimization
problem that maximizes total network throughput subject to information conserva-
tion constraints, opportunistic constraints, and interference constraints. Figure 3.1
shows the resulting formulation, and Table 3.1 specifies the variables in the formu-
lation.
Optimization objective: Given the set of unicast or multicast flows F lows, and the
traffic demands Demand(f), our optimization outputs traffic sending rates T (f, i)
and information receiving rates Y (f, d, i, j), which will be converted to opportunis-
tic routing configurations using a credit-based scheme described in Section 3.5. As
shown in Figure 3.1, the first term in the objective,
∑
f∈F lows G(f), reflects the pri-
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⊲ Input : Flows, Demand(f)
⊲ Output : T (f, i), Y (f, d, i, j)
maximize:
∑
f∈F lows G(f) − β
∑
f,i T (f, i)
subject to:
[C1] G(f) ≤ Demand(f) (∀f)
[C2] G(f) ≤ ∑kY (f, d, k, dest(f, d)) (∀f, d)
[C3] Y (f, d, k, src(f)) = 0 (∀f, d, k)
[C4] Y (f, d, dest(f, d), k) = 0 (∀f, d, k)
[C5]
∑
kY (f, d, k, i) ≥
∑
jY (f, d, i, j)
(∀f, d, i : i 6= src(f) and i 6= dest(f, d))
[C6] S(i,N(i))T (f, i) ≥
∑
k∈N(i)
Y (f, d, i, k) (∀f, i,N(i))





Figure 3.1: Problem formulation to optimize multicast throughput of opportunistic
routing.
mary goal of maximizing the total throughput over all flows. The second term in the
objective,−β ∑f,i T (f, i) represents the total amount of wireless traffic. Including
both terms reflects the goals of (i) maximizing total throughput and (ii) preferring
the least amount of traffic among all solutions that support the same total through-
put (e.g., avoiding loops and unnecessary traffic). Since the first objective is more
important, we use a small weighting factor β = 10−5 for the second term just for
tie breaking (i.e., only when the first objective is the same, we prefer the one with
the least traffic).
To compute the first term, for a unicast flow f , G(f) is its throughput. For
a multicast flow f , G(f) is the throughput of the bottleneck receiver. Note that
there are many other ways to define the objective in multicast setting [129]. Here
we use one of the metrics as an example. Our optimization framework can sup-
port other multicast objectives, such as total throughput over all receivers in the
multicast group or other weighted versions. Moreover, while we focus on total
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throughput, our framework can be directly applied to optimizing other objectives.
For example, our evaluation also considers optimizing a linear approximation of
proportional fairness, defined as
∑
f∈F lows log G(f), which strikes a good balance
between fairness and throughput [119]. We can also maximize total revenue if the
revenue of a flow is a function of its throughput.
Throughput constraints: To ensure G(f) is the throughput of flow f , it has to
satisfy constraints (C1) and (C2) in Figure 3.1. Constraint (C1) indicates that the
throughput of a flow should be no more than its traffic demand (i.e., total amount
of information a source desires to send). Constraint (C2) ensures that G(f) is no
more than the total amount of information delivered from all links incident to the
destination of flow f . For a multicast flow f , G(f) should be no more than the total
amount of information delivered to each destination in the flow f . Note that we do
not need a lower bound on G(f) since the objective is to maximize G(f).
Information conservation constraints: To handle lossy wireless links, we distin-
guish traffic and information sent along a link. A feasible routing solution should
satisfy information conservation. This property is given by constraints (C3–C5) in
Figure 3.1. Constraint (C3) ensures no incoming information to a traffic source,
constraint (C4) ensures no outgoing information from a destination, and constraint
(C5) represents flow conservation at an intermediate node i, i.e., the total amount
of incoming information is no less than the total amount of out-going information.
Opportunistic constraints: Opportunistic routing exploits the wireless broadcast
medium by having different nodes extract information from the same transmission.
We formally capture this notion using opportunistic constraints, which relate traffic
volume to the amount of information delivered.
For ease of explanation, we first consider one sender sending to two re-
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ceivers, and then generalize it to an arbitrary number of receivers. Consider a
sender s, and denote the link loss rates from s to its neighbors r1 and r2 as P (s, r1)
and P (s, r2), respectively. It is evident that for a given flow the amount of infor-
mation delivered to a neighbor is bounded by the product of the sending rate and
link delivery ratio. Therefore we have (1 − P (s, r1))T (f, s) ≥ Y (f, d, s, r1) and
(1 − P (s, r2))T (f, s) ≥ Y (f, d, s, r2). In addition, since there is overlap between
the information delivered to r1 and r2, we are only interested in the non-overlapping
information (i.e., when redundant information is delivered to both nodes, it should
only count once). The total non-overlapping information delivered to r1 and r2
should satisfy the following constraints:
(1 − P (s, r1)P (s, r2))T (f, s) ≥
∑
i∈{1,2}Y (f, d, s, ri),
where the left hand-side represents the total amount of traffic successfully delivered
to at least one of the receivers, and the right hand-side represents the total non-
overlapping information delivered to the receivers.
Now we consider a general setting, where a sender s has N neighbors. We
enumerate all possible subsets of its neighbors. For each neighbor set N(i), we
require:
S(i, N(i))T (f, i) ≥
∑
k∈N(i)Y (f, d, i, k), (3.1)
where S(i, N(i)) denotes the delivery probability from i to at least one node in
N(i). When delivery rates of different links are independent, which holds for some
networks [135], S(i, N(i)) = 1 − ∏k∈N(i) P (i, k). When the link delivery rates
are correlated, we can empirically measure S(i, N(i)). Equation 3.1 indicates the
total traffic successfully delivered to at least one neighbor in N(i) should be no
less than the total non-overlapping information delivered to N(i). This results in
(C6) in Figure 3.1. When i has many (say, K) neighbors, we limit the number of
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such constraints by only enumerating neighbor sets of size 1, 2, and K (i.e., we
enumerate only O(K2) instead of O(2K) neighbor sets).
Interference constraints: Wireless interference has a significant impact on wire-
less network performance. In particular, nearby senders carrier sense and defer to
each other. Moreover, since carrier sense is not perfect, there may be multiple over-
lapping nearby transmissions that can cause collisions. These effects can further
constrain the amount of traffic on each link and introduce strong inter-dependency
between sending rates, loss rates, and throughput. We address this issue in Sec-
tion 3.3 by developing the constraints that capture the relationships between T (f, i)
and P (i, j).
3.3 Broadcast Interference Model
3.3.1 Motivation for a Better Model
Despite significant research on modeling the impact of wireless interfer-
ence, none of the existing models directly fulfills our need for optimizing oppor-
tunistic routing. To support optimization, we need a model that specifies the feasi-
ble region of network configurations using a compact representation. The following
two existing models fall into this category.
Conflict-graph model: The first model, proposed in [61], is a conflict-graph model
that represents wireless links as vertices and draws a conflict edge between two
vertices if the corresponding wireless links interfere. Based on this definition, it
is clear that links corresponding to an independent set in the conflict graph can
be active simultaneously. Therefore, the interference constraints are the schedule
restrictions imposed by the independent sets, which can be expressed as a set of
linear constraints.
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There are two limitations in applying the conflict-graph model for optimiz-
ing opportunistic routing. First, the model in [61] assumes perfect scheduling, i.e.,
packet transmissions at different nodes can be precisely controlled and it over-
estimates the performance in real networks as we will show in Section 3.8. Sec-
ond, the conflict-graph model is a link-based model, while opportunistic routing
uses broadcast transmissions and requires a node-based broadcast model. Existing
broadcast extensions of the conflict-graph model provide only an aggregate answer
of whether two broadcast transmissions interfere or not. For example, some exten-
sions [118, 127, 155, 159] conservatively consider two broadcast transmissions to
interfere if any one of their receivers is interfered by the other transmission, while
other extensions [155] consider broadcast transmissions to interfere if all of their
receivers are interfered by the other transmission. A single aggregate answer on
whether broadcast transmissions interfere does not fully characterize the impact of
interference on different receivers and is therefore inadequate for use in optimizing
opportunistic routing.
IEEE 802.11 unicast model: The other model, proposed in [79], models inter-
ference among unicast transmissions in IEEE 802.11. Since opportunistic routing
uses broadcast traffic, we need to develop interference models for broadcast trans-
missions. Furthermore, as broadcast transmissions does not perform binary backoff
to limit the sending rate (i.e., its contention window does not increase even un-
der packet losses), it is necessary to have an accurate model even for high traffic
load and channel occupancy, which induces high collision losses, and the linear
approximation used in [79] becomes inaccurate under high collision losses. In ad-
dition, [79] is used for rate limiting unicast transmissions when given specified
routes. Therefore it suffices to accurately estimate the sending rates and loss rates
on a small number of links used for routing. In contrast, for the purpose of route
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optimization, we need to accurately estimate the performance for all receivers of a
given sender, which is much more challenging.
Modeling goals and strategy: We develop our model specifically for IEEE 802.11
broadcast traffic. We observe that wireless interference affects IEEE 802.11 traf-
fic in two important ways: (i) nearby senders cannot transmit simultaneously due
to carrier sense, and (ii) transmissions may sometimes result in collisions due to
imperfect carrier sense. We model these effects by developing the relationships
between sending rates, loss rates, and throughput, which can be incorporated into
our optimization framework and facilitate model-driven optimization. While our
work applies the model to optimizing opportunistic routing, the model is useful
in other contexts (e.g., optimizing network topology and network planning). Our
model is general and captures real-world complexities (e.g., hidden terminals, mul-
tihop flows, non-binary interference, and heterogeneous traffic), which is confirmed
by simulation and testbed experiments using multihop networks in Section 3.8.
Compared with [79], both our sender model (Section 3.3.3.1) and loss model (Sec-
tion 3.3.3.2) are much more refined and do not involve any linear approximation.
Thus, our model can more accurately estimate the loss rates for all receivers even
under heavy traffic loads, which is essential for the optimization of opportunistic
routing.
3.3.2 Background and Assumptions
We first review the broadcast transmissions as specified by the IEEE 802.11
standard [105]. Before transmission, a sender first checks to see if the medium is
available using carrier-sensing. A sender determines the channel to be idle when
the total energy received is less than the clear-channel assessment threshold. In
this case, a sender may begin transmission using the following rule: If the medium
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has been idle for longer than a distributed inter-frame spacing time (DIFS) period,
transmission can begin immediately. Otherwise, a sender waits for DIFS and then
waits for a random backoff interval uniformly chosen between [0, CWmin], where
CWmin is the minimum contention window.
Our model strikes balance between realism and simplicity in order to sup-
port effective model-driven optimization. We make the following assumptions,
which help simplify our model:
A1) It assumes pairwise interference, i.e., the interference relationship between
two links is independent of activities on other links. Previous works show that pair-
wise interference is a good approximation in real networks [2, 104]. Hence this
assumption is widely used in the literature (e.g., [17, 46, 48, 79, 120]). Moreover,
for optimizing the routing of multihop wireless networks, it is often more impor-
tant to capture the interference relationship among links that are not too far apart.
For these links, the pairwise interference relationship is likely to be an even better
approximation.
A2) It assumes that inherent wireless medium loss (i.e., loss under no interfering
traffic) and collision loss are independent, which has been commonly used (e.g.,
[79, 116]).
A3) The inherent wireless medium losses at different nodes are independent, which
is experimentally validated in [96, 97, 120].
A4) Inter-packet delays from a node follow an exponential distribution, as assumed
in [48, 79, 116]. This assumption is only needed for deriving overlapping probabil-
ities between two transmissions.
While some of these assumptions do not always hold (e.g., [135] shows
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that loss rates of different wireless links may be correlated for some networks), our
evaluation results show that our model-driven optimization yields accurate perfor-
mance estimates despite such simplifications. With these assumptions, we develop
a tractable model with O(E) constraints, where E is the number of links.
3.3.3 Our New Model
We develop a simple interference model for multihop wireless networks
to capture the interdependency between broadcast sending rates, loss rates, and
throughput. Such interdependency can be captured using O(E) constraints, where
E is the total number of edges in the network. These constraints can then be in-
corporated into the optimization problem as interference constraints [C7] shown in
Figure 3.1. We present methods to measure the input parameters of the model in
Section 3.5.
Our model consists of two main components: (i) a sender model that cap-
tures the effects of carrier-sensing on a sender’s sending rate, and (ii) a loss model
that captures both inherent loss (i.e., packet loss under no interference) and the ef-
fects of overlapping packet transmissions on the collision loss rates for different
links.
3.3.3.1 Broadcast Sender Model
Modeling the effects of carrier sense on traffic rates: We divide time into variable-
length slots (VLS) for each sender i. A variable-length slot may last for either IEEE
802.11 slot time Tslot or the transmission time of a packet followed by a DIFS du-
ration. The former occurs when i senses a clear channel but either has no data to
transmit or has data but cannot transmit due to a non-zero backoff counter. The lat-
ter occurs when i either transmits a packet or waits for a transmission from another
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sender to complete.
Let τi be the probability for i to start a new packet transmission in a variable-
length slot. Clearly, τi depends on (i) how often i has data to send, and (ii) the ran-
dom backoff interval (i.e., CWmin). As derived in [17], when i has saturated traffic
demand (i.e., it always has data to transmit), on average i performs one transmis-
sion every CWmin/2+1 variable-length slots (since there is no exponential backoff
for broadcast traffic, we have CWmin/2 slots for backoff plus 1 slot for the trans-
mission). Therefore, the transmission probability τi is bounded by the following
feasibility constraint:




Under the pairwise interference model (i.e., A1), whether sender i carrier-
senses (and thus defers to) an ongoing transmission of sender j only depends on
nodes i and j and is independent of if other senders are transmitting. Let Dij be this
carrier sense probability (i.e., probability for node i to defer to node j when node
j is transmitting). For convenience, let Dii = 1. Let Ti be sender i’s sending rate
over all flows (Ti =
∑
f T (f, i)), V LSi be its expected VLS duration, and P
idle
i
be the idle probability of node i. Ti, V LSi and τi have the following approximate
relationship, called the throughput constraints:
Ti = (EP × τi)/V LSi, (3.3)
V LSi = TslotP
idle
i + (Txmit + TDIFS)(1 − P idlei )





1 − Dij × τj × V LSiV LSj
)
, (3.5)
where EP is the expected packet payload size, EH is expected header size, Txmit =
(EP + EH)/rate is the expected packet transmission time, and Tslot is an IEEE
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802.11 slot time. Eq. (3.3) computes throughput as the total amount of payload
transmitted during one VLS divided by the expected VLS duration. Eq. (3.4) com-
putes expected VLS duration as idle probability times an idle slot duration plus
transmission (including collision) probability times a transmission duration. Fi-
nally, Eq. (3.5) gives the probability that i finds the medium is idle, where τj × V LSiV LSj
is the probability for j to start a transmission in i’s VLS, Dij × τj × V LSiV LSj is the
probability that i defers to j’s transmission, and
∏
j(1 − Dij × τj × V LSiV LSj ) is the
probability that i does not defer to any node in the network including its own trans-
mission (i.e., i senses the medium is idle).
Eliminating model parameters {τi} and {P idlei }: To better facilitate model-
driven optimization, we eliminate model parameters {τi} and {P idlei } and trans-
form (3.2)–(3.5) into the following equivalent constraints, which apply directly to
the traffic rates {Ti}.
• Feasibility constraint. According to Eq. (3.3), we have: τi = Ti×V LSiEP . As a result,














So Eq. (3.4) becomes:










Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) fully capture the relationships in (3.2)–(3.5) but have
fewer variables. Moreover, note that when traffic rates {Tj} are given as inputs,
Eq. (3.7) contains only a single variable: V LSi. This allows us to numerically
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derive V LSi and partial derivatives
∂V LSi
∂Tj
from the given {Tj} (as described in
Section 3.4.2). We will therefore use (3.6) and (3.7) in our model-driven optimiza-
tion.
3.3.3.2 Broadcast Loss Model
Integrating inherent loss and collision loss: To estimate loss rates P (i, j) from
traffic rates Ti, we distinguish between two types of loss: inherent wireless medium
loss (i.e., loss rate under no interference) and collision loss. The former is denoted
as P raw(i, j) for link i → j and can be periodically measured. The latter depends
on two factors: (i) how often transmissions from different nodes overlap and (ii)
how often such overlapping transmissions result in a collision. To capture the first
effect, we introduce O(i, k) to denote the probability for an i’s transmission to over-
lap with a k’s transmission (conditioned on i’s transmission) and derive its value
based on the carrier sense probability. To capture the second effect, we observe that
the pairwise interference model indicates there is a constant conditional collision
loss probability Lkij (i.e., the probability that a transmission on link i → j collides
with an overlapping transmission from node k). We assume that inherent wireless
medium loss and collision loss are independent, which has been commonly used
(e.g., [79, 116]). We then compute P (i, j) as:




1 − Lkij × O(i, k)
]
. (3.8)
This is because a packet is delivered when it is not lost due to either inherent loss
or collision loss. To ensure no collision, the packet should not collide with any





1 − Lkij × O(i, k)
]
is the probability that the link has no
collisions with any other node in the network.
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Estimating overlap probabilities: We next estimate the overlap probabilityO(i, j),
which depends on whether i and j can carrier sense each other. Our model has two
salient features: (i) it supports both symmetric and asymmetric deferral (e.g., node
i defers to node j but not vice versa), and (ii) it handles non-binary deferral (e.g.,
node i sometimes defers to j and sometimes does not).
To provide both features, our modeling strategy is to divide time into regions
to which one of the following four cases applies:
• Case 1: i and j can both carrier sense each other;
• Case 2: neither i nor j can carrier sense each other;
• Case 3: i can carrier sense j but j cannot carrier sense i; and
• Case 4: i cannot carrier sense j but j can carrier sense i.
Let Qc(i, j) be the probability for Case c to occur. Let Oc(i, j) be the prob-




c=1(Qc(i, j) × Oc(i, j)). (3.9)
Assuming whether i can carrier sense j is independent of whether j can







Q1(i, j) = Dij × Dji,
Q2(i, j) = (1 − Dij) × (1 − Dji),
Q3(i, j) = Dij × (1 − Dji),
Q4(i, j) = (1 − Dij) × Dji.
(3.10)














O2(i, j) = 1 − (1 − θj) exp [−Txmit/IPDj] ,












is the fraction of time j is transmitting (either payload





× Txmit is j’s expected inter-packet delay.
3.3.3.3 Model Initialization
Our model has the following input parameters: (i) inherent wireless link
loss rates P rawij , (ii) carrier sense probabilities Dij, and (iii) conditional collision
loss probabilities Lkij . For simplicity, we estimate these parameters by conducting
pairwise broadcast measurements [2, 79], but our model can just as easily use the
inputs inferred by more scalable approaches (e.g., [4, 5]).
1. We first let node a send broadcast traffic alone. The other nodes record the
receiving rates from a. We then estimate
P raw(a, b) = 1 − (b’s receiving rate from a)/(a’s sending rate).
2. We next let two nodes a and b send broadcast traffic simultaneously and measure
their sending rates Ta and Tb. Since neither a nor b has any rate limit, we
have τa = τb = τmax =
1
CWmin/2+1
. From Eq. (3.3), we can then compute
V LSa = (EP × τa)/Ta and V LSb = (EP × τb)/Tb. Applying Eq. (3.7) to the
case with only two senders a and b, we have:




1 − Daa×Ta×V LSa
EP
) (




Note that Daa = 1. So linear equation (3.12) has only a single unknown Dab.
We can therefore estimate Dab by solving (3.12).
3. Finally, when both a and b are sending broadcast traffic, the other nodes record
their receiving rates from a and b. For any node c 6∈ {a, b}, we can compute
the loss rate P (a, c) = 1 − (c’s receiving rate from a)/Ta. Moreover, given Ta,
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⊲ T: traffic rates, Y: information, P: loss rates
1 initialization: T∗ = 0, Y∗ = 0, thruput∗ = 0
2 for k = 1 to KMAX




] = estimate VLS and partial derivatives(T∗)
5 derive linearized interference constraints in Eq. (3.14) using VLS∗ and ∂VLS
∗
∂T∗
6 construct a linear program (LPk) from Figure 3.1 by adding linearized
interference constraints (3.14), and fixing loss rates P = P∗ as constants
7 solve (LPk); let (T
opt,Yopt) be the optimal solution
8 α = αmax; succ = false
9 while (α ≥ αmin) and (succ = false) // line search for a better solution
10 T = (1 − α) × T∗ + α × Topt
11 feasible = test traffic rates feasibility(T)
12 if (feasible)
13 [thruput,Y] = compute OR thruput from traffic rates(T)
14 if (thruput > thruput∗)
15 thruput∗ = thruput; T∗ = T; Y∗ = Y;
16 succ = true; break
17 end
18 end
19 α = α/2
20 end
21 if (succ = false), break; end
22 end
23 return (thruput∗, T∗, Y∗)
Figure 3.2: Iterative optimization of opportunistic routing.
Tb, Dab and Dba, we can compute the overlapping probabilityO(a, b) according
to Eq. (3.9)–(3.11). Applying Eq. (3.8) to the case in which there are only two
senders a and b, we obtain:
P (a, c) = 1 − (1 − P raw(a, c)) × (1 − Lbac × O(a, b)). (3.13)
We can then estimate Lbac by solving linear equation (3.13), which has only a
single unknown Lbac.
3.4 Model-Driven Optimization
3.4.1 Iterative Model-driven Optimization
The interference constraints [C7] in Figure 3.1 consist of Eq. (3.6)–(3.11),
which capture the inter-dependency between {Ti}, {V LSi} and {P (i, j)}. A key
challenge in optimization is that these relationships are non-convex. To address
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this challenge, we perform optimization in an iterative fashion, as illustrated in
Figure 3.2. To decouple the non-linear inter-dependency between {Ti}, {V LSi},
and {P (i, j)}, we perform the following steps in each iteration:
1. We first fix traffic rates {T (f, i)} to their values {T ∗(f, i)} obtained in the
previous iteration and estimate the loss rates {P ∗(i, j)} as described in Sec-
tion 3.3.3.2.




from {T ∗j }
according to Eq. (3.7). The key observation we leverage is that when {Tj} are
given, Eq. (3.7) only contains a single variable, i.e., V LSi. We present the
details of this step later in Section 3.4.2.
3. We then approximate the non-linear interference constraints given in Eq. (3.6)
and (3.7) using linear constraints. This can be achieved by computing the first-
order approximation to the R.H.S. of (3.6) as a Taylor expansion at the current












× (Tk − T ∗k ), (3.14)




are computed in step 2.
4. We then treat loss rates P ∗(i, j) as constants in Figure 3.1. We also add the
linearized interference constraints given in Eq. (3.14) to the formulation in Fig-
ure 3.1, yielding a linear program (LPk) that can be solved efficiently by LP
solvers like cplex.
5. Since the linearized interference constraints are only an approximation to the
true interference constraints, the optimal solution to (LPk) may be infeasible
under IEEE 802.11. We therefore perform a line search between the old so-
lution and the optimal solution to (LPk) to find a new set of traffic rates that
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are both feasible and improves the total throughput. During the line search, we
need two capabilities: (i) to test whether a set of traffic rates are feasible under
802.11 (line 11 in Figure 3.2), and (ii) to find the maximum total throughput
of opportunistic routing under such traffic rates. The former is performed as
described in Section 3.4.2. The latter can be achieved by treating T (f, i) as
constants while solving the problem formulated in Figure 3.1.
The iterative process continues until it reaches a solution that cannot be fur-
ther improved upon after enough attempts. Since the total throughput will strictly
increase over each iteration, the process is guaranteed to converge. In our experi-
ments, we conservatively limit the maximum number of iterations to 30. Our expe-
rience suggests that typically the iteration stops much earlier.
3.4.2 Technical Details
Our model-driven optimization framework above makes use of the follow-
ing three key capabilities: (i) estimating V LSi from traffic rates {Tj}, (ii) testing the
feasibility of given traffic rates {Tj}, and (iii) computing partial derivatives ∂V LSi∂Tk .
Below we present details on how to support these capabilities using our model.
Estimating V LSi from traffic rates {Tj}: To numerically derive V LSi from















to ensure 1 − Dij×Tj×x
EP
≥ 0 in Eq. (3.7). In our technical re-





, fi(x) is convex and has at
most one root. Therefore, we can apply any univariate root-finding algorithm (e.g.,






and let the solution be V LSi (if a root exists).
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Testing the feasibility of traffic rates {Tj}: To test whether traffic rates {Tj} are
feasible, we first numerically compute V LSi from Eq. (3.7) by finding a root of





as described above. If no solution is found or if the
solution V LSi violates Eq. (3.6), then traffic rates {Tj} are infeasible. Otherwise,
{Tj} are feasible.
Computing partial derivatives ∂V LSi
∂Tk
: Eq. (3.7) also allows us to compute the
partial derivatives ∂V LSi
∂Tk
for given traffic rates {Tj}, which allows us to linearize


























Overview: We develop a practical opportunistic routing protocol to install the op-
portunistic routes and rate limits computed by our optimization algorithm. It is built
on top of MORE [27], which sits between the IP and 802.11 MAC layers. It differs
from MORE in that it uses interference modeling and optimization to derive rate
limits and opportunistic routes for a given performance objective. As in MORE, it
leverages intra-flow network coding to carry out the derived routes (i.e., an inter-
mediate forwarder transmits random linear combinations of the packets it receives
for a given flow at the rate derived from our optimization).
As most opportunistic routing protocols, we target medium to large file
transfers. A traffic source divides data packets into batches, and broadcasts a ran-
dom linear combination of the original packets at the rate computed according to
Figure 3.2. Upon receiving encoded packets, an intermediate node generates a ran-
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dom linear combination of all the innovative packets it has from the current batch.
Each intermediate node uses the algorithm described in Figure 3.2 to determine
how much traffic it should forward. After receiving enough innovative packets,
the destination extracts the original data packets and sends an end-to-end ACK us-
ing MAC-layer unicast. When the source receives the ACK, it moves to the next
batch. Below we describe several key steps in our protocol: (i) measuring inputs to
seed our interference model, (ii) computing opportunistic routes and rate limits for
each flow, (iii) routing traffic according to the derived sending rates and routes, (iv)
supporting multicast, and (v) enhancing the reliability of end-to-end ACKs.
Measuring input parameters: Our model-driven optimization framework has the
following input parameters: (i) traffic demands, (ii) carrier sense probabilities, (iii)
conditional collision loss probabilities, and (iv) inherent wireless link loss rates. As
reported in [44, 79], wireless traffic exhibits temporal stability and we can estimate
current traffic demands based on previous demands. In our evaluation, we also test
the sensitivity to the demand estimation error. We conduct pairwise broadcast mea-
surements [2] and compute the carrier sense probabilities {Dab} and conditional
collision loss probabilities {Lbac} as described in Section 3.3.3.3. The pairwise
broadcast measurements takes O(N2) time for an N-node network. In our 21-node
testbed, each pair of nodes broadcasts for 30 seconds, and the entire measurement
takes around 2 hours. To minimize measurement overhead, we conduct pairwise
broadcast measurement infrequently, around once a week. Note that recent works
have developed efficient online techniques to measure interference when a network
is in use (e.g., [4, 5]). These techniques can be incorporated into our implemen-
tation to further reduce measurement overhead. In addition, we conduct per-node
broadcast measurements at the beginning of each experiment to measure the inher-
ent wireless link loss rates. The latter is based on more frequent measurements
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because it is more light-weight (only requiring O(N) measurements) and existing
routing protocols, such as [18, 27, 31], all use frequent loss measurements for route
selection.
Deriving opportunistic routes and rate limits: Note that since our optimization
problem is non-convex, existing techniques developed for distributed convex opti-
mization (e.g., [68]) are not directly applicable. Instead, we optimize opportunistic
routes and rate limits at a central location and then distribute the optimized results
to the other nodes. We use this approach in our implementation. The amount of
information to distribute is very small compared to data traffic: the optimization
input is around 2 KB per node and the optimization output is within a 100 bytes
per node. Alternatively, the computation can also be done in a fully distributed
fashion, similar to link-state protocols like OSPF, where every node implements the
same algorithm over the same data to arrive at the same results. Such computation
happens once every several minutes. For instance, default SNMP polling intervals
are typically 5 minutes, so the optimization can rerun when the traffic demands and
network topology change. The optimization is fairly efficient (e.g., it takes around
3 seconds to optimize routes and rate limits for 16 flows under the 5×5 grid topolo-
gies used in our simulation).
Enforcing derived routes and rate limits: An intermediate node enforces its for-
warding strategy according to the derived T (f, i) and Y (f, d, i, j) using the follow-
ing credit-based scheme. When node j receives a packet from node i, it increments
its credit, which denotes how many packets j should transmit for each received
packet. If its credit is at least 1, j generates and transmits a random linear combi-
nation of the packets from the current batch buffered locally, and decrements the
credit by 1. This process repeats until the credit goes below 1. The credit compu-
tation in our protocol differs from MORE in two main aspects. First, our protocol
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computes credit to ensure the traffic and information sending rates conform to the
derived T and Y . Second, unlike MORE, which treats all transmissions equally if
coming from nodes with larger ETX to the destination, our protocol differentiates
transmissions coming from different neighbors as follows. Upon receiving a packet
from i, j increments its credit by C × R, where C reflects the fraction of useful
information contained in each packet received from i and R reflects the amount of
redundancy j should include to compensate for loss to its neighbors. Specifically,
we have C = Y (f,d,i,j)
T (f,i)(1−P (i,j))
, and R = T (f,j)P
k Y (f,d,j,k)
. For example, when j receives a
packet from a downstream node i, C = 0 to prevent j from sending non-innovative
packets; when receiving a packet from an upstream node i, j updates its credit ac-
cording to how much new information is involved in the packet and its loss rate to
its forwarders.
Supporting multicast extension: Our previous description applies to the uni-
cast case. A few modifications are required to support multicast. First, since a
single packet carries a different amount of information for different destinations
in the same multicast group, a node j increments its credit by C × R, where
C = maxd Y (f,d,i,j)
T (f,i)(1−P (i,j))
and R = T (f,j)P
k maxd Y (f,d,j,k)
. Second, when some destinations re-
ceive enough innovative packets, the encoded packets from the current batch should
only be delivered to those who have not received all packets. To adapt to the changes
in the set of destinations that need the packets, we dynamically re-adjust credit in-
crement based on the remaining receivers who have not finished.
Enhancing ACK reliability: The destination sends an end-to-end ACK to the
source upon receiving enough innovative packets for decoding so that the source
can move on to the next batch. To ensure the reliability of ACKs, we keep re-
transmitting ACKs until they are received. To expedite ACK transmissions, ACKs
do not perform binary backoff so that they have higher priority over retransmit-
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ted data. For fair comparison, we apply the same optimizations to MORE. Finally,
since there is only one ACK for a batch of data packets, ACK overhead is negligible
in opportunistic routing.
3.6 Evaluation of Accurate Model-Driven Optimization Frame-
work
3.7 Evaluation Methodology
We evaluate our approach using extensive simulation and testbed experi-
ments. Our evaluation consists of four parts. First, we compare the fidelity of the
conflict-graph (CG) model and our newmodel by quantifying their under-prediction
and over-prediction errors. We use a conservative CG model, which considers two
broadcast transmissions to interfere if any one of their receivers is interfered by the
other transmission.
Second, we compare the performance of our opportunistic routing protocol
using either the CG model or the new broadcast interference model with the fol-
lowing existing routing protocols: (1) shortest-path routing using the ETX routing
metric, which minimizes the total number of expected transmissions from a source
to its destination [31], (2) shortest-path routing with rate limit optimization as de-
veloped in [79], and (3) MORE, a state-of-art opportunistic routing protocol.
We compare total network throughput under 1–16 simultaneous flows. We
also compare in terms of the proportional fairness metric [68], which is defined
as:
∑
f∈F lows log G(f), where G(f) is flow f ’s throughput. This metric strikes a
balance between increasing network throughput and maintaining fairness among
the flows. Higher values are more desirable. Unless otherwise noted, each flow
sends saturated CBR traffic.
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Third, we evaluate the multicast performance of one multicast group with a
varying group size, and measure the average throughput of the bottleneck receiver.
As in [27], we extend shortest path routing to support multicast by generating a
multicast tree as a union of shortest paths towards all destinations and sending one
copy of traffic along the links that are shared by multiple destinations. It saves the
traffic on shared point-to-point links as in wire-line multicast routing but does not
leverage the broadcast nature of wireless links (e.g., a node still needs to send traffic
separately to reach each of its next hops). Shortest path with rate limit [79] takes
a routing matrix R as part of the input, where Rid is the fraction of flow d that
traverses link i. To support multicast, we derive a multicast routing tree R, where
Rig = 1 if link i appears in multicast group g’s routing tree.
Fourth, we evaluate the sensitivity of our protocol against (i) errors in the
input traffic demands, (ii) unknown external interference, and (iii) errors in link loss
estimation.
For simulation, we implement all protocols in Qualnet 3.9.5 [117]. For
testbed experiments, we use the shortest path routing and MORE implementations
publicly available [99]. In particular, the shortest path routing is the Click imple-
mentation released as part of MORE source code. We calculate ETX according
to [31] and configure the link weight accordingly. The shortest path with rate limit-
ing is based on the shortest path code but the rate limit of each flow is computed us-
ing the algorithm in [79]. We extendMORE to implement our protocol as described
in Section 3.5. Both MORE and our protocol use 64 packets as the batch size for
network coding. All these routing protocols are implemented using Click [30] and
the MadWiFi driver [90] in the testbed.
Qualnet simulation: In simulation, we use 802.11a with a fixed MAC rate of 6
Mbps. The communication range is 230 meters, and interference range is 253 me-
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ters. These are the default values in Qualnet under transmission power of 10dBm,
and we use them in the CG model to determine if two nodes interfere. As in [79],
we seed the new interference model by having two senders broadcast simultane-
ously and measuring the resulting sending rates and receiving rates. Unless noted
otherwise, we use saturated UDP traffic with 1024-byte payloads.
For each scenario, we conduct 20 random trials. In each trial, flow sources
and destinations are picked randomly and the simulation time is 20 seconds. We
extend Qualnet to generate directional inherent packet losses, which are uniformly
distributed between 0 and 90%. We consider two types of topologies: 5 × 5 grid
and 25-node random topologies, each occupying a 750 × 750 m2 area.
Testbed experiments: Our testbed consists of 21 nodes located on two floors in-
side an office building. Each node runs Linux and is equipped with a NetGear
WAG511 NIC. Unless otherwise specified, we use 802.11a to minimize interfer-
ence with campus wireless LAN traffic, which uses 802.11g. This allows us to
evaluate in a controlled environment. We use 20 mW transmission power and 6
Mbps transmission rate so that the network paths are up to 7 hops. Among the
node pairs that have connectivity, 47.8% of them have links with loss ≤ 20%. All
the routing protocols require estimation of link loss rates, which are measured by
having one sender broadcast at a time and the other nodes measure the receiving
rates. The loss measurements were collected before the experiments. In addition,
our protocol and shortest path with rate limiting require interference measurement,
which we collected once per week. As in simulation, we conduct 20 random trials
for each scenario. Each trial lasts one minute. Other settings are consistent with the
simulation. Finally, in Section 3.10, we further evaluate using 802.11b, which com-



































































Figure 3.3: Actual vs. estimated throughput in simulation (25-node random topolo-
gies).
3.8 Model Validation
We adopt the evaluation methodology presented in [79] to quantify the ac-
curacy of our model. In particular, to evaluate the over-prediction of our model,
we install the estimated throughput to the network to see if it can be satisfied. To
evaluate the under-prediction error, we uniformly scale each flow throughput by the
same factor and check if the scaled demand is achievable. If the scaled demand is
achieved in the network, it indicates that the under-prediction error is at least the
scaling factor. We vary the scaling factor from 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, corresponding to a load
increase of 10%, 20%, and 50%, and vary the number of flows from 1 to 16.
Simulation results: We first evaluate how often the models over-predict. In Fig-
ure 3.3, we plot the estimated throughput versus the actual throughput using the
CG model and our model in 25-node random topologies. For reference, we plot
lines y = x and y = 0.8x. Here, the CG model significantly over-predicts the
actual throughput obtained, whereas the actual performance under our model is
mostly within 80% of the estimated throughput. The CG model experiences signif-
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Figure 3.4: CDF of ratios between actual and estimated throughput in simulation
(25-node random topologies).
our model explicitly models the interference between broadcast transmissions in
IEEE 802.11, thereby achieving higher accuracy. Moreover, the amount of over-
estimation by CG heavily depends on the network topology (e.g., whether the net-
work has hidden terminals) and simply scaling down the performance estimated by
CG by a constant factor does not work. Both CG and our models have part of their
over-prediction errors coming from the delay in end-to-end ACKs, during which
time the source keeps retransmitting the current batch. This effect is not modeled.
The use of a larger batch size can reduce the gap between the model estimation and
actual performance at the cost of a larger header size and longer delay.
Next we quantify under-prediction errors. In Figures 3.4(a) and (b), we plot
CDFs of the ratios between actual and estimated throughput in random topologies
for the CG model and our model, respectively. Consistent with the scatter plots,
the CG model mostly over-predicts, and virtually none of the scaled demands are
satisfied. In comparison, using our model with a scale factor of 1, 80% of the runs
have actual throughput within 80% accuracy of the estimation. Increasing the scale
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Figure 3.6: CDF of ratios between actual and estimated throughput in the testbed.
a further increase of the scale factor to 1.2, only 11% of actual throughput falls into
80% accuracy. This indicates that the demands scaled up by 20% can rarely be
satisfied and shows our model has low under-prediction errors.
Testbed results: Next we validate our model and the CG model using testbed ex-
periments. Figures 3.5(a) and (b) show the scatter plots of the CG model and our
model, respectively. Figures 3.6(a) and (b) plot the CDFs of the ratios between
actual and estimated throughput using different scale factors. As in simulation,
the scatter plots from testbed experiments show a good match between actual and
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estimated throughput using our model and a significant over-estimation in the CG
model. Scaling the demands by 1.1 leads to only 50% of the demands being satisfied
and scaling the demands by 1.2 leads to only 29% of the demands being satisfied.
These results indicate low over-prediction and under-prediction error. There are
a few points in the testbed results where the actual throughput is higher than the
estimated throughput. These cases arise from loss fluctuation: we use loss mea-
surements to seed our model and derive opportunistic routes and rate limits, but the
actual link loss rates in the experiment improve and support higher throughput.
Summary: The simulation and testbed results demonstrate that our model rarely
over-estimates or under-estimates performance by more than 20%. In comparison,
the CG model consistently over-predicts network throughput due to its assumption
of perfect scheduling. These results highlight the importance of model fidelity on
performance predictability.
3.9 Performance Comparison
In this section, we compare the performance of different routing protocols
using simulation and testbed experiments.
3.9.1 Simulation Results
Total throughput of unicast flows: Figures 3.7(a) and (b) show the total through-
put for 5 × 5 grid and 25-node random topologies, respectively. The error bars on
the graph show the standard deviation of the sample mean.
We make several observations. First, in all cases our protocol using our
model yields the best performance. It out-performs ETX by 76%-799% in the grid





































































(b) 25-node random topology
Figure 3.7: Total unicast throughput in simulation (25-node random topologies).
limiting ranges from 57%-99% in the grid topology and 46%-117% in the random
topology. Its gain over MORE increases rapidly with the number of flows, ranging
from 34% (2 flow) to 146% (4 flows) to 501% (16 flows) in the grid topology, and
from 50% (2 flows) to 169% (4 flows) to 311% (16 flows) in random topologies. It
out-performs the protocol with CG, the second best performing protocol by up to
24% in the grid topologies and 16% in the random topologies. Its performance ben-
efit comes from three main factors: (i) taking advantage of opportunistic transmis-
sions to cope with lossy wireless links, (ii) using interference-aware rate limiting to
avoid network congestion, and (iii) using interference-aware opportunistic routing
to maximize spatial reuse.
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Second, comparing MORE against shortest path rate limiting, we observe
that MORE out-performs the latter under 1 or 2 flows by leveraging opportunistic
transmissions to recover losses. As the number of flows increases, the performance
of MORE degrades and becomes significantly worse than shortest path with rate
limiting due to lack of rate limiting. The impact of rate limiting on opportunistic
routing is even higher than shortest path routing because opportunistic routing uses
broadcast transmissions, which do not have binary backoff and are more likely to
cause network congestion. Further, congestion on the data path may corrupt end-
to-end ACKs in opportunistic routing and lead to unnecessary retransmissions and
throughput degradation. In contrast, shortest path routing uses unicast transmis-
sions, whose MAC-layer ACKs are given higher priority and hence more reliable.
Multicast flows: Figure 3.8 shows the throughput of the bottleneck receiver in a
multicast group as we vary the group size from 1 to 5. As in unicast flows, our
protocol consistently out-performs the alternatives. It improves the protocol with
CG by 10%-46%, MORE by 8%-47%, shortest path rate limiting by 58%-232%,

































Figure 3.8: Multicast throughput in a 5 × 5 grid.
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shortest path is because our protocol effectively exploits the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium to reduce the number of transmissions. When sending to multiple
neighbors, it uses one broadcast transmission to reach all the neighbors. In compar-
ison, while shortest path routing uses a multicast tree to compress the traffic on a
shared link, the links from one sender to different neighbors are considered different
and multiple transmissions are required to reach them. For the same reason, MORE
consistently out-performs both versions of shortest path routing. Our protocol still
out-performs MORE and the protocol with CG by using a more accurate model to
optimize rate limit and opportunistic routes.
3.9.2 Testbed Results
Throughput of unicast flows: Figure 3.9(a) shows the total throughput of different
protocols in the testbed, which has up to 7 hops. The relative rankings of the routing
schemes are consistent with the simulation. As before, our protocol yields the best
performance. The links in our testbed tend to be binary: either low loss or close to
no connectivity. Among the node pairs that have network connectivity, 47.8% of
them have loss rate within 20%. So the benefit of opportunistic routing is smaller in
the testbed than in simulation. MORE performs close to shortest path routing, and
significantly worse than shortest path with rate limiting; similarly, the gap between
our protocol and shortest path routing also becomes smaller. These results confirm
the intuition that opportunistic routing is most useful under lossy wireless medium.
To understand how opportunistic routing performs under more lossy wire-
less medium, we conduct another set of experiments where we pick only flows
whose ETX between source and destination is at least 1.25. Figure 3.9(b) sum-
marizes the results. In this case, the throughput of our protocol is 1.09-14.0x that





























































(b) Flows with ETX > 1.25
Figure 3.9: Total unicast throughput in the testbed.
limiting. Its throughput is similar to MORE under 1 flow and 11.47x MORE’s
throughput under 16 flows. Furthermore, MORE yields low throughput: its perfor-
mance is worse than shortest path with rate limiting as the number of flows reaches
4 or higher. These results are consistent with the simulation, and highlight the im-
portance of jointly optimizing rate limits and opportunistic routes.
Proportional fairness of unicast flows: Next we consider maximizing propor-
tional fairness. Since this objective is non-linear, in order to optimize it, we first
approximate it using a piecewise linear, increasing, convex function as follows. We
select s points on log(x), and approximate log(x) using s line segments, each con-





































Figure 3.10: Unicast proportional fairness in the testbed.
similar performance. In the interest of space, below we present results from only




10, 10. When a flow’s throughput is
0, its log value is undefined, so we set its throughput to 1 Kbps. Figure 3.10 shows
the proportional fairness as we vary the number of unicast flows in the testbed. The
three routing schemes that support rate limiting significantly out-perform MORE
and shortest path without rate limiting since the latter two can easily cause starva-
tion. Among those that support rate limit, our protocol performs the best due to its
opportunistic routing and high-fidelity model.
Multicast flows: Finally, we evaluate the performance of multicast in our testbed.
Figure 3.11 shows the throughput of the bottleneck multicast receiver in one mul-
ticast group, where the multicast group size is varied from 2 to 4. Our protocol
performs the best. It out-performs the protocol with CG by 16%-38%, MORE by
10%-63%, shortest path with rate limiting by 68%-89%, and shortest path rout-
ing by 101%-181%. In addition, by leveraging the broadcast wireless medium,
all types of opportunistic routing, including MORE, out-perform both versions of

































Figure 3.11: Multicast throughput in the testbed.
ful to multicast, and the effective optimization of multicast routes and rate limiting
continues to be important.
3.9.3 Summary of Performance
The simulation and testbed results show that our protocol consistently out-
performs the alternatives. By leveraging opportunistic transmissions and effective
route optimization, it significantly out-performs state-of-the-art shortest path rout-
ing protocols. By using a high fidelity network model to jointly optimize rate limits
and opportunistic routes, it significantly out-performs state-of-the-art opportunistic
routing protocols. These benefits suggest that all the design components in our pro-
tocol, including opportunistic routing, network model, and joint rate limit and route
optimization, are essential and help improve the performance.
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3.10 Evaluation of Sensitivity
3.10.1 Impact of Inaccurate Traffic Demand
Methodology: We first evaluate the performance under inaccurate traffic demand
estimation, since in practice traffic demands fluctuate and may not be known ex-
actly. The actual traffic demands are uniformly distributed between 0 and the maxi-
mum link throughput. To simulate demand estimation error, we inject errors into the
actual demands and feed the salted demands to our optimization framework while
imposing the actual demands to the network for evaluation. The error injected is





























































Figure 3.12: Throughput under inaccurate traffic estimates.
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mation error, our protocol slightly over-provisions by scaling the derived sending
rates from the optimization output by a factor of 1.1.
Simulation: Figure 3.12(a) shows the total throughput versus the number of flows.
We see similar performance across different error ranges. This indicates that our
protocol is fairly robust against demand estimation errors, because for the purpose
of performance optimization, the spatial traffic demand distribution is more impor-
tant than the exact demand values.
Testbed: Figure 3.12(b) shows the performance of our protocol when we feed
inaccurate traffic demands as input to our optimization. As in simulation, it is robust
to the inaccuracy in traffic demand estimation in testbed. Its performance under no
error is close to that under the relative error of 0.5.
3.10.2 Impact of Unknown External Interference and Loss Fluctuation
3.10.2.1 Simulation
Methodology: We create external interference by randomly placing two external
noise sources in 25-node random topologies. All protocols compute routes and rate
limits without considering the external noise, and we measure the throughput of
using the derived routes and rate limits under external noise. The noise sources have
uniformly distributed on and off time, where the average on-time is 0.25 second
and the total simulation time is 20 seconds. We vary the average off-time so that
every noise source is on 10% to 80% of time. During on-time, each noise source
broadcasts 802.11 packets (with 1024-byte payload) as fast as possible.
Model validation: First, we compare actual throughput under external noise versus
estimated throughput derived without considering the noise sources. As shown in
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(b) Total throughput of 8 flows
Figure 3.13: Simulation results under 2 noise sources with varying on-time in 25-
node 802.11a random topologies.
on-time of each noise source. The fractions of runs that achieve within 30% error
are 99% under 10% noise on-time, 76% under 20% noise on-time, and 56% under
30% noise on-time. Moreover, even with 30% noise on-time, it achieves much
higher predictability than the protocol with CG model under no external noise.
Performance comparison: As shown in Figure 3.13(b), the ranking of different
protocols remains the same across all noise levels. Our protocol consistently out-
performs all other protocols. Even when every noise source is active 80% of time,
it out-performs the one with CG by 18%, shortest path with rate limiting by 75%,
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MORE by 209%, and shortest path without rate limiting by 535%. Moreover, the
performance of different protocols degrades smoothly as the on-time of each noise
source increases.
3.10.2.2 Testbed
Methodology: We also evaluate the sensitivity in an 802.11b testbed consisting of
22 nodes. As before, we randomly select flows in our network. As common prac-
tice, we run the link loss measurements at night, which has low network activity.
Then we run all evaluation during the day. This allows us to evaluate the sensitivity
against unknown external interference and loss fluctuation. In particular, our build-
ing has an active 802.11g campus network, whose traffic directly interferes with
our wireless mesh traffic. We treat traffic from the campus network as unknown
external interference. Figure 3.14(a) plots the CDF of the average campus network
traffic measured by all mesh nodes in promiscuous mode every 30 seconds. The
median and mean are both 15.5 Kbps. Moreover, loss fluctuates from nights to day-
time. Figure 3.14(b) plots a CDF of DeliveryRatio(night) − DeliveryRatio(day)
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(b) CDF of loss fluctuation
Figure 3.14: Amount of external traffic from the campus network and loss fluctua-



























































Figure 3.15: Actual vs. estimated throughput in 802.11b testbed under unknown
external interference and loss fluctuation.
during the day time (i) more people sit near mesh nodes and cause more attenuation,
and (ii) more people move around and close/open doors and cause frequent changes
to the RF environment.
Model validation: Figure 3.15 shows the scatter plot of actual versus estimated
throughput from the 802.11b testbed. We also plot y = x and y = 0.8x for ref-
































Figure 3.16: Unicast throughput in our 802.11b testbed under unknown external
interference and loss fluctuation.
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within 20% error.
Performance comparison: As shown in Figure 3.16, our protocol continues to
perform the best. Different from simulation, MORE sometimes performs worse
than shortest path without rate limiting because the network congestion in MORE
is more severe in a dense network like our 802.11b testbed.
3.11 Summary
In this chapter, we present the first protocol that can accurately optimize the
performance of opportunistic routing in IEEE 802.11 networks. Our framework
consists of three key components: (i) a simple yet effective wireless network model
to support optimization, (ii) a novel algorithm for optimizing different performance
objectives, and (iii) an opportunistic routing protocol that effectively maps solu-
tions resulted from our optimization into practical routing configurations. Through
testbed implementation and simulation, we show that the performance of our proto-
col is close to our estimation, and is much better than state-of-the-art shortest path
routing and opportunistic routing protocols. Moreover, it is robust against inac-
curacy introduced by a dynamic network and it also consistently out-performs the
existing schemes. To further enhance the robustness against traffic and topology
variations, in the future we plan to extend the robust traffic engineering techniques
developed in the Internet to optimize wireless networks. In particular, a traffic engi-
neering system usually collects a set of traffic matrices and uses their convex com-
bination to cover the space of common traffic patterns for optimization. These new
demand constraints are compact and can be easily incorporated into our framework.




O3: Optimization of Overlay-based Opportunistic
Routing
4.1 Introduction
In wireless mesh networks, providing efficient and reliable communication
is important because wireless losses are common. In the previous chapter, we ob-
serve that opportunistic routing effectively combats wireless losses by taking ad-
vantage of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium (e.g., [18, 27, 87]). In this
chapter, we explore whether opportunistic routing can reap benefit from inter-flow
network coding, which has been successfully applied to single path routing in wire-
less mesh networks (e.g., COPE [67]).
Motivation: First, let’s revisit the motivating example of 4-node diamond topology
in Figure 1.1 in Chapter 1 with two bi-directional flows between A and D.
In traditional single path routing, the expected number of transmissions to
deliver one packet over each hop is 2 due to the 50% loss rates, and altogether 8
transmissions are required to deliver one packet for each of the two flows.
In opportunistic routing, a flow source uses either B or C to forward traffic
(instead of only B or C). Therefore a packet makes progress if it reaches either
forwarding node. This probability is 75%, assuming independent link loss, which
is common in many real networks [96, 97, 120]. So on average it takes only 1.33
transmissions to move a packet over the first hop (i.e., to either of the intermediate
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nodes) and 2 transmissions to move the packet from the intermediate node to the
destination. Therefore, altogether 6.66 transmissions are required to successfully
deliver both packets.
The performance of inter-flow coding [67] depends on whether there is an
inter-flow coding opportunity. If the two flows use the same intermediate node as
the forwarder, which is the best case, then it takes 6 transmissions to successfully
deliver both packets (i.e., 2 transmissions to deliver one packet over the first hop in
both flows as in single path routing, and 2 transmissions for the intermediate node
to deliver the packets to both A and D by XOR-ing them). In this case, node A can
extract the packet it needs by XOR-ing its own packet with the one received from
the forwarder. So can node D. When the two flows use different forwarders, there is
no inter-flow coding opportunity and it takes 8 transmissions to deliver one packet
for each flow as in the traditional single-path routing.
We propose to exploit inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing.
Not only does it take only 1.33 transmissions to move a packet across the first hop
by using opportunistic routing, but also an intermediate node can XOR packets
from the two flows whenever possible. In the best case (i.e., the intermediate nodes
can XOR all packets), the intermediate nodes only need 2 transmissions to deliver
packets for both flows byXOR-ing them, which results in 4.66 transmissions in total
to deliver one packet for each of the two flows. This yields a gain of 72% over single
path routing, 43% over opportunistic routing alone, and 29% over inter-flow coding
alone. The worst case (i.e., intermediate nodes cannot XOR any packets), which
rarely occurs, reverts to opportunistic routing and requires 6.66 transmissions, out-
performing single path routing and (worst-case) inter-flow network coding by 20%.
Challenges: The above example demonstrates the potential benefit of inter-flow
network coding in opportunistic routing. However, harnessing this gain in prac-
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tice poses significant challenges. There exists a strong tension between oppor-
tunistic routing and inter-flow coding. Opportunistic routing spreads information
across multiple nodes. As the information reaching an individual node decreases,
the inter-flow coding opportunity decreases because (i) the node itself receives less
traffic and has more limited coding choices, and (ii) its next-hops receive less traffic,
making it harder to decode. Therefore it is challenging to simultaneously leverage
opportunistic forwarding to combat wireless losses and exploit inter-flow coding to
reduce traffic.
Our approach: To decouple the strong interactions between opportunistic routing
and inter-flow coding, we propose a novel framework to jointly optimize oppor-
tunistic routing, rate limiting, and intra- and inter-flow coding. We introduce a
novel abstraction by making a wireless network consist of an overlay and under-
lay, where overlay nodes perform inter-flow coding aware overlay routing without
worrying about packet losses and underlay nodes perform intra-flow coding based
opportunistic routing without worrying about inter-flow coding.
Our approach: To decouple the strong interactions between opportunistic routing
and inter-flow coding, we introduce a novel hierarchical abstraction of overlay and
underlay nodes. Here, overlay nodes perform inter-flow coding aware overlay rout-
ing without worrying about packet losses and underlay nodes perform intra-flow
coding based opportunistic routing without worrying about inter-flow coding.
• Overlay network: We designate a subset of nodes as overlay nodes and create
an overlay network using them. Each traffic demand is routed over one or more
overlay paths. Nodes on the overlay path perform overlay forwarding. They
may also use inter-flow network coding to reduce the amount of overlay traffic
generated and use inter-flow network decoding to extract the original content.
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For example, given two packets, one from flow f1 and the other from f2, whose
overlay paths are o1−o2−o3 and o3−o2−o1 respectively, node o2 may XOR the
two packets and transmit the inter-coded packet. Nodes o1 and o3 perform inter-
flow decoding to extract the packets they want. Overlay links are considered
reliable so that we can focus on optimizing overlay routes, overlay rate limits,
and inter-flow coding without worrying about packet losses.
• Underlay network: An overlay link may be mapped to one or more physical
links in the underlay network. The underlay network provides efficient and re-
liable overlay links by using opportunistic routing to spread information across
multiple forwarders and letting them cooperatively forward the traffic. To pre-
vent fine-grained coordination, each forwarder independently generates random
linear combinations of traffic from the same flow at an appropriate rate so that
the destination can extract the original data after receiving enough linearly in-
dependent packets. Overlay traffic imposed on each overlay link (whether inter-
flow coded or not) is considered as a virtual flow to the underlay network. The
goal of an underlay network is to jointly optimize opportunistic routing and rate
limiting of the virtual flows without worrying about inter-flow coding.
• Relationship between the two: Optimized overlay routing uses efficient over-
lay routes and inter-flow network coding to reduce the virtual traffic demands
imposed on the underlay network. Meanwhile, optimized underlay routing pro-
vides efficient and reliable overlay links that the overlay network can take ad-
vantage of. The reason that inter-flow coding is put at the overlay network is
that the optimization of inter-flow coding is much simpler without packet losses,
while opportunistic routing targets packet losses and is naturally to be placed at
the underlay network, which involves lossy physical links.
As we see in chapter 3, the key two factors that determine performance of
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opportunistic routing in wireless mesh networks are the routes and the rate-limits
of the flow sources. Routes determines how effectively Routes determine how ef-
fectively we take advantage of communication opportunities and how efficiently
we utilize network resources and exploit spatial reuse. Rate limits ensure that traf-
fic sources do not send more than what paths can support. In this chapter, we
propose a novel overlay-based optimization framework that effectively combines
opportunistic routing, rate limiting, and intra- and inter-flow coding.
In this framework, we formulate the problem of optimizing end-to-end user
performance as a linear program (LP) that optimizes total network throughput (or
other linear functions) while satisfying: (i) flow conservation constraints for the
overlay network, (ii) flow conservation and opportunistic constraints for the under-
lay network, (iii) constraints that map the traffic demands from the overlay network
to the underlay network, and (iv) interference constraints. We then translate the
optimization results into practical routing configurations and design an optimized
overlay-based opportunistic routing protocol (O3) to harness the gains in practice.
We implement O3 in Qualnet along with (i) shortest path routing (SPP), (ii)
SPP with rate limiting, (iii) COPE [67], a state-of-the-art inter-flow coding based
routing protocol, (iv) COPE with rate limiting, (v) MORE [27], a state-of-the-art
opportunistic routing protocol, and (vi) optimized opportunistic routing, which is
also called O3-Intra since it is O3 without inter-flow coding. Using Qualnet sim-
ulations, we study the benefits of inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing and rate
limiting, and find that (i) rate limiting is important to all routing protocols, (ii) the
effectiveness of opportunistic routing increases with loss rates, but the effectiveness
of inter-flow coding decreases with loss rates, (iii) O3 significantly out-performs all
the other protocols by simultaneously harnessing the gains of opportunistic routing,
inter-flow coding, and rate limiting.
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Our main contributions are as follows:
• A novel framework based on the concept of an overlay network to effectively
decouple the strong inter-dependency between opportunistic routing and inter-
flow network coding.
• The first theoretical formulation that jointly optimizes inter-flow coding, oppor-
tunistic routing, and rate limiting. (Section 4.3)
• A practical routing protocol that realizes the optimized opportunistic routes with
inter-flow coding and rate limiting. (Section 4.4 and 4.5)
• Extensive evaluation to show the effectiveness of O3 and the individual benefits
of inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing, and rate limiting. (Section 4.6).
4.2 O3 Overview
O3 operates in the following three steps: (i) selecting overlay nodes and
overlay paths (Section 4.4.1), (ii) mapping each overlay link into one or more phys-
ical links (Section 4.4.1), (iii) jointly optimizing overlay and underlay routing, rate
limiting, and inter-flow coding based on the traffic demands, overlay network, and
the mapping between the overlay and underlay networks (Section 4.3). The output
specifies (i) how fast each source should generate traffic, (ii) how overlay nodes
should forward the traffic (e.g., what is the overlay path used, which nodes perform
inter-flow coding, and at what rate), and (iii) how underlay nodes should oppor-
tunistically forward the traffic (e.g., how many broadcast transmissions to make
upon receiving traffic from its neighbor).
In Section 4.3, we first present an optimization framework for (iii), which
takes overlay paths and mappings between overlay and underlay networks as input
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and outputs the optimized overlay routing, underlay routing, rate limits, and inter-
flow network coding. The output is optimal when the input enumerates all possible
overlay paths and maps each overlay link to the entire underlay network (i.e., lets
each overlay link use any underlay link for potential routing). However, this op-
timization problem may incur significant computation cost due to a large number
of optimization variables. In Section 4.4, we describe our approach to improve
scalability. It reduces the size of the optimization problem by selectively choosing
overlay paths and mapping each overlay link to a small subset of underlay links.
Before delving into the details of each step, let us first go through a simple
example shown in Figure 1.1, which has two flows in opposite directions. Suppose
we select nodes A and D as overlay nodes; meanwhile we choose AD as an overlay
path for flow 1 and choose DA as an overlay path for flow 2. Then in the overlay
network, node A sends to node D via the overlay path AD, and node D sends to
node A via the overlay path DA. There is no inter-flow coding since there is no
intermediate overlay node in this case. If the overlay link AD is mapped to the entire
physical network as an underlay, the underlay network is responsible for sending
traffic for flow f1 from node A to node D using opportunistic routing on the entire
underlay network. Similarly, if the overlay link DA uses the entire physical network
as the underlay, then the corresponding underlay network is responsible for sending
flow f2 from node D to node A using opportunistic routing. So essentially each
underlay network tries to carry the traffic imposed by the corresponding overlay link
l from src(l) to dest(l), where src() and dest() denote the source and destination
of the link, respectively.
Alternatively, we may select nodes A, B, C, D as overlay nodes, and choose
AD, ABD, ACD as overlay paths for flow 1 and DA, DBA, DCA as overlay paths for
flow 2. Then in the overlay network, node A splits its traffic across the three overlay
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paths according to the optimization output. So does node D. Node B may XOR flow
f1’s traffic sent on ABD with flow 2’s traffic sent on DBA, and the fraction of inter-
flow coded traffic is determined by the optimization output. Similarly for node C.
As before, the underlay network is responsible for opportunistically routing all the
traffic imposed by the corresponding overlay link, where the imposed traffic can be
either inter-flow coded or not.
4.3 O3 Problem Formulation
Based on the overlay framework, we derive a linear program (LP) that con-
sists of the following four components: (i) flow conservation constraints on the
overlay network that can use inter-flow coding, (ii) flow conservation and oppor-
tunistic constraints on the underlay network that uses intra-flow coding based op-
portunistic routing, (iii) constraints mapping traffic demands from the overlay net-
work to the underlay network, and (iv) interference constraints to prevent interfer-
ing links from being active simultaneously. The key challenge in this formulation is
to accurately capture virtual flows and physical flows and interactions between the
overlay and underlay networks. Below we describe the formulation in detail.
4.3.1 Optimization Objective
Our framework is general and can optimize any linear function. We focus on






where D is the set of traffic demands, fk(P ) is the k-th flow’s throughput over
path P , and PSk is the set of paths used by the k-th flow. Alternatively, we can






k(P )), which strikes a good balance between fairness and
throughput [119], (ii) maximizing the fraction of demand that is served from each
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flow, denoted as α, where α ·Dk is the lower bound of throughput for the k-th flow,
or (iii) maximizing total revenue if the revenue is a linear function of throughput.
4.3.2 Overlay Network Constraints
The route on an overlay network must satisfy flow conservation. We de-
rive the flow conservation constraints by applying coding-aware optimization for
single path routing, as described in [127]. The main difference from traditional
flow conservation is inter-flow coding allows an intermediate node to deliver dif-
ferent information to different neighbors using the same transmission. Therefore
we need to classify traffic into native (i.e., without inter-flow coding) and inter-
coded, and derive the constraints based on the traffic type. Specifically, let zki (P )
denote the amount of native traffic transmitted by node i for flow k over path P . Let
xi(e1, e2, n) denote the amount of traffic received from link e1 as native traffic and
transmitted by node i over link e2 as inter-flow coded, and xi(e1, e2, c) denote the
amount of traffic received from link e1 as inter-flow coded traffic and transmitted
by node i over link e2 as inter-flow coded traffic. We call (e1, e2, n) and (e1, e2, c)
coding structures. Let CS denote the set of coding structures in the network. We
have the following flow conservation constraints under inter-flow network coding,









t(e1)(P ). This says that the
transit traffic participating in coding as native-received at node i is bounded
by the total native traffic received from t(e1), which is the transmitter of link
e1.





k(P )− zkt(e1)(P )]. This reflects
that the total traffic that participates in coding as coded-received at node i is

















(e1,e2,c)∈CS xi(CS). This indicates the total traffic
received from link e1 and transmitted over link e2 by node i must be one of
the three types of traffic: (i) traffic going out as native, (ii) traffic participating
in coding as native-received, and (iii) traffic participating in coding as coded-
received.
• zksrc(k)(P ) = fk(P ), where P ∈ PSk. This indicates a flow source src(k)
transmits all traffic as native over every path.
• zki (P ) ≤ fk(P ), where i ∈ P −{src(k), dst(k)} and P ∈ PSk. This indicates
that the amount of native traffic transmitted by a transit node is bounded by the
total traffic on the path P .
4.3.3 Underlay Network Constraints
The goal of the underlay network is to use opportunistic routing to effi-
ciently and reliably route the traffic demands imposed by the overlay network. The
traffic includes either an original flow f or inter-flow coded traffic between multi-
ple flows. For convenience, we denote either original or inter-flow coded traffic as
physical flow pf . Then every combination of overlay link vl and physical flow pf is
considered as a virtual flow, denoted by (vl, pf). For example, consider 3 physical
flows in the overlay network: f1, f2, f1 + f2. The virtual traffic demands on the
underlay network are < oi−oj , f1 >, < oi−oj, f2 >, < oi−oj , f1+f2 >, where
oi−oj denotes any overlay link. Let src(vl) and dest(vl) denote the source and des-
tination of the overlay link vl. The underlay network uses optimized opportunistic
routing to efficiently route the physical flow pf from src(vl) to dest(vl).
Underlay flow conservation constraints: To ensure valid opportunistic routes on
the underlay, we first derive flow conservation constraints for each virtual flow. Dif-
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ferent from traditional flow conservation, the flow conservation constraints of the
underlay only apply to the amount of information (i.e., non-redundant useful data)
instead of traffic due to packet losses. Let Y (vl, pf, i, j) denote the information
transmitted from node i to node j for the virtual flow (vl, pf).
• Y (vl, pf, k, src(vl)) = 0 for any node k. This enforces no incoming informa-
tion to src(vl) for a virtual flow (vl, pf) since src(vl) is the source of the virtual
flow.
• Y (vl, pf, dest(vl), k) = 0 for any node k. This enforces no outgoing informa-
tion from dest(vl) for a virtual flow (vl, pf) since dest(vl) is the destination of
the virtual flow.
• For any transit node i 6= src(vl) and i 6= dest(vl),
∑
k∈in(i) Y (vl, pf, k, i) ≥
∑
j∈out(i) Y (vl, pf, i, j), where in(i) and out(i) de-
note node i’s incoming and outgoing neighbors, respectively. It ensures that the
incoming information to node i is no less than the outgoing information from i.
•
∑
k Y (vl, pf, src(vl), k) ≤ NR(vl, pf). This denotes that the amount of infor-
mation successfully delivered from src(vl) to node k is bounded by the virtual
flow’s traffic demand, denoted as NR(vl, pf).
Underlay opportunistic constraints: Next we capture the relationships between
the amount of traffic and the amount of information delivered on the underlay
network. We formulate these relationships using the following opportunistic con-
straints, where the first one captures the relationships for a given virtual flow while
the next two constraints capture the relationships for a physical flow that spans
multiple overlay links from the same overlay source. The latter constraints are nec-
essary because we allow an overlay source to broadcast traffic over multiple overlay
links simultaneously and let all its downstream nodes derive information from the
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same transmission. Therefore we need to ensure the total information derived across
all overlay links and across all downstream nodes does not exceed the amount of
successfully received traffic.
• Virtual flow opportunistic constraint: S(i, N(i))T (vl, pf, i)
≥
∑
k∈N(i) Y (vl, pf, i, k), whereN(i) denotes a subset of i’s neighbors, S(i, N(i))
is the probability of successfully delivering traffic to any node in N(i), and
T (vl, pf, i) is the amount of traffic transmitted from node i on overlay link vl
for flow pf . This constraint indicates for any virtual flow (vl, pf) the total traf-
fic successfully delivered to at least one neighbor in N(i) should be no less than
the total amount of non-overlapping information delivered to N(i). When i has
many (say, K) neighbors, enumerating N(i), all subsets of neighbors, is costly.
For scalability, when K > 3, we enumerate the neighbor sets of size 1, size 2,
and the one containing all i’s neighbors (i.e., enumerate only O(K2) instead of
O(2K) neighbor sets).
• Physical flow opportunistic constraint 1: S(i, k)MaxT (pf, i)
≥ ∑(i,∗)∈vl Y (vl, pf, i, k), where MaxT (pf, i) is the total overlay traffic node
i sends for physical flow pf over all overlay links. Due to the broadcast na-
ture of overlay traffic (i.e., an overlay node can use a single transmission to
send a packet along multiple overlay paths by including all the overlay paths
in the packet header), MaxT (pf, i) = maxvlT (vl, pf, i). These constraints to-
gether enforce that total information delivered from i to k over all virtual links
is bounded by the total traffic successfully delivered from node i to k for the
physical flow pf .
• Physical flow opportunistic constraint 2: This constraint further ensures that
the total amount of information delivered to a subset of i’s neighbors, denoted
as N(i), over all virtual links is bounded by the product of i’s traffic and the
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probability of successfully delivering to at least one neighbor in N(i):





Y (vl, pf, i, k).
To improve scalability, we use the same enumeration procedure as in construct-
ing the virtual flow opportunistic constraints (i.e., enumerating the neighbor sets
of size 1, size 2, and the one containing all i’s neighbors when K > 3).
4.3.4 Constraints Relating Overlay to Underlay
To relate the overlay to the underlay network, we derive the following con-
straints. The first two constraints relate the traffic demands of the virtual flow with
the overlay traffic, and the last constraint ensures the virtual flow is serviced by the
underlay network:




src(vl)(P ), where pf = (native, k). This reflects that
the traffic demand for a native flow (vl, pf), denoted as NR, is equal to the
amount of native traffic flow k sent over the virtual link vl.
• NR(vl, pf) =
∑
vl∈P xsrc(vl)(CS), where CS is the coding structure and pf =
(coded, CS). This indicates that the traffic demand for a coded virtual flow
(vl, pf) is equal to the coded traffic sent using the same coding structure.
• NR(vl, pf) = ∑k∈in(dest(vl)) Y (vl, pf, k, dest(vl)), which indicates that the
traffic demand for the virtual flow (vl, pf) is honored by the underlay network,
i.e., the traffic demand NR(vl, pf) is successfully delivered to dest(vl).
4.3.5 Interference Constraints
Finally, we impose interference constraints for the traffic sent on the phys-
ical network, since this is the actual traffic transmitted. Based on the network
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topology, we construct a broadcast conflict graph. Specifically, two transmitters
are considered to have conflict if either of the following conditions holds: (i) the
two transmitters are within carrier sense range of each other, or (ii) one receiver is
within the interference range of the other transmitter. We then find independent sets
in the conflict graph and derive the following interference constraints that indicate
the total activity time of a node is no more than the sum of activity time of all the
independent sets that the node belongs to.
• Let MTi denote the total traffic from node i. If node i is an overlay node, we
haveMTi =
∑




vl T (vl, pf, i).
The reason for such a distinction is that the overlay node uses the broadcast
nature of the wireless medium to transmit over multiple overlay links simul-
taneously by including these overlay links in its packet header. In compari-
son, underlay nodes forward for a specific overlay link and thus an underlay
node needs to separately forward for each overlay link included in the received
packet’s header.
• For every node i, MTi ≤ Capi
∑
k∈Ii
λk, where Capi is node i’s broadcast data
rate, Ii denotes the independent sets that node i belongs to, and λk denotes the
activity time of independent set k. This constraint enforces the total traffic sent
by any node is bounded by the sum of the activity time of the independent sets
that the node belongs to scaled by the wireless capacity.
•
∑
k λk ≤ 1 because only one independent set can be active at a time.
4.4 Leveraging the Optimization Framework
In this section, we describe how to obtain the inputs required by the opti-
mization and how to translate the optimization results into routing configurations.
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4.4.1 Obtaining Inputs
Our optimization algorithm requires the following inputs: network topol-
ogy, traffic demands, overlay paths, and mapping from overlay to underlay network
resources. The network topology can be obtained easily through periodic measure-
ments. As reported in [44, 79], wireless traffic exhibits temporal stability, and we
can estimate current traffic demands based on previous demands. Thus, here we fo-
cus on the latter two inputs. Our optimization framework in Section 4.3 is flexible
and can easily take inputs generated by other overlay path selection and overlay-to-
underlay mapping algorithms.
Selecting overlay nodes: One way to select overlay nodes is to let every physical
node serve as an overlay node. This leads to the best performance at the cost of
higher computation time, since the computation cost increases with the number of
overlay nodes. Therefore we want to limit the number of overlay nodes. Since only
intermediate overlay nodes perform inter-flow coding, our goal is to select overlay
nodes with high coding opportunities.
To achieve this goal, for each flow fk we order the nodes on its forwarding
list according to the coding opportunities. We estimate the upper-bound of the




(min(T (fk, i), T (fj, i)))), (4.1)
where fk 6= fj and T (fk, i) is total traffic transmitted by node i for flow fk.
Equation (4.1) is derived based on the fact that the rate of inter-flow traffic be-
tween two flows is bounded by the minimum rate of these two flows. Therefore,
min(T (fk, i), T (fj, i)) gives an upper-bound on the amount of traffic that can be
inter-flow coded between fk and fj , and Equation (4.1) gives an upper-bound of to-
tal traffic that can be inter-flow coded between fk and all the other flows. For every
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flow, we pick the top three nodes from the sorted list as the overlay nodes. When
the upper-bound is the same, we use the amount of traffic sent in either direction to
break ties.
Selecting overlay paths: After selecting overlay nodes, we then generate overlay
paths for each flow. Each flow contains at least one overlay path directly from the
source to the destination, and this overlay path is mapped to the entire underlay
network to ensure the solution is no worse than opportunistic routing alone, which
is a special case of O3. If this is the only overlay path between the source and
destination, O3 becomes opportunistic routing alone, since this overlay path does
not involve an intermediate node and there is no inter-flow coding.
To leverage inter-flow coding, a flow may contain other overlay paths go-
ing through one or more intermediate nodes. For each flow, we identify the over-
lay nodes (selected in the previous step) that are on the flow’s forwarding list,
which includes the flow source and destination. We enumerate all possible over-
lay paths involving these nodes, where their order on the overlay path is based on
their ETX [31] (i.e., the number of required transmissions to deliver a packet) to the
destination.
Mapping overlay network to underlay network resources: The goal of this step
is to map each overlay link to one or more physical links. Only the physical links,
to which the overlay link is mapped to, can potentially be used as part of an oppor-
tunistic route; but whether these physical links actually participate in opportunistic
routing and how much traffic they each route depend on the optimization result of
the problem formulated in Section 4.3.
One possible mapping is to let each overlay link span all physical nodes and
links. To enhance scalability, we treat an overlay link o1 − o2 as a virtual traffic
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demand and use MORE to select nodes and links to be included in the underlay
network. Specifically, we find the forwarding list for this virtual flow from o1 to o2
usingMORE. The overlay link then uses all nodes on the forwarding list as underlay
nodes, and uses physical links between these nodes as underlay links. The intuition
behind this mapping is that links on the opportunistic routes are most useful for
forwarding traffic from o1 to o2.
4.4.2 Executing Optimization
The optimization can run at a central location that distributes the optimiza-
tion results to all nodes. The amount of information to distribute is small compared
to data traffic. Specifically, the input includes traffic demands, link loss rates, and
the conflict graph, which are O(F ), O(E), O(E2), respectively, where F is the
number of flows and E is the number of physical links. Among these three terms,
O(E2) is a dominating term, so the input requires O(E2). The output includes over-
lay and underlay credits, which are O(ON ·F ·P ) and O(N ·D ·F ·OE)+ O(N ·
D ·OE2), respectively, where ON is the number of overlay nodes, N is the number
of physical nodes, P is the number of overlay paths, D is the number of physi-
cal neighbors, and OE is the number of overlay links. Therefore we can tradeoff
between the wireless performance and the size of information to be exchanged by
controlling the number of overlay nodes and links. Moreover, only non-zero credits
need to be exchanged. From our experience, a large majority of credits are zero
so the actual information to be exchanged is well below the above worst case (e.g.,
only a few KB for a 25-node network in our simulation).
Instead of centralized computation, the computation can be done in a dis-
tributed fashion, similar to link-state protocols like OSPF [100], where every node
implements the same algorithm over the same data to arrive at the same results. The
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amount of link state information is very small. The optimization is executed either
periodically or upon changes in network topology or traffic conditions. The com-
putation time is reasonable (e.g., around 3.6 seconds for 4 flows in 25-node random
networks used in our evaluation). To further enhance scalability, when the inputs
change slightly, we can leverage incremental LP solvers, such as lp solve inc [55],
to take advantage of incremental changes in the linear constraints and more effi-
ciently derive a solution to the new LP rather than solving it from scratch.
In addition to optimization based on the global information, as part of our
future work, we are interested in applying decomposition techniques developed for
distributed convex optimization (e.g., [68]) to solve the optimization based on de-
centralized information to further enhance the scalability.
4.4.3 From LP Output to Routing Configurations
The optimization results specify the desired sending rates for both inter- and
intra-flow coded traffic. A flow source i transmits at the rate of maxvlT (vl, pf, i)
for its flow pf . An intermediate node uses a credit-based scheme to enforce its
forwarding strategy according to the derived T (vl, pf, i), where pf can be either
inter-flow or intra-flow coded. Specifically, underlay nodes do not care about inter-
flow coding and simply forward traffic pf according to T (vl, pf, i). Overlay nodes
perform inter- and intra- encoding and decoding as specified in Section 4.5.1. Since
the exact rate of sending inter-flow coded traffic at an overlay node depends on
traffic dynamics and is hard to enforce, we convert the desired traffic rates into
intra-flow credits and use inter-flow coding whenever an opportunity arises. Note
that our credit computation is different from [27] due to significant difference in
the two routing protocols (e.g., O3 needs to compute overlay and underlay credits,
whereas [27] has only one type of credit). Below we specify credit computation for
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underlay and overlay nodes based on the LP output.
The credit is defined as the number of transmissions that should be generated
for every received packet. Upon receiving a packet, a node increments its credit.
When this credit becomes greater than or equal to 1, it generates a transmission and
then decrements its credit by 1. This process is repeated until its credit goes below
1. Based on this credit definition, we can compute the credit as the total desired
sending rate divided by the total receiving rate. Credit information is then stored
as the following tuples: (f, P, i, credit) for overlay nodes, (f, vl, prev(i), i, credit)
for underlay nodes’ intra-coding credits, and (vl1, vl2, prev(i), i, credit) for under-
lay nodes’ inter-coding credits, where f is the flow id, P is the overlay path id, i
is the node id, vl is the overlay link id, prev(i) is the previous hop of node i in the
underlay network, vl1 − vl2 is the overlay segment and prev(i) − i is an underlay
link that is responsible for forwarding traffic for the overlay segment.
We first compute underlay credits. Upon receiving a transmission from node
j, underlay node i increments its credit by C × R, where C reflects the fraction
of useful information contained in each transmission from node j, and R reflects
the amount of redundancy node i should include to compensate for loss to its for-
warders. Therefore, we have C = Y (vl, pf, j, i)/(TC(vl, pf, j) ∗ (1 − loss(j, i)),
where its numerator is the amount of information received and its denominator is
the amount of traffic received, and their ratio gives the amount of information con-
tained in a received packet. R = T (vl, pf, i)/
∑
k Y (vl, pf, i, k). R’s numerator
is the desirable sending rate, its denominator is the total information successfully
delivered to its forwarders k’s, and their ratio indicates howmuch traffic to generate
in order to deliver one-packet worth information to i’s forwarders.
Next we compute overlay credits. Upon receiving intra-flow coded traffic,
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an overlay node i increments its credit for a given path P and flow f by







where the second term in the product is how much fraction of native traffic node
i received along virtual link vl is for path P , and the product indicates the total
amount of native traffic received over vl for path P . Upon receiving inter-flow
coded traffic, an overlay node increments its credit associated with the intra-flow
involved by (zpfsrc(pf)(P )−z
pf
i (P ))∗NSR(i, vl), where the first term in the product
indicates how much inter-flow coded information is at node i and NSR(i, vl) is the
expected number of transmissions required to successfully deliver a packet to one





assuming independent packet losses at different nodes, where fwd(i) denotes node
i’s forwarding list. For example, if node i is an overlay forwarder for f1, upon
receiving f1 + f2, it increments f1’s credit as described above.
4.5 Protocol Specification
We now describe how to achieve a practical routing protocol, O3, based on
the optimization results. In this section, we first present the algorithm to perform
joint inter-flow and intra-flow encoding and decoding, and then describe the behav-
iors of flow sources, destinations, and forwarders.
4.5.1 Packet Coding Algorithm
We use random linear coding to code packets within the same flow and use
XOR to code packets across flows. In our implementation, we inter-code up to 2
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flows, the common case for inter-coding. Our coding algorithm is general and can
code more flows at a higher computational cost. Below we present the detailed
algorithms.
Encoding: To code intra-flow data, a flow source src(f) divides user traffic into
batches, as in MORE. Each batch has K packets, where K is a tunable parameter
to trade-off between batching overhead and delay. When the MAC is ready for
transmission, src(f) or its forwarder, generates a random linear combination of
all packets it has from the current batch and broadcasts this packet. We refer to
such a coded packet as an intra-coded packet. To code inter-flow packets from
two batches, denoted as (f1, b1) and (f2, b2), a node first generates an intra-coded
packet P1 using a random linear combination of all packets in (f1, b1), and similarly
generates packet P2 from (f2, b2). Then it XORs packets P1 and P2 to create an
inter-coded packet.
Decoding: Each incoming packet yields a linear constraint. If the incoming packet
is intra-coded from batch (f1, b1)with batch size of K1, the constraint involvesK1
variables in (f1, b1). If the incoming packet is inter-coding of (f1, b1) and (f2, b2),
whose batch sizes are K1 and K2, respectively, this inter-coded packet gives one
constraint involving K1 + K2 variables for these two batches.
The goal of intra-flow decoding is to recover the original packets from the
batch. For the batch size of K1, a node can use Gaussian Elimination to decode the
entire batch when it has K1 innovative (i.e., linearly independent) packets.
The goal of inter-flow decoding is to extract intra-coded packets, which in
turn can be used to extract the original packets from the batch. For example, if
a node has everything from (f1, b1), then reception of an innovative inter-coded
packet with (f1, b1) + (f2, b2) (i.e., linearly independent of the other inter-coded
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packets) allows us to extract one intra-coded packet for (f2, b2) using Gaussian
Elimination. More generally, if the inter-coding matrix has rank r, then we can
use Gaussian Elimination to extract max(r − K1, 0) intra-coded packets for batch
(f2, b2), and extract max(r − K2, 0) intra-coded packets for batch (f1, b1).
To support intra- and inter- decoding, a node maintains intra- and inter-
coding matrices, which store the coefficients used in all the innovative packets. The
main design issue in the decoding algorithm is how to handle interactions between
the intra-coding and inter-coding matrices. To simplify the encoding and decoding
processes, we maintain all the information in the intra-coding matrix if there is
1 upon receipt of a packet pkt:
2 if(pkt is intra-coded)
3 (f,b) = extract-flow-and-batch(pkt);
4 all-matrices = find-all-matrices-containing(f,b);
5 if (all-matrices == NULL)
6 new-matrix = create-matrix(f,b);
7 add pkt to new-matrix;
8 else
9 foreach matrix ( all-matrices )
10 add pkt to matrix
11 end
12 end
13 else // inter-coded
14 (f1,b1,f2,b2) = extract-flow-and-batch(pkt);
15 inter-matrix = find-matrix(f1,b1,f2,b2);
16 intra-matrix1 = find-matrix(f1,b1);
17 intra-matrix2 = find-matrix(f2,b2);
18 if (inter-matrix == NULL)
19 new-matrix = create-matrix(f1,b1,f2,b2);
20 add intra-matrix1 to new-matrix;
21 add intra-matrix2 to new-matrix;
22 add pkt to new-matrix;
23 else
24 add pkt to inter-matrix;
25 v = extract-pkt-from-matrix(inter-matrix,f1,b1);
26 if (v != NULL)
27 add v to intra-matrix1;
28 end
29 v = extract-pkt-from-matrix(inter-matrix,f2,b2)
30 if (v != NULL)




Figure 4.1: Decoding algorithm
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no inter-coding matrix involving the batch; otherwise we keep information in both
intra-coding and inter-coding matrices. We extract intra-coding constraints from
the inter-coding matrices whenever possible and add it to the corresponding intra-
coding matrix. Specifically, when a node receives a packet, it uses the packet header
to determine whether it is intra-coded or inter-coded. An intra-coded packet should
be added to the intra-coding matrix involving the batch to which the packet belongs,
as well as to the inter-coding matrix, if the batch is involved in inter-coding. An
inter-coded packet is first added to the inter-coding matrix, from which we extract
an intra-coding constraint if its rank is large enough (i.e., exceeding either K1 or
K2). If the packet is the first inter-coded packet for the batch pair, we (i) create an
inter-coding matrix, (ii) copy the intra-coding matrices to the inter-coding matrix
if one or more exist (so that the inter-coding matrix maintains all the intra-flow
information obtained so far), and (iii) add the new packet to the inter-coding matrix.
Figure 4.1 shows the pseudo code of our decoding algorithm.
To reduce storage cost, we identify active batches as described in Sec-
tion 4.5.2 and store coding matrices only for the active batches. The intra-coding
matrix can be removed immediately when the corresponding batch becomes inac-
tive, while the inter-coding matrix can be removed only when both batches in the
matrix become inactive. In our evaluation, storage per node is 300 KB for 16 flows
in a 25-node random topology spanning 1000x1000 m2, which is easily affordable
for today’s hardware.
4.5.2 Flow Sources and Destinations
A flow source, src(f), never performs inter-flow encoding and only gener-
ates intra-coded packets at the rate computed by the LP. Each packet generated by
the src(f) or intermediate forwarders includes all the overlay paths that the packet
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may traverse and the current overlay link associated with each overlay path. Further,
to facilitate the decoding of any inter-coded packets in the future, src(f) saves the
intra-coded packet it transmits in its buffer until the corresponding batch becomes
inactive.
In MORE, src(f) continues transmitting packets from the current batch un-
til it receives an ACK for the batch. This incurs significant stop-and-wait overhead.
To reduce such overhead, a large batch size K would be beneficial. However, to
effectively support inter-flow coding, we prefer a small batch size, since a node can
start extracting a new intra-coded packet only when the rank of the inter-coding
matrix exceeds K. The larger the value of K, the lower the inter-flow coding op-
portunity. To efficiently support a smaller batch size, we allow a flow source to send
multiple batches before receiving an ACK. The destination generates an ACK either
when an entire batch is received or when a threshold number of new packets are re-
ceived since the last ACK. The ACK contains (min-active-batch-id, active, status),
where min-active-batch-id is the id of the smallest active batch, active is a bit map
where active[i] = 1 indicates batch i is active and has not been ACKed, and status
is an array indicating the number of innovative packets received by the destination
for each active batch. The source uses this information to schedule transmissions
from different batches in a FIFO order, and the forwarders use the information to
remove inactive batches.
4.5.3 Forwarders
In this subsection, we describe two major tasks of a forwarder: (i) process-
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Figure 4.2: Steps involved in processing a received packet at an intermediate node.
4.5.3.1 Process a received packet
Determine whether to perform overlay and/or underlay forwarding:
As shown in Figure 4.2, upon receiving a packet, a node first checks if it
is an overlay and underlay forwarder for this packet. It does so by inspecting the
set of overlay paths/links included in the packet. A node is an overlay forwarder
for an intra-flow coded packet if it is on at least one of the overlay paths in the
packet header, and is an overlay forwarder for an inter-flow coded packet if it is an
overlay forwarder for either f1 or f2. In either case, it invokes overlay forwarding
operation. A node then checks if it is an underlay forwarder for this packet in
a similar way. If it is, it invokes underlay forwarding operation. Note that it is
possible for a node to perform both overlay forwarding and underlay forwarding
for the same packet. If a node is neither an overlay nor underlay forwarder for a
packet, it simply drops the packet.
Overlay node operation: An overlay forwarder is responsible for forwarding traf-
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fic to the next overlay node along the overlay path and performing inter-flow en-
coding and decoding whenever necessary. For an overlay node, if it receives an
intra-flow coded packet, it looks up its credit table computed based on the opti-
mization results as described in Section 4.4.3 to determine how many packets to
send. Instead of generating actual packets for transmission, it generates forwarding
records (one for each packet to be sent out), where the record specifies the flow,
overlay path(s), batch, and the forwarding mode of the packet (e.g., whether ov-
fwd or under-fwd). The actual packets are not generated until the medium becomes
available for transmission. Delaying packet generation until transmission allows us
to make up-to-date intra-coding and inter-coding decisions.
It then tags the generated records with ov-fwd to indicate they are eligible
for inter-flow coding, and inserts them into the queue, which will result in packet
generation and transmission when the medium becomes available.
If it receives an inter-flow coded packet P (f1, b1, f2, b2), it first checks
whether it can extract an intra-coded packet of (f1, b1) or (f2, b2). If so, this re-
duces to the case of receiving an intra-coded packet. Otherwise, it inserts the coding
coefficient into the corresponding inter-coding matrix and waits for future extrac-
tion of an intra-coded packet. This wait time is bounded by a threshold, after which
the packet is garbage collected.
Underlay node operation: The goal of an underlay forwarder is to forward traf-
fic for the current overlay link using opportunistic routing. It looks up its corre-
sponding credit increment table as computed in Section 4.4.3, generates forwarding
records according to the credit, tags each record with under-fwd (to prevent them
from performing inter-flow coding), and inserts them into the output queue. Note
that the processing is similar for inter-flow and intra-flow coded packets. The only
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difference is that a different credit table is consulted to determine the number of
forwarding records to generate.
Generating forwarding records: To handle multiple outstanding batches and
multiple overlay paths per flow, a forwarder not only maintains a flow credit flow cr(f, p)
for each combination of flow f and overlay path p but also maintains a batch credit
batchcr(b, f, p), where b is the batch id. flow cr determines the transmission rate
for a given flow over a given overlay path, and batchcr determines the transmis-
sion rate for a specific batch. When receiving a packet, we update all the flow
and batch credits that match f, b and ∀p ∈ ov-set. A node generates a record
for flow f as long as maxp(flow cr(f, p)) ≥ 1. The record includes all overlay
paths pi with flow cr(f, pi) ≥ 1. To handle multiple batches, a record is generated
from the batch with the largest batch credit over all overlay paths, i.e., the largest
∑
p∈OS batchcr(b, f, p), where OS is the set of overlay paths that the current packet
should be sent along. After constructing the record, an overlay forwarder tags it
with ov-fwd whereas an underlay forwarder tags it with under-fwd. In both cases,





values by 1, and continues generating new forwarding
records until the flow
cr
drops below 1.
4.5.3.2 Transmit when medium becomes available
When the medium is available, the node dequeues forwarding records from
its queue and generates a corresponding packet for transmission. More specifically,
the forwarder dequeues the first forwarding record (f1,b1,ov-set1) from its queue
and if the record is tagged with under-fwd, it generates a random linear combination
of all packets corresponding to flow f1 and batch b1 and transmits it. If the record
is tagged with ov-fwd, which indicates it is eligible for inter-flow coding, it searches
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for another record from its queue (f2,b2,ov-set2) that can be inter-flow coded with
the first packet. If a match is found, the node dequeues P(f2,b2,ov-set2), inter-
flow codes the two packets, and includes (ov-set1, ov-set2) in the packet header
to indicate the packet should be forwarded along the paths in ov-set1 and ov-set2.
Then it broadcasts the resulting inter-flow coded packet. If no match is found, the
nodes generate an intra-coded packet from flow f1 and batch b1, includes ov-set1
as the overlay path, and sends it out.
To check if two packets can be inter-flow coded, we examine the positive
xi (defined in Section 4.3.2) values from the LP to determine the combinations of
overlay nodes and overlay paths that are involved in inter-flow coding. We store
these positive values in a lookup table at each node. Two packets P1 and P2,
containing the set of overlay paths ov-set1 and ov-set2, respectively, can be inter-
flow coded if and only if for each ov1 ∈ ov-set1 and ov2 ∈ ov-set2, there exists an
entry in the lookup table indicating we can inter-code ov1 and ov2.
To enhance inter-flow coding opportunity, we introduce two queues Qinter
and Qintra, where packets from Qintra are usually sent out as intra-flow coded, and
packets from Qinter are sent out as inter-flow coded whenever possible. Based on
the LP output, we compute the ratio of inter-flow versus intra-flow coded traffic,
and insert packets into these queues according to these ratios. We also associate a
timeout with every packet in Qinter. Once the medium is available for transmission,
we poll the first packet fromQinter, denoted as P , and searches for another packet to
inter-code with P first from Qinter and then from Qintra. If found, we send out the
resulting inter-flow coded packet immediately. Otherwise if P ’s associated timer
has not expired, we instead send out the first packet from Qintra. When the timer




In this section, we first describe our evaluationmethodology, and then present
performance results.
4.6.1 Evaluation Methodology
We implementO3 and the following protocols in Qualnet 3.9.5 and conduct
extensive simulation to compare their performance:
1. Shortest-path routing (SPP) using the ETX routing metric, which minimizes the
total number of expected transmissions from a source to its destination [31].
2. Shortest-path routing with rate-limiting (SPP-RL), the same as SPP except the
flows’ sending rates are optimized using the conflict graph interference model
as in [79].
3. COPE, a state-of-art shortest path routing protocol with inter-flow network cod-
ing.
4. COPE with rate limiting (COPE-RL), the same as COPE except that the flows’
sending rates are optimized using the conflict graph model.
5. MORE, a state-of-art opportunistic routing protocol.
6. Optimized opportunistic routing, also called O3-Intra, since it is the same as O3
except that it disables inter-flow coding.
O3-Intra improvesMORE by optimizing opportunistic routing and rate limiting. To
our knowledge, this is the first work that extensively compares single path routing,
opportunistic routing, and inter-flow coding with and without rate limiting. The
evaluation allows us to not only understand the performance ofO3 but also examine













(a) Linear chain (b) Diamond
Figure 4.3: Two symmetric flows between the left-most and right-most nodes.
Since SPP uses unicast transmissions, SPP-RL uses a link-based conflict
graph model, which represents wireless links as vertices in a conflict graph and
draws an edge between two conflict vertices if and only if the corresponding wire-
less links interfere. Based on this definition, links corresponding to the vertices in
a clique of the conflict graph cannot be active simultaneously. Since COPE and all
of the opportunistic routing protocols use either pseudo or real broadcast transmis-
sions, we use a node-based conflict graph model, which considers two broadcast
transmissions to interfere if either (i) the transmitters carrier sense each other or (ii)
anyone of their receivers is interfered by the other transmission.
BothMORE andO3-Intra use a batch size of 32 packets, which is the default
batch size used in MORE [27]. Further increasing the batch size yields little benefit.
O3 uses a batch size of 16 with 2 outstanding batches to effectively support inter-
flow coding.
We use the following network topologies: (i) canonical topologies shown in
Figure 4.3, (ii) 5x5 grid topologies, (iii) 25-node random topologies, (iv) Roofnet
topology with 35 nodes [121], (v) UW testbed topologies with 14 nodes [120].
Roofnet is an IEEE 802.11b testbed, whereas UW traces contain measurements
from 802.11a and 802.11b testbeds. We also use both 802.11a and 802.11b in the
synthetic topologies. Since the results under grid topologies are similar to the other
topologies, they are omitted in the interest of brevity.
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In 802.11a, each sender uses a transmission power of 10 dBm (Qualnet de-
fault) and a fixed PHY rate of 6Mbps, which gives 230m communication range
and 1535m carrier sense range. In 802.11b, each sender uses transmission power
of 15dBm (Qualnet default) and a fixed PHY rate of 2Mbps, which gives 1027m
communication range and 3100m carrier sense range. We can certainly use an-
other data rate for evaluation and expect similar relative performance. We compute
the conflict graph by using these range values to determine if two links or nodes
interfere.
Nodes are placed in a 1000m x 1000m area for 802.11a, and in a 2500m
x 2500m area for 802.11b. In addition, we extend Qualnet to generate directional
inherent packet losses. For the testbed topologies, the loss rates are based on the
traces. For the synthetic topologies, the loss rates are uniformly distributed either
between 0 and 30% (low loss), between 0 and 50% (medium loss), or between 0
and 80% (high loss).
We generate saturated UDP traffic with 1024-byte payload, and vary the
number of flows from 1 to 16. Since the choice of routing protocols is important for
multihop flows, our simulation randomly picks a source and destination that have
at least 2 hops. For single-hop flows, all schemes with rate limiting can simply
activate one-hop flows as much as possible and disable interfering multihop flows
to achieve maximum throughput and the effects of routing cannot be not reflected.
For each scenario, we conduct 10 random runs, each lasting 30 seconds. We report
the average total throughput of these runs. In addition, the error bars on the graph
show the standard deviation of the sample mean.
O3 O3-Intra MORE COPE SPP-RL SPP
Linear chain 3.45 2.98 2.78 2.84 2.56 1.78
Diamond 1.50 1.11 0.91 0.47 0.47 0.40
Table 4.1: Total throughput (Mbps) for the topologies in Figure 4.3
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4.6.2 Performance Results
Canonical Topologies: Table 4.1 reports the throughput of the two canonical
topologies shown in Figure 4.3. In the linear topology, there are two flows: from
A to C and from C to A. Here, we observe that O3 > O3-Intra > COPE > MORE
> SPP-RL > SPP. SPP-RL outperforms SPP by 44% due to its proper rate limit-
ing. COPE out-performs SPP by 60% due to inter-flow coding. O3, O3-Intra, and
MORE out-perform SPP by taking advantage of opportunistic routing to effectively
combat lossy wireless links. Among them, O3-Intra out-performs MORE through
optimized rate limiting and opportunistic routing, whileO3 outperforms all the pro-
tocols by simultaneously exploiting inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing, and
rate limiting. For the diamond topology with two flows, from A to D and from D to
A, the relative ranking between various protocols remains almost the same, except
a few differences. Here, COPE performs only slightly better than SPP and simi-
larly to SPP-RL. This is because packet losses on the shortest paths significantly
reduce the inter-flow coding opportunities. This also causes MORE to out-perform
COPE by 93%. In contrast, O3 can effectively take advantage of inter-flow cod-
ing over lossy wireless links and achieves the best performance. Its benefits over
O3-Intra, MORE, COPE, SPP-RL and SPP are 35%, 65%, 219%, 219% and 275%,
respectively.
Effects of number of flows in synthetic topologies: Figure 4.4 summarizes the
performance results for 802.11a and 802.11b from low to high loss rates. We make
the following observations.
First, O3 out-performs state-of-the-art protocols in all the scenarios. For
example, as shown in Figure 4.4(a), in low loss random topologies, compared with
the protocols without rate limits, O3 has 43-325% gain over MORE, 35-262% gain
over COPE, and 92-329% gain over SPP; compared with the protocols with rate
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limit, O3 out-performs O3-Intra by 3-22%, COPE-RL by 2-29%, and SPP-RL by
32-38%.
The performance gain of O3 comes from opportunistic routing, rate limit-
ing, and inter-flow coding. In particular, we observe (i) O3, O3-Intra, and MORE
out-perform SPP since opportunistic routing can more effectively cope with lossy
wireless links, (ii) O3 and O3-Intra out-perform MORE due to their optimized op-
portunistic routes and rate limits, and (iii) O3 out-performs O3-Intra due to inter-
flow coding. Note that the total throughput does not monotonically increase with











































































































(d) 802.11b, high loss
Figure 4.4: Total throughput in 25-node random topologies.
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generate random link loss rates in each run.
Second, rate limiting is important to all the protocols. In all cases, we
observe the protocols with rate limiting significantly out-perform their counter-
parts without rate limiting. For example, as shown in Figure 4.4(a), O3-Intra
out-performs MORE by 18-284%, COPE-RL out-performs COPE by 6-240%, and
SPP-RL out-performs SPP by 44-211%.
Third, loss rate has significant impact on the effectiveness of opportunistic
routing and inter-flow coding. In particular, as we would expect, the benefits of
opportunistic routing increases with link loss rates. For example, comparing the
results between low and high loss rates (Figure 4.4(a) and (c)), we observe that the
gap between the performance gain of O3 and O3-Intra over the other protocols in-
creases. Moreover, MORE performs worse than COPE-RL and SPP-RL under low
loss rate, and performs better than them under high loss rate because the benefit
of opportunistic routing under high loss rate offsets the disadvantage arising from
its lack of rate limiting. Moreover, the benefits of inter-flow coding decreases with
link loss rates. For example, under high loss rate, O3 has smaller gain over O3-
Intra (3-9% gain), COPE performs similarly to SPP, and COPE with rate limiting
performs similarly to SPP with rate limiting. Loss rates reduce inter-coding oppor-
tunities because when fewer packets are received at each node, they not only limit
the choices of inter-flow coding and but also make the next hop harder to decode.
Similar effects are observed in 802.11b as shown in Figure 4.4(d). Nevertheless,
O3 continues to out-perform the other protocols: it out-performs O3-Intra by 6-
21%, COPE-RL by 17-194%, SPP-RL by 105-235%, MORE by 21-412%, COPE
by 99-900%, and SPP by 273-1500%.
Effects of number of flows in testbed topologies: Figure 4.5(a), (b), and (c)



















































































Figure 4.5: Total throughput in the testbed topologies.
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802.11a 6Mbps, and UW testbed with 802.11b 1Mbps, respectively. In Roofnet,
68% of the links have within 1% loss and 80% of the links have within 57% loss.
In UW 802.11a testbed, 75% of the links have within 1% loss and 80% of the links
have within 51% loss. In UW 802.11b testbed, 52% of the links have within 1% loss
and 80% of the links have within 93% loss. We make the following observations
based on the performance results from these testbeds.
First, O3 > O3-Intra, COPE-RL, SPP-RL > MORE, COPE > SPP. The
relative orderings of COPE-RL and O3-Intra depend on the loss rates: the former
performs better under low loss and the latter is better under high loss.
Second, as in the synthetic topologies, all the protocols with rate limiting
significantly out-performs their counterparts without rate limiting. For example,
in Roofnet O3-Intra out-performs MORE by 15-696%, COPE-RL out-performs
COPE by 1-617%, SPP-RL out-performs SPP by 71-811%.
Third, O3 consistently out-performs all the other protocols. As shown in
Figure 4.5(a), in Roofnet, O3 out-performs O3-Intra by 14-30%, COPE-RL by 11-



































Figure 4.6: Throughput under varying network density in 25-node 802.11b random
topologies (8 flows, high loss).
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111%. As shown in Figure 4.5(b) and (c), in 802.11a and 802.11b UW testbed
topologies, O3 out-performs O3-Intra by 14-27%, COPE-RL by 2-83%, SPP-RL
by 24-34%, MORE by 46-1000%, COPE by 3-6100%, SPP by 87-32600%.
Effects of network density: Next we vary the network density in 25-node 802.11b
random topologies. We vary the area from 1000x1000m2 to 3250x3250m2. Fig-
ure 4.6 plots the total throughput. As we can see, O3 out-performs the other pro-
tocols across all network densities. As before, rate limiting leads to significant
performance improvement in all the routing protocols.
































































































































(d) 802.11b, high loss








































































































Figure 4.8: Proportional fairness while maximizing throughput using testbed
topologies in Figure 4.5.
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portional fairness across the various protocols while the optimization objective is
maximizing the total throughput. Proportional fairness [68] is defined as:
∑
f∈F lows log G(f), where G(f) is flow f ’s throughput. Higher values are more
desirable.
Figure 4.7 plots the proportional fairness using the synthetic topologies in
Figure 4.4, and Figure 4.8 plots using the testbed topologies in Figure 4.5. We
make the following observations. First, the protocols with rate limiting (SPP-RL,
COPE-RL, O3-Intra, and O3) has worse proportional fairness than the protocols
without rate limiting (SPP, COPE, MORE). Second, protocols using inter-flow cod-
ing has higher proportional fairness than those not using inter-flow coding. That
is, among the rate-limited protocols, O3 and COPE-RL has higher proportional
fairness than SPP-RL or O3-Intra, and among the protocols without rate-limiting,
COPE has higher proportional fairness than MORE or SPP. This is because inter-
coding by nature serves two or more flows, and thus optimizing the protocols with
inter-coding will tend to activate more number of flows. These results suggest that
solely maximizing throughput may lead to unfairness across different flows. Since
our framework is general enough, when solving the linear program we can maxi-
mize not only the total throughput but also the propotional fairness, striking a good
balance between the total throughput and the fairness.
4.7 Summary
Optimizing inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing is useful but
challenging due to the strong interactions between information splitting in oppor-
tunistic routing and inter-flow network coding. We approach the problem by propos-
ing a novel hierarchical framework to decouple intra- and inter-flow network cod-
ing, and develop the first framework to jointly optimize opportunistic routing, rate
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limiting, and network coding. We design a routing protocol to realize its benefit
and demonstrate its effectiveness using Qualnet simulation. Furthermore, our sim-




VCD: Enabling High-bandwidth Vehicular Content
Distribution via Opportunistic Communication
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapters (chapter 3 and chapter 4), we study the crucial
role of opportunistic communication in wireless mesh networks and present novel
systematic optimization frameworks that give high end-to-end user performance.
We also observe that cleverly applying inter-flow network coding into opportunistic
routing can reap further performance benefit.
In this chapter, we explore opportunistic communication in vehicular net-
works. In addition to wireless mesh networks, vehicular networks have emerged
from the strong desire to communicate on the move [12, 13, 43, 145]. Car manu-
facturers all over the world are developing industry standards and prototypes for
vehicular networks (e.g., [19, 25, 139]). In vehicular networks, the role of oppor-
tunistic communication becomes even more critical due to the following reasons.
First, there is no persistent end-to-end path between a source and its destination.
Second, as vehicles move at high speed, the topology of vehicular network changes
rapidly, resulting in short contact time (only a few seconds), and such contacts are
unplanned. Third, the movement of vehicles is constrained by the road and current
traffic conditions, thus vehicles may make a sudden turn or stop, which makes it
harder to predict the trajectory of vehicles. In this case, traditional routing or mo-
bile routing schemes that assume end-to-end connection and simple movement of
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nodes is not applicable. Leveraging opportunistic contacts among vehicles and APs
are the only means to enable communication in vehicular networks.
Based on the observations above, we develop a novel optimization frame-
work that leverages such opportunistic contact between vehicles and APs with the
goal of high-bandwidth vehicular content distribution (VCD). To fully take advan-
tage of the contacts between vehicles and APs, we proactively push content to the
APs that the vehicles will likely visit in the near future. In this way, vehicles can
enjoy the full wireless capacity instead of being bottlenecked by the Internet con-
nectivity, which is either slow or even unavailable. Our VCD framework also clev-
erly employs both intra-flow and inter-flow network coding to efficiently store and
distribute the content among the nodes in the network.
Challenges and opportunities: Cellular networks, despite good coverage, still
have limited bandwidth and incur high cost. For example, many cellular service
providers in US, like AT&T, T-mobile, Sprint, Verizon, charge around $60 per
month for 5GB data transfer and $0.2/MB afterwards [98]. 5GB data transfer can
only support 0.1Mbps for 111 hours (< 5 days)! The cellular service price in many
other countries are similar or even higher [149]. Moreover, many mobile broad-
band providers restrict or limit large data exchanges, including streaming audio,
video, P2P file sharing, JPEG uploads, VoIP and automated feeds [98]. According
to the international poll of 2700 Devicescape customers [114], 81% smartphone
users prefer Wi-Fi over 3G cellular for data services. Therefore there is strong need
for supporting high-bandwidth applications in vehicular networks using Wi-Fi.
A natural way is to let a vehicle download content from the Internet when it
meets an access point (AP) [13, 43]. However, it is challenging to meet high band-
width requirement since vehicles often move at a high speed and thus the contact
time between vehicles and APs tends to be short (e.g., [26] reported that 70% of con-
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nection opportunities are less than 10 seconds). In addition, it is often expensive to
provide dense high-speed Internet coverage at a large scale. As a result, if vehicles
fetch desired content on-demand from the Internet during their contact with an AP,
the amount of data fetched may be insufficient to sustain the data rate required by
applications such as video streaming when vehicles are outside the communication
range of any APs.
With recent advances in wireless technology, Wi-Fi capacity has grown
rapidly and can be at least an order of magnitude higher than typical Internet ac-
cess link connectivity. For example, IEEE 802.11n can offer up to 600Mbps PHY
data rate using 4 antennas. We performed a measurement experiment using a laptop
equipped with NetGear WNDA3100 on a vehicle communicating with a NetGear
WNDR3300 AP deployed near the road. We got 4.6Mbps using 802.11b, 22.2Mbps
using 802.11g, and 39.7Mbps using 802.11n (2x2 MIMO) on 2.4GHz frequency,
and 56.1Mbps using 802.11n on 5GHz. In comparison, DSL throughput ranges
between 768Kbps to 6Mbps [8], which is an order of magnitude slower. The gap
between the wireline and wireless capacity is likely to increase further (e.g., due to
the availability of new spectrum, such as whitespace, and advances in antenna and
signal processing technology). Such large gap suggests that in order to enjoy high
wireless capacity, we should proactively replicate content beforehand to the APs
that a vehicle is likely to visit. While the idea of replication is natural, how to repli-
cate the content given the limited wireline and wireless resources and uncertainty
in vehicular trajectory is an open research question that we address.
Approach and contributions: We develop a replication strategy that effectively
exploits the synergy among (i) Internet connectivity, which is persistent but has lim-
ited coverage and relatively low bandwidth, (ii) local wireless connectivity, which
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Figure 5.1: VCD architecture
has high bandwidth but high delay, and (iv) mesh connectivity among APs, which
is persistent and has high bandwidth but low coverage. In particular, we optimize
replication through wireline network and wireless mesh networks based on pre-
dicted mobility and traffic demands. Moreover, we opportunistically exploit the
mobility of the vehicles to extend the coverage of the Internet and mesh connectiv-
ity. Even if only a small fraction of APs have Internet and mesh connectivity, by
having the vehicles themselves relay content, one can potentially replicate content
to a much larger number of APs. In essence, vehicle mobility has the potential to
significantly increase the network capacity [52] and reduce future content access
delay. Note that many mobile devices, such as smartphones, support the use of
cheap external storage cards, which can help mitigate potential storage concerns
regarding carrying traffic for other users in the system [136].
To this end, we develop a novel Vehicular Content Distribution (VCD) sys-
tem for enabling high-bandwidth content distribution in vehicular networks. As
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illustrated in Figure 5.1, VCD consists of vehicles, APs with and without Internet
access (some of which may form a mesh network), content server on the Internet
(e.g., Web servers), and a controller. Vehicles submit location updates and content
requests to the controller via cellular links. The controller optimizes the replication
strategy based on predicted mobility and traffic demands, and instructs the APs to
carry out the replication strategy. To enhance reliability and scalability, the con-
troller can be replicated on multiple nodes. APs are deployed along road sides (e.g.,
at gas stations and/or coffee shops) to allow vehicles on the road to opportunistically
communicate with them. The APs prefetch content as instructed by the controller.
Whenever a vehicle encounters an AP, the AP tries to send the requested content
from its local storage if the content is available locally. Otherwise, the AP tries to
fetch the content from an AP in the same mesh network if one is available. If no
such AP is found, it fetches content from the Internet when it has Internet connec-
tivity. In addition to sending the content that the vehicle itself needs, the AP may
also send the vehicle content that can then be relayed to other APs, or fetch from
the vehicle content that can be served to other passing vehicles later.
VCD systems are easy to deploy in practical settings. For example, a ve-
hicular service provider (VSP) can install its own APs and/or subscribe to existing
wireless hotspot services. Since it is easy to place a stand-alone AP than hooking it
up with Internet connection, VCD is designed to explicitly take advantage of APs
with and without Internet connectivity. An AP without Internet connectivity is still
useful since it can serve as a static cache, which vehicles can upload content that
can be served to other passing vehicles in the future.
VSPs can offer content distribution service to taxis, buses, subways, and
personal vehicles. We focus on taxis and buses that offer high-bandwidth content
distribution as a value added service to their passengers. These vehicles have low-
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cost mobile devices on board for playing downloaded content. Such mobile devices
can be installed by either the taxi/bus companies or VSPs. Since the mobile devices
can be powered by the vehicles, power consumption is not an issue. The mobile
devices interact with APs and the VCD controller to report required information
(e.g., location update and predicted traffic demands) and follow their instructions.
The key contributions of VCD include:
• Optimized wireline and mesh replication. To fully take advantage of short con-
tact time between APs and vehicles, we replicate content in advance to the APs
that will soon be visited by the vehicle. A distinctive feature of our replication
scheme is that it is based on optimization. Specifically, we explicitly formu-
late a linear program (LP) to optimize the amount of data that can be delivered
before the deadline under the predicted mobility pattern and traffic demands sub-
ject to given resource constraints (e.g., short contact time and limited link ca-
pacity). The formulation involves addressing challenging modeling issues and
is a valuable contribution. In contrast, previous works either focus exclusively
on protocol-level optimization of one-hop communication between vehicles and
APs (e.g., [13, 24, 26, 102]), or rely on heuristics to guide data replication [29],
or completely ignore the resource constraints [36], which are crucial in vehicular
networks. Our formulation is highly flexible and can support both wireline repli-
cation (Section 5.2.2) and mesh replication (Section 5.2.3). The formulation can
be efficiently solved using standard LP solvers (e.g., lp solve [86] and cplex [32])
owing to modern interior-point linear programming methods.
• Opportunistic vehicular replication. To further extend the coverage of the Inter-
net and wireless mesh networks, we develop vehicular replication to opportunis-
tically take advantage of local wireless connectivity and vehicular relay connec-
tivity (Section 5.2.4). Different from traditional vehicle-to-vehicle (v2v) commu-
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nication, our scheme leverages the APs as the rendezvous points for replicating
content among vehicles since vehicle-to-AP communication is easier to deploy
and such contacts are generally easier to predict than v2v contacts.
• A new algorithm for mobility prediction. For our replication optimization algo-
rithms to be effective, it is critical to predict the set of APs a vehicle will visit in
a future interval with high accuracy. Given the high driving speeds, diverse and
unpredictable road conditions, infrequent location updates, and irregular update
intervals, accurately predicting mobility is challenging in vehicular networks. We
develop a newmobility prediction algorithm based on the idea of voting amongK
nearest trajectories (KNT) (Section 5.3). We also implement several state-of-the-
art mobility prediction algorithms based on Markov mobility models [103, 133].
Our evaluation in Section 5.5 shows that KNT achieves better prediction accuracy
on our dataset.
• Thorough evaluation through simulation, emulation, and testbed experiments.
We conduct trace-driven simulations to evaluate the performance of VCD using
San Francisco taxi [23] and Seattle bus traces [125] (Section 5.6). Our results
show that VCD is capable of downloading 3-6X as much content as no replica-
tion, and 2-4X as much content as wireline or vehicular replication alone; mesh
replication further helps to improve throughput by up to 22%. The benefit of VCD
further increases as the gap between wireless and wireline capacity enlarges and
the AP density increases. In addition, we have developed a full-fledged prototype
VCD system that supports real video streaming applications running on smart-
phones and laptops (Section 5.4, 5.7 and 5.8). We deploy our system in two
wireless testbeds using 802.11b and 802.11n. Live road tests suggest that our
system is capable of providing video streaming to smartphone and laptop clients
at a vehicular speed. To further evaluate the performance of VCD at scale, we run
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the same AP and controller code as in the testbed together with emulated vehicles
in the Emulab [42]. Our experiments show the efficiency of our implementation
and that Emulab results closely follow the simulation results.
5.2 Optimizing Replication of VCD
In this section, we first present an overview of our system, and then develop
wireline, mesh, and vehicular replication.
5.2.1 VCD Overview
At the beginning of every interval, the controller (shown in Figure 5.1) col-
lects the inputs required for computing replication strategy. The controller com-
putes the replication strategy during the current interval so that it can maximize
user satisfaction during the next interval (Section 5.2.2). We use user satisfaction in
the next interval as the objective since replication in the current interval is often too
late to satisfy the traffic demands in the same interval. The controller then informs
the APs of the replication strategy through the Internet or cellular network (in case
the APs do not have Internet connectivity). We use cellular networks to send con-
trol messages as they are small. A vehicle performs the following actions during its
contact with an AP:
• Step 1: The vehicle downloads the content according to the optimization results
from this section.
• Step 2: After step 1, the vehicle may still have unsatisfied demand (e.g., due to
inaccurate prediction or insufficient capacity to replicate all the interesting con-
tent). The vehicle then downloads all the content that it is interested in and is also
available locally at the AP.
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• Step 3: Next, it downloads the remaining content that it is interested in from the
AP’s mesh network or the wireline network when the AP has wireline connectiv-
ity.
• Step 4: Parallel to the Internet download, the vehicle can take advantage of
wireless capacity by opportunistically transferring files to and from APs (Sec-
tion 5.2.4).
5.2.2 Optimized Wireline Replication
Problem formulation: Our goal is to find a replication strategy that maximizes
user satisfaction subject to the available network capacity. Specifically, we want
to determine how to replicate files to APs during the current interval to maximize
the amount of useful content that can be downloaded by vehicles when vehicles
meet the APs in the next interval. To support delay sensitive applications, only
content that are downloaded before the deadline counts and the other content that
already misses the deadline will be excluded from consideration for replication.
This replication problem involves the following issues: (i) in what form to replicate
the content, and (ii) how much to replicate for each file.
Applying network coding: To answer the first question, we note that directly
replicating original content introduces two major problems. First, it is inefficient
for serving multiple vehicles. Suppose multiple vehicles are interested in the same
file and have downloaded different portions of the files before their contacts with an
AP. If they visit the same AP, in order to satisfy all vehicles we need to replicate the
union of the packets they need, which is inefficient. For example, vehicles 1 and 2
are both interested in file 1. Vehicle 1 has downloaded the first half and vehicle 2
has downloaded the second half before they encounter the AP. We need to replicate
the complete file to satisfy both vehicles. Second, replicating original files is also
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unreliable. Consider a vehicle is expected to visit three APs but in fact it only visits
two of the three APs, which is quite common due to prediction errors. If we just
split the file into three and transfer one part to each AP, then the vehicle will not get
the complete file. However, if we split the files into two and transfer one part to each
AP, the vehicle still may not get the complete file since it may get two redundant
pieces (e.g., when it visits the two APs that both have the first half of the file).
We apply network coding to solve both problems. Specifically, we divide
the original content into one or multiple files, each containing multiple packets. We
use random linear coding to generate random linear combinations of packets within
a file. With a sufficiently large finite field, the likelihood of generating linearly
independent packets is very high [57]. For a file with n packets, a vehicle can
decode it as long as it receives n linearly independent packets for it.
Network coding solves redundancy problems in the multi-ple-vehicle case
since each linearly independent packet adds value. In the above example of two
vehicles, we only need to replicate one half worth of file content to satisfy both
users, reducing bandwidth consumption by half. It solves reliability issue in the
single vehicle case by incorporating redundancy. In the above example, we can
split the file of interest into 2 and randomly generate 3 linear combinations of these
2 pieces and replicate one to each AP. Since any two pieces are linearly independent
with a high probability, the vehicle can decode the file once it gets any two pieces.
Note that we need network coding (not just source coding) in order to avoid
redundancy during replication without fine-grained coordination. That is, APs
should re-encode data before they replicate data to vehicles and other APs. For
example, AP 1 has a complete file 1, and sends to vehicle 1 half the file, which is
relayed to AP2; similarly AP 1 sends half of the file 1 to vehicle 2, which relays it
to AP2. In order to avoid replicating duplicates to AP 2, AP 1 should re-encode the
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D(v, f, a) ≤ size(f) − has(v, f) ∀v, f
[C3]D(v, f, a) ≤ has(a, f) + ∑s∈I x(f, i, a) ∀v, f, a ∈ AP (v)
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f x(f, i, a) ≤ OutCap(i) × Intv ∀i ∈ I
Figure 5.2: Optimizing wireline replication, where v is a vehicle, f is a file, a is an
AP, i is a node with wireline connectivity (which may or may not be an AP, e.g., a
Web server), Intv is an interval duration, A is the set of all the APs, I is the set of
all the nodes with wireline connectivity, AP (v) is the set of APs that vehicle v will
visit, Q(v, f) is the probability that v is interested in file f , D(v, f, a) is the amount
of traffic in file f vehicle v should download from AP a during a contact in the next
interval, x(f, n1, n2) is the amount of traffic in file f to replicate from node n1 to
node n2 during the current interval, CT (a, v) is average contact time of vehicle v at
AP a, WCap is wireless capacity, InCap is incoming wireline access link capacity,
OutCap is outgoing wireline access link capacity, has(n, f) is amount of file f a
node n has, and size(f) is the size of file f .
data before sending to the vehicles. In Section 5.4.2, we describe network coding
cost and optimization.
Optimizing replication traffic: Using network coding, we transform the original
problem of determining which packets to replicate into the problem of determining
how much to replicate for each file. To solve the latter problem, we formulate
a linear program, as shown in Figure 5.2. A few explanations follow. The first






a∈AP (v) Q(v, f)D(v, f, a), quantifies user
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satisfaction, which is essentially the total traffic downloaded by a vehicle (before
the deadline), denoted as D(v, f, a), weighted by the probability for vehicle v to be
interested in file f , denoted by Q(v, f). The second term in the objective represents
the total amount of wireline replication traffic. We include both terms to reflect
the goals to (i) maximize user satisfaction, and (ii) prefer the replication that uses
less traffic among the replication strategies that support the same amount of traffic
demands. Since the first objective is more important, we use a small weighting
factor γ for the second term just for tie breaking (i.e., when the first objective is the
same, we prefer the one that has the lowest replication traffic). The value of γ should
be small enough to ensure it does not dominate the first term, and our evaluation
uses γ = 0.001. Note that in addition to optimizing the total downloaded traffic, it is
also easy to support alternativemetrics that are functions of downloaded traffic (e.g.,
a linear approximation of proportional fairness, which balances between fairness
and total downloaded traffic [119]).
Constraint C1 in Figure 5.2 enforces that the total amount of traffic down-
loaded from an AP during a contact is bounded by the product of AP’s wireless
capacity and average contact duration. Constraint C2 ensures that the total content
downloaded for each file does not exceed the total file size minus the amount of file
the vehicle already has before the download. Constraint C3 encodes the fact that
the amount of file the vehicle can download from an AP cannot exceed what AP
already has plus what will be replicated to the APs through the wireline network
during the current interval. Constraint C4 indicates that the total replication traffic
in file f towards an AP is bounded by the file size minus the amount that the AP
already has. Constraints C5 and C6 reflect the total replication traffic through the
wireline network does not exceed the access link capacity. The formulation can
support APs with and without wireline access by setting wireline capacity to zeros
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for APs without wireline access.
Obtaining input: As shown in Figure 5.2, we need Intv,WCap, InCap,OutCap,
CT , AP , size, has, and Q. The Intv is a control parameter that determines how
frequently the optimization is performed. In our evaluation, we set Intv to be 3
minutes, which gives a good balance between (i) achieving accurate mobility pre-
diction and (ii) limiting the optimization overhead, since both (i) and (ii) decrease
as Intv increases. The next three inputs on link capacity—WCap, InCap, and
OutCap—are known in advance and change infrequently. CT is estimated using
historical data and only needs to be updated infrequently. For ease of estimation,
in our evaluation we set CT (a, v) to be the average duration of all contacts from
the trace. AP can be obtained by either letting a vehicle run a mobility prediction
algorithm locally or have it send several of its recent GPS coordinates to the con-
troller, which will perform mobility prediction. size, has, and Q are reported by
the vehicles either through a Wi-Fi link during a contact with an AP or via a cellu-
lar link during other time. A vehicle predicts what future content to request based
on the previous and current requests. For streaming content, it is relatively easy
to predict as most users will request the subsequent frames. Demand prediction in
general has been a well-researched problem in many domains [12,109] and we can
leverage existing solutions. Note that all the control information is small and can
be easily compressed by sending delta from the previous update.
Using optimization results: To enhance robustness against errors in estimating
the inputs, we use x(f, i, a) and D(v, f, a) to control the relative replication and
download rates across different files using the weighted round robin scheduling.
For example, if x(f1, i, a) = 2 ∗ x(f2, i, a), file 1 is downloaded twice as fast as
file 2. In this way, we can still fully utilize network resources even if contact time
or network capacity have estimation errors.
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5.2.3 Optimized Mesh Replication
If some APs along the road are close together, they can form a mesh net-
work. The mesh connectivity indicates that (i) we can now replicate content to the
APs using mesh connectivity in addition to wireline connectivity, and (ii) if a vehi-
cle meeting AP1 requests a file that AP1 does not have, it is more efficient to fetch
from its mesh network (if there is an AP having the file) than fetching via the slow
wireline access link. A neighboring AP in the mesh network can have the file either
due to explicit replication or opportunistically caching from earlier interactions.
To support (i), we make the following modifications to the replication for-
mulation in Figure 5.2. Let MCap(a′, a) denote the capacity of a wireless link
from AP a′ to a in the mesh network, which can be different from the capacity
of wireless links between vehicles and APs (WCap). Let z(f, a′, a) denote the
amount of content to replicate from AP a′ to a for file f through the mesh network.
Let ETX(a′, a) denote the average number of transmissions required to send a
packet from a′ to a through the mesh and can be easily estimated by measuring link






′, a) to the objective function to prefer the replication that
uses less wireline and mesh replication traffic among the ones that support the same
traffic demands, (2) adding +
∑
(a′,a)∈ mesh z(f, a
′, a) to the right handside of [C3]
to indicate a node can download from AP a any content that is already available
at a or replicated to a through either the wireline or mesh network, (3) adding the





≤ 1. The former constraint ensures AP a′ cannot
replicate more content than it has. The latter is interference constraint, which en-
forces that total active time of all mesh nodes cannot exceed 100% assuming all
nodes in the mesh network interfere with each other. Note that its left-hand side
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computes activity time by multiplying the replicated content by the expected num-
ber of transmissions normalized by the wireless capacity.
To support (ii), when AP a receiving a request for a file that it does not
have locally, it first tries to get from AP a′ in the same mesh if the end-to-end
throughput (approximated as MCap(a′, a)/ETX(a′, a)) is higher than the wireline
access link; only when no such AP is found, does it fetch using the wireline access
link.
5.2.4 Opportunistic Vehicular Replication
In addition to wireline and mesh replication, content can also be replicated
using vehicles – a vehicle can carry content from one AP to another as it moves.
This new form of replication is more effective than traditional vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) replication, because V2V needs a very large number of vehicles to be effec-
tive whereas even a small number of APs can significantly enhance the performance
by leveraging the Internet and mesh connectivity among them [15].
One way to support this new vehicular replication is to augment the LP for-
mulation in Figure 5.2 with vehicular replication terms, which can produce wireline,
mesh and vehicular replication as the final output. However, due to unpredictabil-
ity in vehicular relay opportunity, we find the effectiveness of such optimization is
rather limited. Interestingly, we find the following simple opportunistic vehicular
replication scheme is effective.
Since the wireline fetch is bottlenecked by the slow access link, the wire-
less link is not fully utilized. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 5.2.1, parallel to
the wireline fetch, a vehicle can take advantage of local wireless connectivity to
exchange content with the AP. Such exchange has two benefits: (i) the vehicle can
upload content to the AP, which can serve other vehicles later, and (ii) the vehicle
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can download files, which may serve its own demand in the future or the vehicle
can relay the content to other APs for future service. To enhance effectiveness, we
order the files to upload based on the expected future demand for the file at the AP,
which is estimated as
∑
v: v visits a Q(v, f)demand(v, f), where demand(v, f) is
the expected size of file f vehicle v is interested in. While this vehicular replication
is simple, our evaluation shows that it is highly effective.
5.3 Predicting Mobility
If we can predict the AP that a vehicle will visit, we can start replicating
the required content to the AP well before the vehicle arrives so that the vehicle
can enjoy high wireless bandwidth during its download. Predicting mobility for
vehicles is challenging because (i) vehicles often move at high speed, which implies
that there can be many possible next states and it is difficult to accurately predict
transitions to a large number of next states, (ii) the GPS updates often have relatively
low frequency (e.g., once per minute) and tend to arrive at irregular intervals, and
(iii) the road and traffic conditions are highly dynamic and difficult to predict.
To address the challenge, we develop a novel mobility prediction algorithm
for vehicular networks: K Nearest Trajectories (KNT). We also implement two
existing algorithms based on Markov mobility models [103, 133]. In Section 5.5,
we show that KNT achieves better accuracy on our dataset.
Algorithm: We observe that the mobility of vehicles exhibits unique structure –
a vehicle follows the roads and only makes turns at the street corners or highway
exits. This suggests that a good predictor should take into account the speed and
direction in the previous interval as well as the underlying road structure. Our
KNT algorithm is able to account for such information without requiring explicit
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knowledge about the detailed road map. Given a vehicle v0 and current time t0, the
algorithm predicts the set of APs visited by v0 in a future interval [t0 +∆1, t0 +∆2]
(∆2 ≥ ∆1 ≥ 0) in two steps:
1. Finding K nearest trajectories. Our algorithm first finds K existing mobility
trajectories in a GPS location database that best match the recent mobility his-
tory of the given vehicle. Specifically, we maintain a database of past GPS
coordinate updates: D = {(v, t, c)}, where v is a vehicle, t is the time for
the update, and c is the GPS coordinate. For any vehicle v and current time
t, we define its mobility history MH as the set of GPS coordinates reported
by v in the past δ seconds: MH tv = {c|(v, s, c) ∈ D ∧ s ∈ [t − δ, t]}. We







mind∈MHtv ‖c−d‖2, where ‖c−d‖2 is the Euclidean distance between
the two locations specified by GPS coordinates c and d. Essentially, this dis-
tance function reflects the total distance from each point on MH t0v0 to the closest




i.e., the K nearest neighbors of (v0, t0).
2. Voting. For each of K nearest trajectories (v, t), we use linear interpolation (i.e.,
using a line to connect two adjacent points) to obtain its mobility trajectory in
the future interval [t + ∆1, t + ∆2]. Based on this, we obtain the set of APs
visited by v during that interval. We then report all the APs that are visited by
at least T out of K nearest trajectories as the predicted set of APs that will be
visited by v0 during future interval [t0 + ∆1, t0 + ∆2].
In step 1 above, to avoid computing f(MH t0v0 , MH
t
v) for all pairs of trajec-
tories (which is expensive), we only compute for the trajectory pairs that are nearby.
To quickly identify the trajectories that are close to the current one, we create an
efficient index structure by (i) discretizing the GPS latitude-longitude coordinate
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space into 0.0001◦ × 0.0001◦ grid squares, and (ii) storing all the (v, t) inside each
grid square. Given (v0, t0), we start from its grid square and use expanded ring
search to find C candidate points (v, t) residing in the same or nearby grid squares.
We then find K nearest neighbors among these C candidate points.
To be general, our prediction algorithm intentionally does not exploit ex-
ternal knowledge (e.g., certain vehicles have similar trajectory on different days,
which may hold for some personal vehicles). When such information is available,
our prediction algorithm can potentially incorporate it when finding nearest trajec-
tories to further improve the accuracy.
Parameter setting: Our algorithm has four control parameters: the number of
nearest trajectories K, the number of candidate points C, the voting threshold T ,
and the mobility history duration H . In our evaluation, we keep C = 32, vary
T = 1, 2, vary K from 2 to 12, and vary H from 60 to 180 seconds. Our results
show that (K = 4, T = 2, C = 32, H = 60) consistently give the best performance.
We thus only report the results under this parameter setting.
5.4 VCD Implementation
We implement VCD in both Emulab [42] and our real testbed with smart-
phone and laptop clients. VCD consists of a controller, APs, content servers, and
clients in vehicles. Emulab and testbed use the same controller, AP, and content
server implementation, all of which are implemented as multi-threaded C++/Linux
programs. They differ in client implementation. In Emulab, we implement a virtual
vehicle program, which can emulate multiple vehicles, allowing us to conduct a
trace driven emulation of all the vehicles in our trace using a few virtual vehicles.
The client in the real testbed is implemented on both smartphones and laptops,
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which is described in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 System Overview
Communication between APs and controller: The APs and controller commu-
nicate with each other using TCP. As noted in Section 5.2.1, at the beginning of
every interval the controller collects inputs, computes the replication strategy, and
instructs content servers or APs to perform wireline and mesh replication at the
desirable rates.
Communication between AP and vehicle: The communication between APs and
vehicles uses UDP that sends data at close to the PHY data rate. When a vehicle
contacts an AP, it sends a HELLO message that includes (i) a list of files and their
sizes that it already has, (ii) the files it is interested in during the current and next in-
tervals. Upon receiving the first HELLO message from the vehicle, the AP initiates
data download to the vehicle according to the four steps described in Section 5.2.1.
Meanwhile, the vehicle also sends buffered GPS updates (generated every 20 sec-
onds in the testbed and every 1 minute in Emulab). In step 4, the AP determines
a list of files for the vehicle to upload sorted in increasing utility as described in
Section 5.2.4. The AP sends this list in a REQ message. Upon receiving the first
REQ message, the vehicle initiates data upload to the AP. Both HELLO and REQ
messages use soft state and are sent periodically once every control interval (100ms
in testbed and 1s in Emulab). These messages also serve as heartbeats to the other
party.
To achieve efficiency and reliability for data traffic, an AP applies network
coding before sending the data it receives. In addition, we use multiple content
servers and leverage a central dispatcher to distribute requests to an appropriate
content server for load balancing.
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5.4.2 Client Implementation
We implemented client on both Windows XP laptops and smartphones. We
use HP Ipaq 910 Business Manager smartphones with Windows Mobile 6.1 Pro-
fessional operating system, Marvell PXA270 416 MHz Processor, 128MB RAM,
Marvell SDIO8661 802.11 b/g Wi-Fi card, and the .Net Compact Framework. Our
implementation on smartphones uses OpenNet API, and that on Windows uses
Managed Wi-Fi API. Implementing on smartphones introduces several challenges:
(i) limited APIs and often inconsistent implementations, (ii) expensive I/O, (iii)
limited system resources, and (iv) many existing wireless optimizations cannot be
implemented due to lack of low level access, which we address.
Handling expensive I/O: Since I/O on smartphones is around an order of mag-
nitude slower than desktops, packets cannot be stored on the disk and read back
on-demand for vehicular replication. For simplicity, we use an in-memory packet
buffer with FIFO replacement policy. We further limit disk access during the con-
tact with APs and push data to the disk only after the contact is over so that we can
fully utilize the short contact time for data transfer.
Handling network coding cost: Due to the slow processor, thread scheduling and
dynamic assignment of priorities are important. For example, network coding in-
curs much higher cost on the smartphone than on the desktop as shown in Table
5.1. We use packet size of 1230 bytes (i.e., the packet payload in our testbed imple-
mentation to ensure the maximum packet size is still within 1500 bytes (Ethernet
MTU)). Our evaluation uses file sizes of 35, 70, and 110 packets, which correspond
to minimum, median and maximum file sizes used in our experiments. To minimize
the impact of decoding, we schedule the decoding thread at a low priority during a
contact and increase its priority after the contact.
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Batch size 110 packets 70 packets 35 packets
Device Phone Desktop Phone Desktop Phone Desktop
Encoding 12.19s 0.0228s 4.79s 0.0088s 1.18s 0.0021s
Decoding 8.22s 0.017s 3.27s 0.0067s 0.809s 0.0012s
Table 5.1: Network coding benchmarks
Connection setup: The ability to quickly establish connection to an AP is cru-
cial. [22, 54] examine this problem in greater detail. In the context of smartphones,
the problem becomes even harder since NDIS does not provide access to many low
level parameters to implement the association optimizations proposed in the litera-
ture. Windows Mobile provides two ways to initiate connection to a Wi-Fi network
programmatically, either through the wireless zero config (WZC) interface or by
setting the appropriate NDIS OIDs. The association times using the WZC inter-
faces were around 3.0 sec, which is unacceptable in the vehicular network context.
We therefore disable WZC and implement NDIS based association, which yields
significantly lower association times. We also implement our own DHCP client and
use the DHCP caching mechanism described in [22].
Our connection setup procedure is as follows. The smartphone scans for
APs every 100 ms. When an AP is discovered, the smartphone waits for 3 RSSI
readings greater than -91dB before trying to associate. We do not associate imme-
diately because an association failure is expensive. The association procedure is
retried up to 7 times with a short delay of 50ms between consecutive attempts. The
various threshold values used in the scheme were chosen empirically. We report the
association time and failures in Section 5.8.
5.5 Mobility Prediction Accuracy
Mobility traces: We obtain real vehicular mobility traces from Cabspotting [23]
and Seattle [125]. The former contain over 10 million GPS longitude and latitude
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(a) Taxi locations (on highways) (b) Taxi locations (inside city)
Figure 5.3: Illustration of traces for mobility prediction.
coordinates for approximately 500 taxis in the San Francisco Bay Area over the
course of 30 days (December 13, 2008 – January 13, 2009). The latter contains sev-
eral week-long traces of city buses in Seattle during 2001. The bus system consisted
of over 1200 vehicles covering a 5100 square kilometer area. The GPS coordinates
are updated approximately once per minute for both Cabspotting and Seattle traces.
Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) illustrate the vehicle locations along the highway and inside
San Francisco. One can clearly observe the underlying street structure from taxis’
GPS. Similar pattern was observed in Seattle traces.
AP locations: We consider two sets of locations for placing APs: (i) gas stations
and (ii) coffee shops. We use Yahoo’s Local Search API (version 3) [150] to obtain
the longitude and latitude coordinates of 1120 gas stations and 1620 coffee shops
in San Francisco Bay Area, as well as 618 gas stations and 738 coffee shops in
Seattle. The average distance between two closest APs in the traces ranges between
345 − 589 m and the median distance is 157 − 433 m. There are quite a few APs
whose distance exceeds 3500 m in all the four traces. The communication range
between an AP and a vehicle is set to either 100 or 200 meters. We use these val-
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ues because they approximate the communication ranges we measured from our
vehicular testbeds using 802.11b and 802.11g, respectively. To determine the con-
tact period between a vehicle and an AP, we use linear interpolation to obtain the
vehicle’s mobility trajectory between two adjacent GPS location updates.
Trace statistics: We analyze the traces and find that 23% – 40% of time the vehi-
cles were parked or moved within 1 mile/hour, 70% of time they moved less than
11 – 15 miles/hour, and 90% of time they moved less than 25-27 miles/hour. Since
most of the cabs are in the downtown area, they are bounded by the speed limits
of the downtown area. We further study the contact duration and observe 70% of
the contacts between a vehicle and an AP last less than 39-51 seconds when the
communication range is 100 meters, and less than 54-82 seconds when the range
increases to 200 meters. Such short contacts highlight the importance of replicating
data in advance.
Baseline algorithms: For baseline comparison, we implement a variant of the
mobility prediction algorithm in [103]. The algorithm is based on a second-order
Markov mobility model. Each state has two sets of coordinates: the vehicle’s lo-
cation at time τ ago, and its current location. In our evaluation, τ is either 1 or
2 or 3 minutes. We deal with irregular GPS update intervals through linear inter-
polation. To avoid state space explosion, the algorithm discretizes the longitude
and latitude coordinates into 0.001◦ × 0.001◦ grid squares. The algorithm uses past
mobility traces to learn the probability for a vehicle to transition into any new grid
square given its last and current grid squares. Based on the transition probabilities,
the algorithm identifies the grid square that the vehicle is most likely to visit next,
and uses the center of this grid square as the predicted new location for vehicle af-
ter time τ . This procedure is repeated to make predictions further into the future.
Based on the predicted locations, the algorithm applies linear interpolation to ob-
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tain the entire mobility trajectory and then computes the set of APs the vehicle is
predicted to visit during a future interval. As in [103, 133], the algorithm falls back
to a first-order Markov model when the second-order Markov model fails to make
a prediction. Finally, we also implement the first-order Markov model as another
baseline algorithm.
Metrics: We quantify the prediction accuracy using two metrics: (i) precision, i.e.,
the fraction of APs predicted by our algorithms are indeed visited by the vehicles
in a future interval, and (ii) recall, i.e., the fraction of APs visited by the vehicles in
a future interval are correctly predicted by our algorithms. In addition, we integrate
precision and recall into a single metric called F-score [148], which is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall: F-score = 2
1/precision+1/recall
. For all three metrics,
larger values indicate higher accuracy.
Evaluation results: We consider the following prediction scenario as required by
our replication optimization algorithm: per-interval prediction, which divides time
into fixed intervals and the goal is to predict the set of APs that will be visited by
a vehicle in the next interval. The prediction interval is set to 3 minutes, which
matches the interval for periodic replication optimization. For each prediction al-
gorithm we evaluate, we consider multiple parameter configurations and choose the
configuration that yields the best F-score. The results from Cabspotting traces use
seven days of training data to predict the mobility on the eighth day, and results
from Seattle bus traces use 5 days of training data to predict the sixth day as these
traces have shorter duration.
Figure 5.4 shows the prediction accuracy when APs are placed at either
gas stations or coffee shops and the communication range is either 100m or 200m.
For the San Francisco taxi mobility trace (Figure 5.4 (a)–(d)), the F-scores of our

























































































(h) Seattle, coffee, range=200m
Figure 5.4: Accuracy comparison of different mobility prediction algorithms.
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(Markov1) and second-order Markov model (Markov2). For the Seattle bus mobil-
ity trace (Figure 5.4 (e)–(h)), KNT outperformsMarkov1 and Markov2 by 25–94%
in terms of F-scores. In general, the absolute prediction accuracy for all three algo-
rithms is higher for the bus mobility trace, because buses tend to follow fixed routes
and are thus more predictable.
Finally, it is worth noting that in contrast to findings in [103,133],Markov2
does not significantly outperform Markov1 in our evaluation. This suggests that
with higher speed and less frequent GPS location updates, mobility prediction is
more challenging in vehicular networks. As a result, solutions that perform better
in less mobile environment do not necessarily perform better in vehicular networks.
Summary: The above results clearly show that our KNT mobility prediction al-
gorithm consistently achieves good accuracy in vehicular networks. Later in Sec-
tion 5.6, we further show that optimization based on our prediction results yields
good performance in practice.
5.6 Trace-Driven Simulation
5.6.1 Simulation Methodology
We develop a trace-driven simulator for evaluation as follows. We first gen-
erate the contact traces based on the mobility traces, AP locations, and wireless
communication range. When multiple vehicles contact an AP at the same time, we
divide the original contacts into non-overlapping contacts, each of which has only
one vehicle in contact with an AP. Such contact partitions can be easily realized
in practice by letting the AP serve the new vehicle only after it finishes serving
the previous one. Similarly, when a vehicle is within the communication range of
multiple APs, we also partition the contact into multiple non-overlapping intervals,
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each of which involves one AP. Another way to partition a contact between multi-
ple vehicles and an AP or between multiple APs and a vehicle is to equally divide
the contact time among multiple vehicles or multiple APs that are involved in the
contact to mimic round-robin scheduling. The performance of these two types of
partitions is similar, and we use the first partition in our evaluation.
We then feed the actual contact traces (after the above post processing), pre-
dicted contacts, and traffic demands to the simulator. The simulator updates the
content at APs and vehicles based on the actual contacts, traffic demands, replica-
tion schemes, and wireless and wireline capacity at APs. We implement network
coding for all data transfer to ensure only innovative packets (i.e., whose coding
coefficients are linearly independent) are exchanged between APs and vehicles or
among APs. We have a content server on the Internet, which has all the content,
whereas all APs and vehicles are initialized with no content.
We compare (i) no replication, (ii) wireline replication alone, (iii) vehicular
replication alone, (iv) both wireline and vehicular replication, (v) wireline, vehic-
ular, and mesh replication (VCD). In all the schemes, a vehicle downloads content
remotely from the Internet whenever the AP has Internet connectivity and the con-
tent is not available locally at the AP or mesh network.
To study the impact of traffic demands, we generate traffic demands fol-
lowing either uniform or Zipf-like distribution. In both cases, for every interval, a
vehicle randomly selects a specified number of files to request. In the uniform dis-
tribution, a file is uniformly drawn from the pool of the files that the vehicle has not
requested previously. In Zipf-like distribution, the probability of requesting the ith
file is proportional to 1
iα
, where i is the popularity ranking of the file and i = 1 in-
dicates the most popular file. We set α = 0.4 so that we can generate similar traffic
load using both Zipf-like and uniform distributions and the performance difference
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is solely due to the difference in the distribution.
For delay sensitive applications, such as video, their performance depends
on the amount of data received before the deadline. Therefore, we use average
throughput per vehicle as our performance metric, which denotes the total demand
that is satisfied before the deadline divided by the product of the number of vehicles
and the entire trace duration (including the time without contacts with APs). The
deadline is set to the end of the interval in which the demand is generated.
Our evaluation uses 2-hour trace, which exhibits similar contact character-
istics as in the 1-day trace, shown in Section 5.5. Other default settings used in
our evaluation include: 100-meter communication range between APs and vehi-
cles, 500-meter communication range among APs (well within reach by many mesh
routers [9,93]), Zipf-like traffic demands, placing APs at coffee shops, all APs hav-
ing 22 Mbps wireless link, half of the APs having Internet links with 2Mbps while
the other half have no Internet connection. The content server has a 1 Gbps Inter-
net link and zero wireless capacity to indicate that it is not directly reachable by
vehicles. There are 1200 files in total. Each user requests 20 files every 3-minute
interval, each file has 2K packets, which contains 1000 bytes. Every file represents
either a video clip or one chunk in a larger video file (e.g., We divide a large video
file into smaller chunks and generate random linear combinations of packets within
each chunk for efficient replication). We further evaluate the effects of changing
these parameters.
5.6.2 Simulation Results
Varying wireless bandwidth: In Figure 5.5, we plot the total downloaded con-
tent as we vary wireless bandwidth from 5, 11, 22, 54, 120, and 150 Mbps. We
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(d) Seattle, coffee shops, range=100m
Figure 5.5: Average throughput of 50 vehicles under varying wireless capacity and
Zipf-like traffic demands. The difference from the base configuration is in bold.
the other schemes and its benefit increases rapidly with wireless capacity. Second,
as we would expect, no replication performs the worst. Interestingly, its perfor-
mance remains the same as we increase wireless capacity. This is because without
replication APs often do not have content locally and the wireless download is bot-
tlenecked by slow Internet access capacity. This further demonstrates the need of
replication. Third, the performance of both wireline and vehicular replication alone
initially improves with increasing wireless capacity and then tapers off. This is
because limited Internet capacity prevents fully taking advantage of large wireless
capacity. In comparison, harnessing both wireline and vehicular replication oppor-
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tunities can effectively utilize the large wireless capacity when available. Adding
mesh replication further increases average throughput by 14-20% under high AP
density (Figure 5.5(c)), and by 3-13% in low AP density. The benefit of mesh repli-
cation can be increased further if APs use high gain antennas or MIMO. Overall,
at 22Mbps Wi-Fi capacity, VCD achieves 70 – 300 Kbps average throughput per
vehicle depending on the AP density, which can support video streaming applica-
tions.
Varying fraction of APs with Internet connectivity: Next we vary the fraction of
APs with Internet connectivity. Figure 5.6(a) and (b) plot the average downloaded
traffic in San Francisco and Seattle traces, respectively. As we can see, VCD con-
tinues to significantly out-perform the other schemes. In addition, the benefits of all
types of replication increase with the fraction of APs that have Internet connectivity.
The rate of such increase is faster for the replication schemes that involve wireline
replication, since they explicitly take advantage of the newwireline capacity to push
data.
Varying number of vehicles: To further evaluate the impact of degree of deploy-
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Figure 5.6: Average throughput under varying fraction of APs with Internet (Zipf-
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(b) gas stations
Figure 5.7: Average throughput under a varying number of vehicles (San Francisco,
Zipf-like traffic, range = 100m).
from the traces. Figure 5.7 summarizes the performance results. We make the
following observations. First, VCD continues to perform the best in all cases. Sec-
ond, increasing the number of vehicles initially improves the average throughput
because more content are available locally at APs due to previous requests coming
from other users. In addition, increasing the number of vehicles also creates more
wireless relay opportunities. However, a further increase degrades performance due
to increased contention for limited wireline and wireless resources. Third, the ben-
efit of mesh replication increases with the number of vehicles. When we use all the
vehicles in the two-hour traces, we find that the mesh replication helps to increase
throughput by 17-22%. This is because increasing the number of vehicles increases
vehicular relay opportunities and makes it more likely to have content available at
nearby mesh nodes.
Varying traffic demands: Figure 5.8 shows the performance for uniformly and
Zipf-like distributed traffic demand, respectively. As before, VCD performs the
best in all cases. The performance of uniform and Zipf-like distributed traffic re-
ceives similar performance. Moreover, decreasing the total number of files tends
to improve performance as demands are more concentrated and less replication is
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required to satisfy them. Finally, the replication benefit tends to increase with an
increasing number of files requested by each user. This is because when a user is
interested in more content, it is more likely to have some locally available content
that satisfies the user.
5.7 Trace-Driven Emulation of VCD
The goal of our Emulab implementation is twofold: (1) validate simulation
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(d) Zipf-like: vary # files per user
Figure 5.8: Average throughput under varying traffic demands (San Francisco, ve-
hicle=50, range=100m, coffee shops).
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Validation: To validate the simulation results, we compare them against those
obtained from Emulab under identical settings. We consider the 30 most interactive
APs from the trace contacting 100 vehicles. The radio range is 200m. Given limited
machine availability on Emulab, we emulate multiple APs and vehicles on each
machine. This limits the link capacity we can select per AP or per vehicle. Hence,
our evaluation uses 1Mbps and 6Mbps as the Internet and wireless link capacities,
respectively.
Figure 5.9 shows the average throughput for each interval in Emulab and
simulator. In Figure 5.9(a), we consider that all APs have Internet connectivity
and compare the simulation and emulation performance under no replication and
wireline replication alone. We observe that the simulation results closely follow
that of Emulab and the discrepancy between them is below 10%. Next we consider
only 10% of the APs have Internet connectivity and compare the performance for
vehicular replication alone and VCD in both simulator and Emulab. In this case,
since most APs are not connected to the Internet and there is no mesh connectivity,
most content is replicated via vehicles. Figure 5.9 (b) shows that the simulation






































































(b) 10% APs have Internet
Figure 5.9: Cross validation: comparing performance in Emulab and simulation
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Packet type Avg KB % of total traffic
Controller to APs 192 0.006
APs to controller 1483 0.048
Content server to AP data 3078200 99.946
Vehicles to APs 49122 1.599
APs to vehicles data 3023100 98.401
Table 5.2: Average control message overhead per interval.
replication and VCD.
Micro-benchmarks: The followingmicro-benchmark results show that our imple-
mentation is efficient and light-weight even when operating at scale. We emulate
the 120 most interactive APs and 317 vehicles from the trace.
Table 5.2 shows the per-interval control message overhead. We observe
that control messages constitute only 0.054% of the total wireline traffic exchanged
amongst APs and between APs and the controller, and constitute only 1.6% of the
total wireless traffic between APs and vehicles.
Controller efficiency: We need to ensure that the centralized controller does not
become the performance bottleneck. Next we evaluate the efficiency of the con-
troller. On a 2.133GHz Xeon machine with 3GB RAM, average CPU and memory
utilization of the controller is 2% and 38 MB respectively. The average latency at
the controller is 7.8s, which is a small fraction of the 3-minute interval. Table 5.3
further shows the breakdown of the processing latency at the controller. The pre-
processing stage involves predicting which APs will be visited and preparing input
Average Latency (ms)
Pre-processing for LP 1307
LP Computation 6512
LP Result Processing 32
Total 7851
Table 5.3: Average controller processing delay per interval
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file for lp solve. Out of 7.8s, the LP computation takes 6.5s. It is performed on
Emulab using lp solve [86] due to licensing issues with cplex [32], and the time can
be further reduced if cplex is used instead.
AP load: Finally we evaluate the scalability of APs by running 120 instances of
the AP on 2.133GHz Xeon machines with 3GB RAM. We find that all APs have
roughly the same usage, with each AP instance consuming only 0.01% CPU load
and 33 MB of memory. Therefore it is light-weight.
5.8 Testbed Experiments
We evaluate our approach using two testbeds to understand its feasibility
and effectiveness under realistic wireless conditions. The first testbed consists of
9 APs deployed in office buildings near the road. The APs are Linux desktops
equipped with 802.11b radios, which are set to a fixed data rate of 11Mbps. The
second testbed consists of 4 APs deployed outdoor equipped with 802.11n radios
that use auto-rate. 802.11n radios use 2.4GHz frequency with a 20MHz band. In
both testbeds, the APs have 1Mbps wireline access link connecting to the back-end
content server. In the 802.11b testbed, 3 out of the 9 APs forms a mesh network
as a 2-hop linear chain, whereas the 4 APs in the 802.11n testbed forms a mesh
network with pairwise connectivity. In both testbeds, mesh communication takes
place using additional 802.11b radios. We implement clients on both Windows
Mobile Smartphones and Windows XP Laptops. Smartphone clients are used in
802.11b experiments and laptop clients are used in 802.11n experiments. Both
clients ran a video streaming application during the car ride. The cars travelled
around the testbed at 15 mph (speed limit). We expect that the driving speed does
not significantly affect the performance when association time is small, because
increasing speed reduces both on-time (i.e., contact time) and off-time (i.e., the
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time between two consecutive contacts).
Connection setup: Due to deployment constraints, the placement of our 802.11b
APs is not ideal: 4 of our APs were placed on the 3rd floor of buildings, limiting
their range; and 3 APs were placed in high AP density areas, with 50-70 APs within
their range, causing heavy interference. This deployment stress-tests our system. In
our experiments during car rides, we were able to associate successfully for 65.2%
of all attempts. Most of the failures came from the 3 APs deployed in the high
AP density area: association success percentage was only 33.3% for these APs. In
fact, even the Windows Mobile Wi-Fi manager utility experienced problems such
as very long connection time and adapter freezing near these APs even without
any movement. The other access points can successfully associate for 85.7% of the
time. The association time in our experiments has minimum, median and maximum
of 36ms, 844ms, and 14867ms, respectively. 70% of the associations finish within
2 seconds. We retry association up to 7 times and the median retry count is 1.
In our 802.11n outdoor testbed, association success rate was 89.58% out of
48 attempts. The minimum, median and maximum association times were 48 ms,
162 ms, and 4086 ms, respectively. 80% of the associations finish within 246 ms
and the median retry count was 1. The better results for 802.11n testbed were be-
cause (i) we used laptops as clients, (ii) APs were placed outdoor closer to vehicles,
and (iii) MIMO in 802.11n improves received signal strength.
Wireline and mesh replication: We implemented a video streaming application
that can play H.264 videos (downloaded from APs) encoded at 64Kbps. We divide
every video into multiple files and use network coding to generate random linear
combination of packets within a file. Once enough packets are received for the file,
the file is decoded and passed to the video player on the smartphone/laptop to play
in proper order using the Windows Mobile media player plugin.
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Download (kB) Play time (sec)
No replication 29297 3662
Wireline 71930 8991
Wireline + Mesh 79440 9930
Full replication 92493 11562
Table 5.4: Throughput of wireline and mesh replication in the 802.11b testbed
Download (kB) Play time (sec)
No replication 16857 2107
Wireline 123175 15387
Wireline + Mesh 130827 16353
Full replication 136479 17060
Table 5.5: Throughput of wireline and mesh replication in the 802.11n testbed
Tables 5.4 and 5.5 compare the performance of our optimized wireline and
mesh replication with no replication and full replication at all the APs in 802.11b
and 802.11n testbeds, respectively. We consider two performance metrics: total
download size and total amount of time the video can play (which is proportional
to the download size). We report the averages over 3 runs. The full replication
assumes every AP has all the files and serves as an upper bound. In both experi-
ments, we follow the planned trajectory, which was fed as input to the controller.
In 802.11b testbed, wireline replication alone and wireline plus mesh replication
performs 2.45x and 2.7x that of no replication, respectively. In 802.11n testbed,
the throughput of wireline and wireline plus mesh replication is 7.3x and 7.8x that
of no replication, respectively. This demonstrates the effectiveness of replication.
Moreover, the benefit increases with wireless capacity. There is a gap between the
performance of VCD and full replication, since the Internet bottleneck prevents
complete replication of all the required files.
Vehicular replication: To show the benefit of vehicular replication, we use the
following setup. Car 1 follows the route AP1 − AP2, and Car 2 follows the route
AP2−AP1. Car 1 possesses files 1-20 and is interested in files 21-40, while car 2
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has files 21-40 and is interested in files 1-20. Both AP1 and AP2 lack Internet and
mesh connectivity. Therefore, without vehicular replication, neither car can get the
content it is interested in and the total throughput is 0 under no replication, wireline
replication alone, and mesh replication alone.
In comparison, VCD exploits the vehicular replication opportunity. When
car 1 meets AP1, VCD finds that files 1-20 have highest utility because it predicts
car 2 will visit AP1 soon and need these files. So AP1 instructs the car to upload
them first. Similarly, car 2 uploads file 21-40 at AP2. When car 1 reaches AP2
it can download these files. Similarly, car 2 can download files 1-20 from AP1,
leading to much higher throughput. Table 5.6 shows that both cars download their
interested files in the actual road experiments.
5.9 Summary
In this chapter, we present the VCD system that provides high-bandwidth
content access to vehicular passengers by utilizing opportunistic connections to Wi-
Fi access points along the road. VCD predicts which APs a vehicle will encounter
in the future and proactively pushes content to these APs by leveraging both wire-
line and wireless connectivity. Using trace-driven simulation and Emulab-based
emulation, we show that VCD is capable of downloading 3-6X as much content as
no replication and 2-4X as much content as wireline or vehicular replication alone.
The benefit further increases as the ratio between wireless and wireline capacity
No replication Wireless replication
Car 1 Car 2 Car 1 Car 2
AP1 0 0 Upload 780 pkts Download 780 pkts,20 files
AP2 0 0 Download 1159 pkts, 20 files Upload 1159 pkts
Table 5.6: Comparison between performance with and without vehicular replica-
tion.
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increases. We further develop a full-fledged prototype of VCD using two testbeds:
a 9-AP 802.11b testbed and a 4-AP 802.11n testbed. Our experience suggests that




In this dissertation, we emphasize the importance of opportunistic commu-
nication in wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks. We present a series of
novel optimization frameworks that enable systematic optimization of opportunistic
communication in wireless mesh networks and vehicular networks.
First, we present an accurate model-driven optimization framework for op-
portunistic routing in IEEE 802.11 mesh networks. This includes an accurate inter-
ference model, a general algorithm that jointly optimizes routes and rate-limits, an
iterative optimization algorithm to cope with the non-convex model, and a practical
routing protocol. Through testbed implementation and simulation, we validate the
accuracy of our model and shows that the performance of our protocol excels the
state-of-the-art routing protocols. Furthermore, we show that our approach is robust
against inaccuracy introduced by dynamic network conditions.
Second, we present an overlay-based optimization framework that effec-
tively incorporates inter-flow coding into opportunistic routing. The framework
uses a novel hierarchical approach where overlay network performs inter-flow cod-
ing to reduce the traffic in the network and underlay network performs opportunis-
tic routing to reliably transfer the traffic of the overlay. By Qualnet simulation, we
show that our overlay-based optimization approach is effective and brings signifi-
cant performance improvement in opportunistic routing.
Third, we present an interval-based optimization framework that optimizes
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replication schemes to enable high-bandwidth content distribution in vehicular net-
works. We present an accurate mobility prediction algorithm and novel replication
optimization schemes that effectively take advantage of Internet connectivity, local
wireless connectivity, and vehicular relay connectivity. Using trace-driven simula-
tion and Emulab-based emulation, we show our replication scheme brings signif-
icant performance improvement. We further develop a full-fledge prototype VCD
system in testbed that supports real video streaming running on smart phones and
laptop clients. Our testbed results also confirm the effectiveness of our design.
Future Work: We plan to enhance our framework in the following aspects:
First, we plan to further enhance the robustness of our optimization frame-
work against traffic and topology variations. We can extend various traffic engi-
neering techniques developed in the Internet to optimize wireless networks. In par-
ticular, a traffic engineering system usually collects a set of traffic matrices and
uses their convex combination to cover the space of common traffic patterns for
optimization. These new demand constraints are compact and can be easily incor-
porated into our framework. We plan to extend this technique to cope with both
traffic and topology variations in wireless networks.
Second, we plan to enhance the scalability of our framework as solving the
optimization in a centralized fashion becomes unscalable with the increasing net-
work size. For example, we can apply decomposition techniques developed for
distributed convex optimization (e.g., [68]) to solve the optimization in a fully dis-
tributed fashion.
Third, we plan to incorporate diverse factors such as user preferences into
our optimization objectives. WiFi technology and 3G/4G provides different band-
width at a different cost. While WiFi provides intermittent high-bandwidth connec-
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tivity, 3G/4G allows always-on but lower-bandwidth and/or high-cost path. We can
leverage both types of network connectivity to enhance performance.
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